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PREFACE
The Sea Uee and Abuse
The materials in this packe~ have been collected to provide
background information for the high school teacher who may be denied
the span of time required for such research. These materials are not
inclusive, but are considred most significant for an understanding
of the complex issues studied. The materials have been selected as
the basis for an interdisciplinary social studies-marine biology course
and relate to marine environmental issues. These issues are placed
within the political, economic, and social spheres.
Selected materials may also be woven into the raditional US
History or American Problems/Issues courses, e.g. the Law of the Sea
Unit, Port Management and Development, Gas and/or Oil on the Georges
Banks, etc.
The teacher is advised to utilize the materials in the most mean-
ingful manner. Some teacher background materials may be appropriate
for selected students. The two gloss~ries ( ports and general terms)
are rather inclusive. The teacher is advised to select according to
the needs/goals of the specific students.
These materials are divided into five major categories and the
materials in the fifth category pertain to specific New England concerns
and problems. The outline provides more specifics. The absence of.
materials in the Coastal Zone Area is NOT due to its unimportance.
Rather additional time is required to adequately develop~ adapt, and
integrate these most vital biological activities into the political,
economic, and social areas. As:the8e~mate~ia18 are being utilized,
evaluated, and refined, the materials on the Coastal Zone will be in
the development process.
The background and study guide materials within this Learning
Activity Package is not comprehensive. Emphatically I stress the
importance of helping students become aware of some of these crucial
and vital issues. May this be only the beginning of a lifelong
commitment of study understanding, and respect of the interactions of
the forces of nature and the myriads of inhabitants on this earth - both
terrestrial and oceanic.
HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULUM
MARINE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
" THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE"
Considerations:
Suggested Topics:
The following topics may 'b e included within any
existing US History or American Issues Course or
taught as an interdisciplinary course with Social
Science and Marine Biology materials.
I. Background: Law of the Sea
A. History and objectives of the Law of the Sea
B. The LOS Convention: provisions for signatory and
ratification phases
C. Impact of the Law of the Sea on all peoples
1. Developed nations
2. Developing nations
3. Nations that are not party to the treaty
II. Mining the Ocean
A. Deep ocean - seabed mining of resources
B. Continental Shelf (OCS)
C. Problems of jurisdiction, ownership, and control
III. Port Facilities
A. "Modernization of existing ports - problems and concerns
B. Deep-water ports
C. Marine transportation - necessity and/or risk
IV. Food From the Sea
A. Fisheries - USA and nations of the world
B. "The Blue Revolution" -- farming the seas
C. The Future Potential of Fisheries and Aquaculture
V. Specific New England Problems and Concerns
A. Facility Siting - issues
B. The Georges Bank Controversy
1. Fis heries
2. Oil
THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
Introduction: To the Teacher
The materials presented and developed in this learning activity
packet involve dynamic, complex, ar.d persistent environmental issues
concerning . ma n ' s interaction with the oceans and the marine environ-
ment.
As we pregress into the 1980's, many decisions effecting the
marine world will be made within the political sphere. These decisions
will have widespreading impacts into the economic and social areas as
well. Some consequences will be observed immediately, and others
perhaps more serious, defiant of detection, and in some instances
even hazardous, may have delayed results.
The complex interrelationships of land and oceanic~
environments, " , the fragility of the marine wor Ld , and the often
conflicting needs and uses of our technological world are major
reasons for introducing the high school student of the 1980's to
the issues presented in this learning nacket.
It is paramount that students realize that most complex problems
must be thoroughly and accurat~ly analyzed. A variety of ontions
must be stringently researched and reviewed. Many issues may also
require some degree of compromise or adaptation.
The materials presented for the teacher in this packet could form
the basis for additional study on complex and specialized topics that
the overburdened high school teacher may not have time to research.
The very nature of these materials necessitates constant updating and
revision. Both teachers and students should be involved in this
process.
These materials are presented as a guideline. It is understood
that the concerned teacher will not only adapt theee suggested pre-
sent ations to the needs and objectives of the particular class, but
will also enhance the materials and activities wherever possible.
In some instances the teacher may choose to supplement the student
materials for the more academically able students with the teacher
rna t e r LaLs ,
THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
Introduction: To the Student
As we progress into the 1980'5, you will become more aware of a
number of marine related environmental issues. Many of these complex
marine issues will be decided within the political sphere of our
society. These are not isolated issues. but rather complicated
ones which impact a wide section of our economic and social lives.
The issues we are discussing include: land use (especially in
the coastal zone), the citing of facilities ( e.g. sewer treatment
plants, power plants, nuclear power plants, and the drilling for
oil and gas and minerals on submerged and continental shelf areas.
Port development or revitalization, fisheries and fish processing,
and ship~ing will involve issues that are not merely domestic, but
international and hence more complex in scope.
The materials provided in this student section are designed
to introduce you to some of these complex issues wit h their far-
reaching causes and impacts.
These materials will have achieved some level of success, it you,
the decision maker of the future, begin to realize some of the depth
and degree of involvement these issues share.
Consider this study as an introduction and 3 means of assis-
ting you in an analysis of issues that will be resolved within the near
future. May you continue an intensive search for solutions that may
not come easily, but will result in an improved enc~ronment.
CURRICULUM: TaL SEA - USE A~D ABUSE
LEA~~ING ACTIVITY PACKAGE
THE FOLLOWING ~~TERIALS MAY BE USED AS SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
AND ACTIVITIES WITHIN THE TRADITIONAL US HISTORY COURSE OR AN
AMEHICAN ISSUES/pROBLE~ COURSE.
THIS MATERIAL MAY ALSO BE UTILIZED AS THE SOCIAL SCIENCE MATERIAL
THAT MAY BE USED IN AN INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE WITH ~~RINE BIOLOGY
THE LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE IS DESIGNED WITH 30TH A TEACHER AND
A STUDENT SECTION FOR EACH UNIT OF STUDY.
A. TEACHER PACKAGE
1. ACTUAL READING AN AUTHORATATIVE SOURCE PERTAINING TO
THE SPECIFIC UNIT OR SUBUNIT OF STUDY
2. ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY BRIEF SUX~ARY OF RELEVANT SOURCES
NOTING THEIR LOCATION
3. SUGGESTED USES OF THE MATERIALS -- TIME ALLOTMENT, PRE-
SENTATIO~ SUGGECTION, ACTIVITIES
B. STUDENT PACKAGE
1. AUTHORATATIV~ READINGS OR EDITED READINGS ON S?ECIFIC U~~T
OF STUDY
2. SPECIFIC ASSIGNMENTS OR QUESTIONS ABellT REAJINGS
3. ACTIVITIES OR EXERCISES BASED ON THE READINGS
C. MEDIA
1. MASTERS FROM WHICH OVERHEADS OR DITTOS CAN BE REPRODUCED
2. LIST OF FREE OR INEXPENSIVE FILMS AVAILABLE ON EACH TOPIC
3. LIST OF APPROPRIATE FILMSTRIPS ON SP~CIFIC TOPICS
IMPACTS AND RESPONSES: THE SEA - USE AKD ABUSE
OBJECTIVES;
1. TO INC~EASE APPRECIATION FOR THI BEAUTY, FRAGILITY, AND
UTILITY OF ~A~INE AND COASTAL ENVIRONMENTS,
~. TO IDENTIFY THE ECCNOMIC, POLITICAL, AND SOCIAL FORCES
AFFECTING MARINE ~ND COASTAL ISSUES AND PROBLEMS,
3. TO UNDERSTAND THE POLITICAL DECISION MAKING P~OCESS A~D ITS
EFFECTS ON MARINE AND COASTAL ISSUES,
4. TO MAKE RATIONAL DECISIONS ON CO~PLEX AND INTERRELATED
MARINE AND COASTAL ISSUES,
5. TO ANALYZE THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF MANY MARINE A~D COASTAL
ISSUES AND THE OFTEN CO~LICTING NEEDS OF SOCIETY FOR
ENERGY, FOOD, AND LAND USE.
HISTORY OF MARITIME LAW UP TO THE THIRD UNITED NATIONS'
CONFERENCE ON THE LAW OF THE SEA
In a general sense, international law derives from the actions of
nations which come to be accepted as "customary" practice, re-
peated by a large number of nations. International law is also
produced by international agreements codified in international
treaties or conventions.* National claims or actions which are
not generally accepted by the community of nations are considered
"unilateral "* and often lead to disputes and conflicts.
Source: "A Constitution for the Sea~" Department of State Pub-
~ication 8870. August~ 1976~ p. 8.
*convention =
treaty
*unilateral- not
sanctioned by
agreement with
other nations.
1493
Pope Alexander
1580
Queen Elizabeth
1609
Hugo Grotius
The first major ocean claim which prompted subse-
quent development of maritime law came from an
unexpected source. In 1493 Pope Alexander VI
issued a Papal Bull supporting claims by Portugal
and Spain over most of the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. Reactions were slow in coming, because
other nations had not yet started to send their
ships to the far reaches of the globe.
Finally, in 1580, Queen Elizabeth asserted, "The
use of the sea and air is common to all; neither
can any title to the ocean belong to any people
or private man, for as much as neither nature
nor regard of the public use permitteth any
possession thereof."
In 1609 Dutch jurist Hugo Grotius appealed "to
the civilized world for complete freedom of the
high seas for the innocent use and mutual benefit
of all." His treatise on Mare liberum stated that
the oceans "can be neither seized nor enclosed"
and that "The sea is common to all, because it is
so limitless that it cannot become a possession of
V-I
1702
Bynkershoek
1945
Truman
anyone and because it is adapted for use of all.
whether we consider it from the point of view of
navigation or of fisheries." Grotius based his
arguments on Roman law.
Coastal nation concern over the security of its
land territory gave rise to the idea of a narrow
belt of coastal water over which the coastal
state exercised sovereignty. In 1702 a Dutch
judge named Bynkershoek precisely defined the
area as that within the range of a cannon shot
approximately three nautical miles or one league.
The three-mile territorial sea concept has been
generally accepted by nations and many of them
have passed national laws to that effect. The
United States did so in 1793. Other nations have
unilaterally claimed more extensive areas. In
1927 the Soviet Union claimed a l2-mile terri-
tori a1 sea.
The next significant development in ocean law
occurred in 1945. President Truman claimed ex-
clusive U.S. jurisdiction over continental shelf
resources adjacent to the U.S. coasts, and the
right to regulate fishing in certain areas of the
high seas contiguous to the coasts of the U.S. for
purposes of conservation. These declarations
applied only to natural resources; the character
of the high seas and the right to free and unim-
peded navigation in them were unaffected.
Other nations were not prevented from fishing in
the conservation zones. An accompanying White
House press release defined the continental shelf
area claimed as that out to the 600-foot or 200-
meter depth mark. National interest played a
major part in the U.S. claims. The U.S. was one
of the first nations capable of exploiting con-
tinental shelf oil and gas resources and our oil
supply from Asia had been substantially cut during
Worl d War II.
These unilateral U.S. claims brought sharp reactions
from other countries. The U.S. claims were far more
extensive than the few existing claims to marine
resources and were viewed as fore-runners of a
mining and fishing monopoly in the international
area. Until that time resources beyond the territo-
rial sea had been regarded as 'res nullus'; that
is, belonging to nobody and free for the taking.
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1952
Cht l e, Peru &
Ecuador
1958
UNCLOS I
1960
UNCLOS II
The U.S. action provoked similar claims on the part
of other nations, particularly in Latin America.
A striking and unexpected departure from the U.S. claim,
however, was the 1952 Declaration of Santiago in
which Chile, Ecuador and Peru claimed the right
to establish a territorial sea of not less than
200 nautical miles. The U.S . could not object to
continental shelf claims similar to its own, but
it did most strenuously object to exclusive national
claims which, unlike its own, did not recognize the
right of other nations to high seas fisheries re-
sources. The U.S. also stridently opposed the ter-
ritorial sea claim which in theory limited other
nations' ships to the restrictive right of "in_
nocent passage" throug h terri tori a1 waters. (See
definition below.)
The proliferation of divergent national claims in
the oceans prompted an attempt to agree on uniform
international laws. Following a few years of pre-
paratory work, the International Conference of
Plenipotentiaries to Examine the Law of the Sea
convened in Geneva in 1958. This was the First
United Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea
(UNCLOS I). It produced four treaties:
Convention on the Territorial Sea and the
Contiguous Zone (in force September, 1964)
Convention on the High Seas (in force September,
1962 )
Convention on Fishing and Conservation of the
Living Resources of the High Seas (in force
March, 1966)
Convention on the Continental Shelf (in force
June, 1964)
The 1958 Conference could not agree on the breadth
of the territorial sea or on a zone of coastal state
fishery jurisdiction, so it decided to meet again in
1960 to consider these questions. The Second United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea failed to
produce any results, although it fell one vote short
of agreeing on a six-mile territorial sea and a six-
mile contiguous fishing zone.
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UNCI as III: SMOOTH SAILING BOOBY-TRAPPED BY LEGAL MINES
--.
Important points to keep in mind in the four 1958 conventions with
regard to present discussions at the Third United Nations Conference
on the Law of the Sea are the following:
'Innocent passage in the territorial sea is defined
as surface transit by ships; the rights to overfly
and to transit underwater must be granted expressly
by the coastal nation. Innocent passage includes
the rights of stopping and anchoring incidental
to ordinary navigation, but no other activities
may be undertaken which would prejudice the peace,
good order or security of the coastal nation .
.High seas rights specifically include the freedoms of
navigation, overflight, laying submarine cables and
pipelines and fishing, exercised in a manner which
does not interfere with use by other nations.
'The Continental Shelf convention granted coastal
nations sovereignty for the purposes of ex-
ploring and exploiting natural resources in the
seabed and subsoil of the areas adjacent to the
coas t "to the depth of 200 meters or, beyond
that limit, to where the depth of the superja-
cent waters admits of the exploitation of the
natural resources." As technological capa-
bilities have permitted access to deeper and
deeper areas, this elastic "exploitability"
criterion has produced many and varled In-
terpretations of the extent of coastal nation
jurisdiction. The present Law of the Sea Conference is trying to
settle this issue.
·The Continental Shelf convention also stated that the consent of
the coastal nation shall be obtained for any research concerning
the continental shelf undertaken there, although consent shall
not normally be withheld. Prior to the 1964 ratification of this
convention, coastal nation restrictions on research beyond the ter-
ritorial sea were virtually unheard of. Subsequently, they have
multiplied.
In 1967 Ambassador Arvid Pardo of Malta
delivered a speech in the U.N . General
Assembly in which he advocated that the
seabed and its resources beyond national
jurisdiction be declared the "common
heritage of mankind" and that the
benefits from the resources therein be
used primarily for developing nations.
THIRD UIN. CONFERENCE ON THE LAW OF THE SEA - OFF IO A GOOD STARI
1 967
Arvid Pardo
)
J
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In 1970. the General Assembly approved a
Declaration of Principles affirming that
this area was the common heritage of human-
kind; that activities of exploration and ex-
ploitation of resources shall be governed
by the international regime to be estab-
lished; that the area shall be reserved
exclusively for peaceful purposes; and
that resource exploitation shall benefit hu-
mankind as a whole. taking into particular
consideration the interests and needs of
the developing nations. One hundred and
eight nations signed this declaration, in-
cluding the United States.*
1968
Seabed Committee
1969
Moratorium
1970
Declaration of
Principles
This opening volley led to the establish-
ment of an ad hoc committee in 1967 whos e
deliberations led to the setting up in
1968 of the permanent Committee on
the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the
Ocean Floor Beyond the Limits of National
Jurisdiction -- the Seabed Committee.
Its mandate was to look into the pos-
sibilities of establishing an interna-
tional regime and machinery to govern
seabed exploitation in the interests
of humankind. taking into special con-
sideration the interests and needs of
developing nations.
In 1969. the U.N. General Assembly passed
a resolution declaring a moratorium on
all exploitation of deep seabed resources
and stating that no claims there shall be
recognized. pending establishment of an
international regime.*
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*Moratorium state-
ment foltows in
this section; see
page V - 7.
*Declaration can
be found on
pages 8 & 9
of this section.
1970
UNCLOS III The General Assembly also convoked
a Third Law of the Sea Conference
to consider all oceans-
related topics -- seabed
questions as well as the
limits of coastal state
jurisdiction and their
rights and the regulation
of marine pollution. The
Se.abed Committee bega n pre- ~
paratory work for this ~
Conference. It" grew ins i ze
every year as more nations
showed an interest in the
subject matter.
-Lee Kimball
"~ 6k~.~
Val Valentine
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The Law of the Sea
From the beginning of recorded history man has been awed and
inspired by the sea. He has shown respect and wonderment of the
sea. The first enduring civilizations were built on its shores.
It was this c085tline are "that'blfered man sustinance from its
abundant marine life, a means of transportation to surrounding areas,
and even protection from all but advanced seafaring men skilled in
boat building and navigation. As man progressed, the sea became as
avenue for exploration and expansion.
Man has continued to traverse the seas and to ~ach the far
corners and the barren and exotic areas of the world. Within your
lifetime, extensive research into the depths of the sea has opened
wide vistas for man. The very depths of the abyssal plain has been
studied and charted. Much knowledge has been gained.
In a sense, the oceans are our last earthly frontier. Man has
not yet conquered the full deminsions of the seas. He has not yet
mastered the knowledge of the deep. Man has plied the seas in great
varieties of weather and conditions. He has sought, and often gained
from the sea - among other things: foods, precious gems, minerals,
sands, disposal areas for a variety of waste products, avenues of
transportation, a source of relaxation and inspiration.
By the 1980's new issues and concerns dominate man and his
relationship with the sea. Most of these concerns are complex, and
are interrelated with numerous other issues. The coastal jurisdiction
of many Nation States has creeped beyond the narrow territorial seas.
(Formerely this was usually 3 miles for many Nation States,) By 1980
many States claim 200 miles seaward from the baseline that is used to
measure the territorial sea,as an exclusive economic zone. (EEZ)
This extension of soverign rights of the State has numerous impacts.
The State can establish various laws governing fisheries, ocean trans-
portation and navigation rights, specific regulations regarding the
transit of military vessels, overflight of air planes, and the rights
and ~egulations governing marine research vessels. The State can also
regulate ocean uses such as farming and mariculture, minerals and oil
The Law of the Sea
,
mining, disposal of wastes, and even the possibility of the disposal
of nuclear wastes in the depths of the oceans.
The oceans cover over 71% of the earth's surface. The "high
seas" have historically been regarded as an area that could peace-
fully be used by all peoples. The very technology that has brought
the nations of the world closer together via communications, transporta-
tion, and research are now exerting results that impact this final
terrestrial frontier.
In a speech before the United Nations General Assembly, Arvid
Pardo, Ambassador from Malta stated that, " ••• the known resources of
the seabed are far greater than the resources known to exist on land."
He continued to explain that ocean technology was entering into areas
of the oceans where there were no man made rules to govern. The United
Nations responded by creating a forty-two nation committee to study
the problem. During the 1970's there were growing tensions between
nations and governments over mutual concerns: fishing rights, mineral
resources, control of pollution, rights of passage, and scientific
research in the marine world. A peaceful solution to these problems
was sought, and the United Nations convened a Law of the Sea Conference
in 1973.The long range goal was to write an international treaty which
could address these issues and work toward a mutual solution of basic
problems. Substantive sessions were held in Caracus in 1974 and in
Geneva in 1975 and f~om this was produced a single negotiating text.
In 1976 over 1.200 negotiators from 156 nations met in New York and
the most controversial issues involved deep seabed mining and specific
rights and duties of the Coastal States within a specific economic zone.
It wns at this session that The Enterprise and the idea of "parallel
access" were proposed. At the Geneva Session in the spring of 1978,
The Law of the Sea
"hard core" issues were addressed by the seven negotiating groups
that were established. There was some progressed on these issues both
at the Geneva session and the later one held in New York in the summer
of 1978. There were two meetings in 1979 - the Eighth Session - which
produced a revised composite negotiating text, and the goal for a final
deadline of August 1980. The spring 1980 session worked toward a com-
promise on the outstanding issues of marine scientific research on the
continental shelf, deep seabed mining, and the production of the draft
treaty. The late su~er session hoped to conclude with an adoption of
the treaty by concensus.
The Informal Composite Negotiating Text, Revision 2 was adopted
by the Ninth Session of the Third United Nations Conference on the Law
of the Sea held in New Yor~, on March 3, 1980- April 4, 1980. This Text
includes 303 Articles ( many with subdivisions) and eight Annexes. This
is a most complicated and inclusive document. The issues are basic to
various oceanic activities. During the years of deliberations and nego-
tiations if became evident that there was a certain degree of polori-
zation between the Developing Nations of the World, (These nations
are also referred to as the Group of 77, eventhough their number now
includes 120 nations, or the LDC'S - Less.Developed Nations) and the
DC'S, or Developed Nations.which include the more technologically advanced
nations. After fourteen years of planning and negotiating, the nations
of the Law of the Sea Conference met in March 1981 in New York to give
final approval of the negotiated text.
The current Reagan Administration of the USA dismissed nearly all the
The Law of the Sea
administrators who had negotiated this draft convention and their
staffs, and appointed new administrators and staff to completely review
this complex document. Obviously this has caused an enormous delay
in the enactment of any Law of the Sea Treaty. It is now uncertain
just what the position of the USA will be relative to this Treaty.
Equally uncertain is the reaction of the rest of the world. Some
informed officials feel that there is a good chance that enough other
countries will pressure to conclude these sessions and to actually vote
on the Treaty, perhaps as early as the summer of 1981. Some officials
believe that enough countries of the world could agree on the Treaty
with or without revisions even without the USA. There are other
negotiators who feel the power and pressure of the USA, and her allies,
are necessary to the successful conclusion of the Law of the Sea Treaty.
It is a question of time at this point.
HOW THE ISSUE OF LAW OF THE SEA DEVELOPED
On August 18, 1967, Ambassador Arvid Pardo of Malta awakened the U.N.
General Assembly from a torpor of rhetoric and contention to a vision
of joint management of ocean space and its resources. Diplomats were
electrified by his proposal to internationalize and demilitarize the
seabed beyond national jurisdiction, to declare it the common heritage
of humankind, to be mined for the benefit of all humanity, especially
for developing nations .
It was a landmark day because the excited furor that the speech cre-
ated and subsequent U.N . action demonstrated that the 'common heritage'
principle had finally come of age. In 1965, the Commission to Study
the Organization of Peace, sponsored by the United Nations Associa-
tion, proposed that control of the entire ocean, minus a small zone
of national jurisdiction, be vested in the United Nations -- with
proceeds to go to the U.N. It was a speech by President Lyndon
Johnson, however, in 1966 that helped trigger Ambassador Pardo 's for-
mulation of the common heritage principle:
Under no circumstances, we believe, must we ever
allow the prospects of rich harvest and mineral
wealth to create a new form of colonial competi-
tion among maritime nations. We must be careful
to avoid a race to grab and hold the lands under
the high seas. We must ensure that the deep
seas and the ocean bottoms, are, and remain, the
legacy of ~ human beings. (emphasis added) ~L.B.J.
Is the international seabed the one and only "common heritage of
humankind" or is it a common heritage of all humanity~ only one among
several? Other international negotiations have sought to give practi-
cal effect to the ideals of peaceful usage, global responsibility and
the right of access for purposes of exploration and use. The Antarctic
Treaty of 1959 banned all military activities and nuclear explosions
from the continent of the Antarctic and provided that freedom of
scientific investigation should continue and be cooperatively pursued.
In 1963 the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty was signed, banning nuclear wea-
pons tests in the atmosphere, in outer space and underwater, including
territorial waters or high seas, wherever parties had jurisdiction or
control . The 1967 Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of
States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, Including the Moon
and Other Celestial Bodies affirmed that exploration and use of outer
space "shall be the province of all mankind," that outer space, in-
cluding the moon and other celestial bodies, cannot be annexed by any
means, and shall be used exclusively for peaceful purposes, and that
astronauts shall be regarded as "envoys of mankind in outer space."
The United Nations was quick to follow Ambassador Pardo's initiative .
On December 18, 1967, the General Assembly created the Ad Hoc Commit-
tee to Study the Peaceful Uses of the Seabed and the Ocean Floor
I - 16
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Beyond the Limits .of National Jurisdiction. Exactly one year later,
,r - this Ad Hoc Committee became a Standing Committee under the continued
leadership of Ambassador Amerasinghe of Sri Lanka.
Debate on seabed arms control began in July, 1968, and culminated in
the 1971 Treaty on the Prohibition of the Emplacement of Nuclear
Weapons and Other Weapons of Mass Destruction on the Seabed and the
Ocean Floor and in the Subsoils Thereof.
In 1969, the General Assembly passed a moratorium on deep seabed
mining until such time as an international regime could be created
to regulate nodule mining.
In 1970, the General Assembly passed the Common Heritage Declaration
of Principles (U.N.G.A. Resolution 2749 (XXV)) and called for a Law
of the Sea Conference (U.N.G.A. Resolution 2750 (XXV)).*
This Common Heritage Declaration of Principles goes one step beyond
previous shared 'peaceful uses' activities to actually include the
exploitation of resources under international auspices. It sol-
emnly declares that the international seabed and its resources are
the common heritage of humankind; that no one may appropriate or
exercise sovereign rights over any part of the international seabed;
that the area be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes; and that
all resource exploration and exploitation shall be governed by a
new international regime to be established.
*The texts of
these !'eso Z.u-
tions can be
found on
page V - 7 and
V - 8&9 .
(
What does internationalization of resources mean? Arvid Pardo and
Elisabeth Mann Borgese, from the Center for the Study of Democratic
Institutions in California, have stated that common heritage resources
"(1) cannot be owned; (2) require a system of management; (3) pos-
tulate active benefit-sharing (not only of financial profits, but of
management and decision-making as well); (4) are reserved for peace-
ful uses only; and (5) must be preserved for posterity."
The Law of the Sea Treaty is the best and only present opportunity to
give flesh and bones to the common heritage principle: How will it
affect the organization of the International Seabed Authority, the
international agency which will govern mining in the area? How will
the common heritage principle serve to mediate the strident demands
of advantaged and disadvantaged nations? How will it affect the
day-to-day operations of private and public mining companies, their
contractual arrangements with the Authority, transfer of technology,
and other mining issues? Nations can hammer out for the deep seabed
a unique International Seabed Authority, with balanced and acceptable
decision-making control and effective governm~ntal powers, supported
by its own revenue and with recourse to a disupute settlement Tri-
bunal exercising peaceful enforcement on multinational corporations,
national governments, and international organizations.
-Arthur Paterson III
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AREAS AFFECTED BY A LAW OF THE SEA TREATY
The Law of the Sea Treaty will set the tone of resource diplomacy
for years to come. Negotiations to design a draft moon treaty began
in 1973 in the Legal Subcommittee of the U.N. Committee on Peace-
ful Uses of Outer Space. Debate has snagged over whether the moon
and the resources thereof shall be declared the common heritage of
humankind. History seems to be repeating itself: just as the Gen-
eral Assembly in 1969 imposed a moratorium on the exploitation of
the international seabed area until such time as an international
organization could be created to manage seabed mining activity,
some delegations in the moon debate are discussing the applicability
of a similar moratorium to the exploitation of the moon.
Why should the atmosphere be considered a common heritage? New
discoveries in weather and climate control, in the possible break-
up of ozone which protects Earth from lethal radiation, and of
free-floating radioactive fall-out such as that transported to the
U.S. from Chinese nuclear tests in late 1976, make imperative the
maintenance of the environmental integrity of the atmosphere as a
common heritage.
But will the Law of the Sea Treaty set a precedent for safeguarding
the commonwealth of outer space and the atmosphere for posterity?
Will it augur well for the inevitable development of Antarctic
resources for the common good? "One small step for man, one great
leap forward for mankind." The horizons of outer space are only
limited by the breadth of our inner vision. Hopes for a new world
order based on the fundamental equality and commonality of all
peoples must not be caged by yet another case on the docket of ar-
rested world development. Thus, the success or failure of the Law
of the Sea Treaty has significant political and economic ramifications.
The following discussion outlines a few more of these implications.
TOWARDS A NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER*
There is a great hue and cry across the waters for a re-ordering of
the world's distribution of wealth,* for a new international econom-
ic order. It is not merely a lofty ideal but also a blood and guts
issue that has divided the world community between "haves" and "have-
nots."
Developing countries have been at an increasing disadvantage in the
world's economic competition and insist on gaining a better share
of the resources and possibilities of a finite world. They are
trying to end their economic dependence on former colonial powers
just as they won their political independence. The inequities in
international economic decision-making have fostered continued
dependence rather than self-reliance.
The "new international economic order" is shorthand for the need
to restructure international economic decision-making, giving all
nations the equitable participation thus far denied them, to
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*Abbreviation is NIEO
*About 900 million per-
sons~ or nearly 1/4th
of the world's popula-
tion live in abject
poverty-- "a condi. tion
of l-ife , " says World
Bank President McNamara~
"so I:imi ted by i/l Li:ter-
acy~ malnutrition ...
and low life expectancy
as to deny its victims
the very potential of
the genes wi th which
they are born." An-
other billion people
live near the sub-
sistence level. )
..,.
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recognize and change the role of developed nations in perpetuating
maldistribution of wealth, to increase trade and communication be-
tween developing countries so that they may share their common
development experience, and to re-order national priorities to max-
imize the welfare of all citizens, rather than a select few.*
The requirements for an interdependent and self-reliant world are
self-help and enlightened assistance. Where do you stand on the
question of global priorities? Do you think it possible to establish
global standards for human well-being and challenge nations to meet
those standards? How do the problems of equity touch your own life
and communi ty?
HAYES AND HAVE-NOTS CONTEND FOR OCEAN RICHES
It is difficult to penetrate the thick jargon of development that
has divided the globe into first, second, third, fourth and
fifth worlds. Over 100 developing nations have grouped together
as the Group of 77* to negotiate collective positions, thereby
strengthening their bargaining position with developed nations.
This has proved successful on some but by no means all Law of
the Sea issues.
The United States, Western Europe, and Japan are "haves," because
they have the technology to unilaterally mine the deep seabed.
Developing nations without technology have sought to maximize in-
ternational control of the seabed to ensure their participation
in the mining of the common heritage.
"I am convinced that we shall spend decades in
fruitZess diaZogue if we continue to accept
that the interests at this Conference may
naiveZy be classified into two: those of the
deveZoped versus those of the deveZoping
countries ...
Both deveZoped and deveZoping countries have
a common stake in peace through cooperation
a~~ equitabZe deveZopment. The ravages of
beZZigerancy and of war are far more expen-
sive than the Zasting benefits which the
joint effort of aZZ sectors of humanity can
produce from the new challenges of the
oceans' weaZth and advancements in science
and technoZogy. The new Convention must
ensure that neither the minority nor the
majority can predominate and more to the
point it must Zay down a design for a new
order of genuine cooperation among nations
and peopZes." (emphasis added)
Report of Committee I, Chairperson Engo,
September 16, 1976, New York.
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"Bx-inqinq the major-
i ty of humankind up
to a minima Z Uving
standard over the
next ten years might
cost $125 bi l.l-ion in
1974 prices, says
Dr. Haq , of the
WorZd Bank, e.g.,
food and nutrition,
$42 bi l l.ion; educa-
tion, $25 bi.l.lion;
rural. and urban water
euppl.u , $28 bi.l l.ion;
urban housing, $16
bi Zl.ion; urban trans-
port, $8 bi-Ll-ion; and
popuLatrion and hea Lti]:
program, $6 bi IIion.
*Group of 77- for
more infoY'l7lation on
groups resuZting
from the Law of the
Sea Conference/
issues, see page
V - 14.
"Por more de tai.led
infoY'l7lation on the
work of Committee
1, see page V - 16.
Nations, however, are divided not only by industrial and technol-
ogical wealth, but also by wealth in ocean resources and by the
breadth of their coastal areas bestowed by geography. Some 52
land-locked and geographically disadvantaged* nations, including
East Germany, West Germany, Uganda, Austria, Nepal and Singapore,
are at loggerheads with coastal countries (also including devel-
oping and developed nations). Coastal states will devour almost
one-third of what is now international ocean space in their pro-
posed 200-mile exclusive economic zones. That 15 coastal nations
will control over two-thirds of offshore oil does not bode well
for a new regime of ocean equity. Mot only will these zones de-
prive the less well-endowed geographically of existing interna-
tional fishing rights in the high seas, coastal state economic
zones could also severely limit other international rights such
as communication, navigation and research.
On navigation issues, major maritime and naval powers are "have-
nots" because they are seeking freedom of navigation through
marine areas such as straits and economic zones that will fall
under national jurisdiction. But such divisions obscure common
interest in a world where 95% of international trade is shipped
by sea. All nations have a stake in unimpeded navigation.
Major researching states find themselves in the "have-not" cate-
gory because coastal nations may restrict these activities in the
economic zone, denying all the world's peoples a better under-
standing of their planet.
Nevertheless, a Law of the Sea Treaty that gives concrete, albeit
limited recognition of our common heritage, is the only present
means to marshal commitment to a more just world order.
*Geographically dis-
advantaged- nations
withshortcoa8tZine~
narrow continentaZ
sheZves or resource
zones cut off by neax-bq
neighbors such as in
the Caribbean Sea.
ARE LAW OF THE SEA AND THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC OpnER SHIP-MATES?
RULE OF LAW: Tribunals and courts of arbitration rather than gun-
boats and missiles can settle disputes between all parties, pri-
vate or public, weak or powerful. Law of the Sea negotiations
calling for compulsory settlement of marine disputes voice our col-
lective will to peace and raise hopes for voluntary compliance with
international law, since all nations would have participated in
building the broad new structure of ocean law. Binding measures
would not only help keep the peace; they would also apply a more
just peace, one that may institutionalize some elements of the
new economic order.
THE TEST OF SOVEREIGNTY: The Law of the Sea Conference is a new
challenge to the human family -- will we succeed in defining a new
balance between national sovereignty and international cooperation,
a challenge which has so often laid the international community
down on a hotbed of conflict? For the first time an important
mineral resource may be jointly utilized and managed rather than
annexed for the exclusive benefit of a few.
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1) The U.N. System: The U.N . system could play an active and
primary role in distributing the international mineral estate.
A timely and equitable Law of the Sea Treaty could revitalize the
sagging international debate on the reorganization of the U.N. The
International Seabed Authority, balancing both developed and devel-
oping state interests, might not only provide a model for U.N. reorgan-
ization, but also establish precedents for an Arms Control and Dis-
armament Agency.
2) Sovereign Equality of States: As sovereign equals, states
must have equal opportunity to participate fully and effectively in
international decision-making and in the implementation of those
decisions. The Law of the Sea debate over voting powers and proce-
dures in the new International Seabed Authority echoes this concern.
Developed nati ons, feari ng the II tyranny of the majority, II and devel-
oping nations, fearing the veto power of "hegemonic economic interests,"
must accommodate each others' needs or there may be no treaty.* *Pov move infovma-
In addition, developing nations rightly insist that if we are to tion on the Intev-
give the common heritage principle the breath and substance of nationaZ Seabed
life, the Enterprise, the mining arm of the new International Sea- Aut hov i ty , see
bed Authority, must acquire the necessary funds and technical exper- page V - 16 and
tise to mine common heritage resources. V - 18.
3) Sovereignty Over Resources: Most internationalists have
mixed feelings about the principle of coastal state sovereignty
over natural resources in the economic zone. The Law of the Sea
Treaty will cede 30% of ocean space to coastal states, thereby di-
minishing the rights of the international community to research, navi-
gate, fish and share in the resources that once belonged to human-
kind as a whole. With a treaty, coastal nations will number vast mar-
ine resources as national assets to be harnessed for economic devel-
opment, will gain bargaining leverage for technology transfer,
and will have the power to conserve fish. But of the 30 land-
locked countries which will be excluded from sharing in the re-
venues from oil recovery in the economic zone, 15 are among the
poorest nations of the world.
4) Dispute Settlement in the Economic Zone: Several nations
are unwilling to subject their sovereign acts to adjudication by
an international body. It is not yet clear whether or not dis-
pute settlement will apply to disputes in the economic zone, where
international rights could be trespassed by arbitrary actions
of the coastal nation.
HUNGER: Humankind has pillaged the fragile food resources
of the sea because no one has shouldered the burden
of husbanding the fish of the Fisherman. Soon
over 85% of the world catch will be harvested
within the 200-mile economic zone of some na-
ti on. The duty to fully uti 1i ze and conserve
fish stocks could prove a boon to developing
nations which need to expand food output by
4 to 4.5% annually to compensate for population
growth and existing protein deficiencies.
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Adoption of the 200-mile economic zone could increase domestic pro-
tein consumption, foreign exchange earnings from exports, and the
transfer of fishing and fish processing technology in order to sti-
mulate domestic recovery and production. Most of the world's un-
tapped fishery resources lie off the shores of developing countries.
The waters of the Southwest Atlantic (near Brazil, Uruguay, and Argen-
tina) could provide a catch of about seven million metric tons an-
nually. This would represent approximately a 1000% increase over the
1969 harvest.
NARROWING THE "GAP": ~'Jithout a treaty, the rich get richer as
technologically-advanced nations mine the manganese nodules at the
risk of harassment from embittered losers of the "common heritage. "
With a treaty, a substantial portion of the revenues from deep seabed
mining would go to the international community to help stem the widening
tide of poverty. The International Seabed Authority would ensure
that both developed and developing nations have equal opportunity
to mine the deep seabed. In addition, there may be some revenue
sharing from oil extraction beyond 200 miles; but such promises are
hardly equal to the abandoned hope of sharing oil revenues from within
the economic zone, where most oil deposits lie.
MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS: New administrative controls will be
brought to bear on multinational corporations to foreclose the
possibility of secret shenanigans and future excesses. The draft
Law of the Sea Treaty legally binds corporations to international ad-
ministration by the International Seabed Authority and through com-
pulsory dispute settlement procedures provides that they be brought to
task for violating the terms of their contract or of the Treaty.
While the International Seabed Authority has the right to inspect
company financial records related to the Authority, and to require
companies to design practical training programs for personnel of the
Authority and developing nations, it will also be required to protect
proprietary information from misuse.
COMMODITI ES: International relations of the 1970's have been domin-
ated by resource diplomacy . The International Seabed Authority
could make a major breakthrough in balancing the interests of pro-
ducers and consumers of minerals, rich and poor, who will al l bene-
fit from stable prices and access to a steadily increasing supply
of minerals -- by providing balanced voting procedures, equitable
participation in decision-making, and checks against arbitrary actions
by both multinationals and the International Seabed Authority, and
by consideration of the economic impacts of seabed mineral produc-
tion as the industry develops. "
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: Developing nations have a chance to shed
their old role as "hewers of wood and drawers of water" as vast mar-
ine resources come under their sovereign jurisdiction. They will
gain new bargaining leverage with developed nations which will be
willing to barter technology and training (through joint ventures)
for access to resources such as fish and oil. Affirming the prin-
ciple of self-reliance, developing nations will also seek techno-
logy from Third World colleagues . The Law of the Sea Conference
calls for marine regional centers for the sharing of expertise and
to prevent wasteful duplication of research efforts.
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-Arthur Paterson III
Perhaps most important may be the role of the International Seabed
Authority in relation to deep seabed mining technology transfer. It
may receive a clear mandate to promote the training of developing
country nationals in the acquisition of management and research skills
and technical expertise in the use and development of seabed mining
and processing technology. Whether this advanced form of technology
should remain a high priority with the poorest of the poor has been
questioned by many observers. But for many the principles of access
may prove more valuable than the technology itself.
ENVIRONMENT: A small, but not insignificant, step can be made on mar-
ine pollution. While the Law of the Sea Conference has focused on
pollution from ships, there is a general commitment to protect the
marine environment. from land, atmospheric. dumping and marine resource
exploitation activities. Some improved measures for entorcement
against vessel-source offenders have been accepted, but the real
culprit, land-based pollution, is only superficially dealt with.
Developed nations have spurred indus-
trial growth at the expense of the envir-
onment. In delayed recognition of their
folly, they now insist that developing
nations incorporate ecological concerns
into economic planning. Developing na-
tions fear that diversion of funds
and scarce expertise into environmental
-~------ concerns will hamper their goals to
...~ feed, clothe, shelter, and provide jobs
~ . for their people.
There is a growing awareness, however, that environmentally-sound develop-
ment safeguards resources and the marine ecosystem for the future. It
may in the long run cost less than the price of clean-up and nurturing
living resources to replace those contaminated by such agents as Kepone.*
The ocean is our common heritage. A Law of the Sea Treaty will ap-
ply binding dispute settlement procedures and a more just law to
this our last lawless frontier. But the treaty will yield only lim-
ited protection to the great ocean expanse -- but even this is a
beginning. Only the international seabed and its minerals will be
safeguarded as a common heritage from annexation, and specifically
governed by an International Seabed Authority. Yet, for the first
time, an important resource will be held in common and managed
jointly by all peoples. Revenues from mining this international
mineral estate will go to international community projects and to
developing nations to counter gross inequities of wealth. New
legal duties to conserve and fully utilize* fish will fall to
coastal nations. Their responsible fulfillment could ameliorate
severe protein/food starvation. New anti-pollution measures re-
stricting vessel-source pollution could lead to a small, but not
insignificant improvement in the state of the ocean environment;
an international legal framework may even initiate agreement on
stricter laws at a later date.
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*Kepone- chemical
pesticide believed
to cause cancer;
contaminated fish
in the James River
in Virginia in
1976.
*Full utilization-
obligation of the
coastal state to li-
cense foreign fisher-
men to harvest that
portion of the annual
harvest of fishery
resources under its_
jurisdiction which '
its own fishermen do
not recover. See
LT-6&7) V-25) and
VI-21.
WHAT IS THE JOINT LAW OF THE SEA PROJECT?
The Joint Law of the Sea Project is a cooperative effort of the
Women's Division, Division of Education and Cultivation, World Divi-
sion and National Division of the Board of Global Ministries, in as-
sociation with the Division of World Peace of the Board of Church and
Society. It began in the fall of 1974, when Joyce Hamlin, Executive
Secretary for Legislative Affairs for the Women's Division, learned
about the efforts of Sam and Miriam Levering. Sam Levering is a mem-
ber of the Public Advisory Committee to the U.S. Law of the Sea Dele-
g~tion and Secretary of the U.S. Committee for the Oceans -- a group
which lobbys within the U.S. government for sound and equitable na-
tional ocean law. Miriam Levering is Executive Secretary for the
Ocean Education Project, which was the only real source of non-govern-
mental information available to the public on the Law of the Sea
negotiations. The 1975 United Nations Conference on Law of the Sea
session in Geneva found Barbara Weaver and Joyce Hamlin working on
NEPTUNE, an independent newspaper for delegates. In June, 1976,
the Joint Panel on International Affairs agreed to sponsor the Project,
thereby giving it a broad base and focus.
The goal of the Project is to educate United Methodists on the issues
and implications of the actions of the United Nations Law of the Sea
Conference. Although the governments of over 140 countries are repre-
sented at the Conference, the general public knows very little about
the nature of the Conference, much less the ramifications of the de-
cisions being made~
The public is not alone~ Following the third session of the U.N. Law of
the Sea Conference in Geneva, Switzerland, it was found that most legis-
lative aides in Congress were not informed on Law of the Sea issues .
It was frightening to realize that members of Congress were making na-
tional unilateral decisions without a full understanding of the inter-
national ramifications. The publication, Soundings, resulted from
this finding. Soundings is a legislative newsletter which outlines the
major issues of the Law of the Sea Conference as they relate to Con-
gressional matters.
Through the direct participation of Sam Levering and through indirect -
forums, the Project has also tried to ensure that final U.S. oceans po-
licy decisions are not dictated by anyone self-interest industry
or group. Rather, the Project strives to promote decisions which re-
flect the long-range goals of the U.S. and of our global partners.
Project efforts at the fourth and fifth session of the U.N. Confer-
ence held in New York during 1976 turned to the education of the media
through luncheon "backgrounder" briefings . In addition, the team of
non-governmental observers organized brain-storming luncheons with ap-
propriate experts and delegates on technical and/or other issues which
are particularly difficult to resolve (i .e., fingerprinting oil spills,
definition of the continental margin, dispute settlement mechanisms,
resource-sharing between coastal and land-locked and geographically
disadvantaged nations). As most of the official meetings of the Confer-
ence were closed, receptions with delegates afforded both non-governmental
organizations and other interested people time to get acquainted and to
talk . The non-threatening atmosphere also permitted delegates to meet
and negotiate informally.
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WHEN THERE'S NO LAW -- DISSENSION '" CONFLICT
The diversity of ocean uses, their increasing intensity, and na-
tional claims to various kinds of jurisdiction beyond the inter~
nationally-accepted three-mile territorial sea limit have given
rise to many conflicts between (and within) nations. These are
likely to increase unless international ocean law keeps pace with
and can anticipate new problems .
'Since 1952, Peru and Ecuador have seized foreign fishing boats
entering their declared 200-mile territorial seas, which most
nations do not recognize.
'Ice1and has been competing with the United Kingdom for years
in its offshore area over fishery resources. In 1972, Iceland
declared a 50-mile zone of exclusive fisheries jurisdiction
and later a 200-mi1e zone . This led to the two recent Cod
Wars between the two nations, and they are still trying to
resolve their differences.
'For years, fishermen in New England have been protesting
foreign fishing activities, particularly the high-technology
operations of the U.S.S.R. In 1976, the U.S. Congress ap-
proved a 200-mi1e zone of exclusive fisheries jurisdiction
wh i ch went into effect on March 1, 1977.
·In July, 1975, the Bahamas banned lobster fishing on the
continental shelf, seriously affecting Cuban exiles from Miami
who fish in the area. The U.S. and the Bahamas have not yet
come to an agreement.
OFFSHORE OIL
But fishery disputes are not the only volatile situations. Energy
shortages have made oil a much sought-after commodity. In many
places in the world, nations have conflicting claims to seabed
areas where offshore oil mayor does exist.
·The Greek-Turkish dispute in the Aegean Sea was in the news
duri ng tire summer of 1976 oeeause the Turks began expl ori ng
for oil in the contested Aegean continental shelf. The two
nations are trying to arrive at a mutually acceptable solution.
·The Irish and the Danes protest Britain 's attempts to claim
the tiny island of Rockall and drill for undersea oil on the
Rockall Bank in the North Atlantic.
·Argentina and the United Kingdom both claim the Malvinas
(Falkland) Islands on Argentina's continental shelf . . Following
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a British Foreign Office report which indicated ~--~-r--------~----~----~
the likelihood of vast oil deposits in the off-
shore area, the British sent a research ship in
early 1976 to the area, where an Argentine Navy
destroyer fired across its bow.
·The two Koreas, the two Chinas and Japan have
been unable to successfully negotiate boun-
daries in the Yellow, the East, and the South
China Seas .
'Libya and Tunisia are disputing offshore oil
claims in the Mediterranean Sea.
' The Soviet Union and Norway have overlapping
claims in the Barents Sea, where both coun-
tries are conducting oil prospecting. This
area is also a crucial outlet for the Soviet
northern fleet to reach the open sea. See
the next page for a map indicating the po-
tential conflict.
UNILATERAL
The problems in various straits of the world have
already been discussed to some extent in earlier
portions of this chapter. Unilateral territorial
sea claims are the root cause of the tuna war off
Ecuador and Peru and were involved in the seizure
of the U.S. ship Mayaguez in 1975 by Cambodia,
which claims a 12-mi1e territorial sea. Unilateral
claims of extended fisheries jurisdiction and Can-
ada's unilateral claim to a 100-mi1e zone of pol-
lution jurisdiction are also not universally ac-
cepted.
Source: The Washington Post . Jan -
LAND-LOCKED uam] 21J 1976. Reproduced with
permission.
Other claims which enter into the Law of the Sea Con-
ference talks are the claims by land-locked states for
access to the sea and utilization of port and transportation facilities.
·Bo1ivia has been negotiating with Chile and Peru to obtain a
land corridor to the sea.
·Mozambique cut off Rhodesian access to the sea during the
struggle for independence in Mozambique in 1976. and this
action also affected land-locked Zambia and virtually land-
locked Zaire.
· I n 1976 Zaire claimed that Angola had turned away some of its
cargo ships from Angolan ports.
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Source: The Washi ngton Pos t. May 23J 1976. Reproduced wi t h permiss i on.
-In 1976 , Afghanistan began planning a railroad network which,
with financial assistance from Iran, will link the country with
Iran and the U.S .S.R . and ultimately with Pakistan . The rail
system will give Afghanistan much greater flexibility in making
transit arrangements with Pa kistan, through whose port of Kar achi
Afghanistan now ships most of its imports and exports. This
strains relationships between Afghanistan and Pakistan.
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MARINE SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
'The 1976 Greek-Turkish dispute in the Aegean Sea actually cen-
tered on the right of the Turkish research ship to conduct ex-
ploration on the Aegean continental shelf.
·February, 1976, hostilities over the Malvinas (Falkland) Islands
between Argentina and the United Kingdom also stemmed from
disputed research activities .
·In September, 1976, the British prevented a Russian survey
vessel from entering Scottish ports because they considered
it a spyship.
·The U.S. ship Pueblo was seized by the North Koreans in 1968
as a spyship, although the U.S. protested it was only conducting
research.
This list of conflicts is far from definitive. What is alarming,
however, is the increasing potential for more such disputes.
DOMESTIC SQUABBLES
Within the U.S . certain rulings thought to have only a local im-
pact have been protested because of their ramifications for in-
ternational rights.
'On February 12, 1974, a U.S. District Court judge in the state
of Washington ruled that the coastal Indians have rights to
half of the annual salmon catch, according to treaties signed
in the nineteenth century. Only about one-sixth of the commer-
cial fishermen in the state are Indians. Subsequent rulings
by the judge permitting the Indians to recover their share have
been directly contradicted by regulations set by the Interna-
tional Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission.
·In another series of actions, Washington State efforts to ban
tankers over a certain tonnage
or without certain safety features
from portions of their inland
waters have been challenged as
an infringement of inter-state
commerce laws. U.S. judges
overturned the Washington State
ruling on September 24, 1976,
but the case is on appeal. Ob-
viously these Washington State
laws would affect foreign tankers.
-Lee Kimball
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THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
STUDY: LAW OF THE SEA
RESEARCH ASSIGNMENT! PREPARATION FOR DISCUSSION:
THE LAW OF THE SEA: MAJOR ISSUES AWAITING SOLUTION
DIRECTIONS:
MATERIALS WILL BE PLACED ON THE RESERVE SHELF IN THE LIBRARY WHICH
WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO COMPLETE THE ASSIGN~~NTS FOR
THE FOLLOWING CATEGORIES OF RESEARCH;
CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEhRCH:
1. DEEP SEABED MINING
2. THE STATUS OF STRAITS
3. THE ARCHIPELAGIC STATE
COMPLETE THE SPECIFIC MAP QUESTIONS ON THE OUTLINE MAP PROVIDED,
CURRENT RESEARCH:
A VARIETY OF RECENT NEWSPUBLICATIONS RAS PUBLISHED ARTICLES ON
THE LAW OF TP£ SEA AND ON SOME OF THE SPECIFIC AREAS ABOVE.
INCLUDE ANY PERTINENT INFORY.ATION WHICH WILL INCREASE YOUR
BACKGROUND IN THESE AREAS IN A BRIEF SUMMARY. REMEMBER TO
GIVE EXACT AND COMPLETE BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFOR~ATION.
THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
STUDY: LAW OF THE SEA
OBJECTIVES: TO HELP STUDENTS:
1. BECOME AWARE OF SOME OF THE MORE COMPLEX ISSUES
INVOLVED IN DRAFTING A TREATY SUCH AS THE LAR
OF THE SEA;
2. IDENTIFY SO~~ OF THE DEM~~DS/DESIRES OF THE MAJOR
FACTIONS INVOLVED IN THE LAW OF THE SEA NEGOTIATIONS;
3. REALIZE THAT COMPLEX AND CONFLICTING ISSUES IN ANY
TREATY MAY RESULT IN A CO~PROMISE WHICH IS LESS
THAN THE ORIGINAL 03JECTIVE;
4. EVALUATE SOME OF THE POSSIBLE IMPACTS ON SUCH A
TREATY, IF SOME MAJOR NATION OF THE WORLD DOES
NOT RATIFY THE TREATY OR WITHDRAWS FROM THE
TREATY.
THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
THE LAW OF TIiE SEA
ASSIGNY.ENT:
ACTIVITY
ADDITIONAL:
RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GE?~ERAL ASSEP-'.BLY OF THE
UNITED NATIONS, 1970
LOS CALENDAR 1958 - JULY 1980
DEVELOPING A LAW OF THE SEA
BASED ON THE INFORY.ATION YOU LEARNED FROM THESE READINGS
DISCUSS THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1. WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST IMPORTANT REASONS
FOR SUCH A TREATY? DO YOU THINK SUCH A TREATY IS
NECESSARY? SUBSTA~TIATE YOUR ANSWERS
2. HOW MANY NATIONS PARTICIPATED IN THIS TREATY?
COMPARE THEIR BACKGROUNDS.
3. COMMENT ON THE LENGTH OF TIME LOS HAS TAKEN TO
DATE? HOW C~~ YOU ACCOUNT FOR THIS?
4. WHICH ISSUES DO YOU THINK ARE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
IN THi LOS TREATY? EXPLAIN
.~ . CONTRAST THE LOS WITH ANY OTHER TREATY YOU HAVE
STUDIED THIS YEAR. IN WHAT WAYS ARE THEY SIMILAR?
6. DEFINE: GROUP OF 77, DEVELOPING COUNTRIES, LDC,
NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER
REPORT ON AS MANY C~RENT EVENT ARTICLES COVERING
LOS THAT YOU CAN FIND. FROM JULY 1980 TO THE PRESENT.
AT THIS POINT WHAT DO YOU Th~~~ THE FI~AL OUTCOME
OF LOS 'fILL 3E?
BY SUSAN PETERSON
Regulating the
Uses of
The Oceans
DOMESTIC ACTIONS AND INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENTS re-
lated to man's use of the ocean grow more protective each year as our
ability and need to exploit ocean resources expand. The best example
ofthisis the current Law of the Sea (LOS) negotiations. Originally based
upon a concept that the oceans are the common heritage of mankind,
the proposed laws now reflect conservative or protective views about
the use of ocean space, whether that use be for transit, transport, experi-
mentation, or exploitation. Certainly the growth of technology has had
an influence on these views of the ocean. Satellites, super trawlers, super
tankers, deep water oil drilling, and sophisticated ocean mining opera-
tions have had an effect on international perceptions of the oceans and
their use . Actions taken by individual nations have had and will continue
to have an effect on international law.
When President Truman proclaimed jurisdiction in 1945 over the sea-
bed and subsoil of the continental shelf off the U.S. coast, many of the
ocean's resources were not yet discovered or were not economically use-
ful. Now we have found manganese nodules, a source for manganese,
nickel, and copper, in deep water not associated with any continental
land mass. Under the precedent set by President Truman and further
developed in the Geneva Convention in 1958, which is the international
ocean law now in force, the nodules would belong to any coun try bor-
dering the area that has the technology to exploit the resource.' This
could lead to a country's exploitation of a resource found several thou-
sand miles from its coast and could result in a division of the ocean
among the technologically sophisticated countries, an outcome, of
January/February 1980
course, vehemently opposed by nations
without the requisite technology. While
the technology for exploiting these under-
seas minerals is still being developed, dis-
position of the rights to mine these min-
erals has been one of the most disputed
aspects of the current LOS negotiations
since their beginning in 1973.
The law established by the 1958
Geneva Convention encompasses four
areas: The Territorial Sea and Contiguous
Zone; the Continental Shelf; the High
Seas;and Fishing and Conservation of the
Living Resources. These agreements reo
mained meaningful for less than a decade
for several reasons. First, not all countries
signed all sections of the agreements,
leaving certain areas open for continued
disagreement and dispute. Second, in the
mid-1950s many of the countries now
active in the current LOS negotiations
had not yet gained independence, so their
interests were not represented when the
laws were adopted. Third, many aspects
of ocean law were simply not covered in
the earlier treaty. The current LOS negoti-
ations are concerned with a large number
of issues, including the general categories
of the territorial sea and contiguous zone,
straits used for international navigation,
archipelagic states, the exclusive economic
zone, the continental shelf, high seas,
islands, enclosed or semi-enclosed seas,
rights of land-locked states to and from
the sea, protection and preservation of the
marine environment, marine scientific
research, development and transfer of
marine technology, and settlement of
disputes.
. In the early 1970s the need for new
, ocean law became increasingly apparent,
, even though some issues were resolved
before they became disputes. The North
Sea ocean floor was divided by the bor-
\ dering countries for oil and gas develop-
)
ment; the London Dumping Convention
was promulgated to control pollution;
I and many international fisheries agree-
I ments were negotiated in order to mon-
I itor and regulate fishing efforts.
International fisheries agreements
which attempted to impose stringent
regulations have failed because they
lacked the enforcement capability needed
to ensure compliance. Two-hundred mile
economic zones (EEls), initially opposed
by U.S. policy makers for strategic rea-
sons, were considered as a possibility
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from the beginning of this series of LOS
meetings. Fewer than 50 countries had
declared such a protective fishery zone
when the U.S. Congress decided it could
no longer wait for an international agree-
ment and passed the 1976 law giving the
United States control over fisheries with-
in 200 miles of its shores. Although the
U.S. law was deplored by some as irre-
sponsible at the time it was passed, the
law does contain provisions which will
bring U.S. law into conformity with
whatever regulations result from the LOS
meetings (and, in fact, the LOS members
have already essentially endorsed the
200-mile concept). Although the treaty
negotiations cover almost all conceivable
uses of the ocean, three areas of proposed
change could be particularly important
for the future.
The Seabed Authority. If established,
this authority would oversee the exploita-
tion of mineral resources in the"Area"-
the approximately 65 percent of the
ocean not included in the 200-mile EEls
of particular nations. Minerals are defined
as "liquid or gaseous substances" (such
as petroleum, gas, condensate, helium,
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and water);
"useful minerals" on the surface 0 f the
seabed and less than 3 miles beneath the
surface; "solid minerals" more than 3
miles from the surface; and ore-bearing
salts plus brine. The Seabed Authority,
which would be organized under the
auspices of the United Nations, would
charter its own mining company, the
Enterprise, as well as license countries
and/or companies to mine. Licensing
fees or a tax on production would fund
the Authority's activities. Since the En-
terprise itself would have no expertise,
the companies or countries interested in
mining would provide advice, training,
and technical expertise, and would nomi-
nate two sites for each mining operation,
one for the Enterprise and one for itself.
This mode of operation has the potential
for causing political problems within
countries such as the United States, West
Germany (G.D.R.), France, and Japan,
where internal competition among com-
panies or consortia could make compli-
ance with these requirements difficult.
Economic and ecological problems are
also likely to develop should mining take
place: prices of minerals from land-based
sources could be depressed and disposal
of mining wastes could create localized
pollution. The establishment of interna-
tionally based manageme nt of living re-
sources, such as the International Whaling
Commission, has almost always resulted
in over-exploita tion 0 f the resource. The
international management of mineral
resources is no more likely to improve
the ability of countries with diverse in-
terests and expectations to allocate
resources wisely.
Boundaries. There..seems to be a con-
sensus among participants at the LOS
meetings that national boundaries include
a 12-mile territorial sea within a 200-
mile EEl. An important decision yet to
be made involves the exploitation of
resources for those countries whose
"natural prolongation of land territory
into and under the sea" extends beyond
200 miles. Will the exclusive economic
zone be limited to 200 miles, or will it be
extended to include the entire continental
margin? Methods of measurement based
upon physical features, the degree of
slope and character of the rock formation,
and a formula combining water depth and
distance from shore ha ve been suggested
for determining where the end of the con-
tinental margin should be considered to
be. However, the basic problem is not so
much technical as one of equality and
the nature of the control to be exerci~ed
if additional areas are granted to coastal
states.
Marine Scientific Research. Research
within the 200-mile EEls is to be con-
ducted under a "consent" regime. This
means that each research project which
involves work in a country's EEZ must
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Whales. Both commercial and subsis-
tence whale fIsheries are now managed
through the International Whaling Com-
mission. \\'haling continues to be a focus
of conflicting views 0 f natural resource
management, and a highly emotional
issue, although only a very few stocks of
whales are in any danger of extinction.
There are three problem areas with which
the Commission must deal : straightfor-
Other issues of importance regarding
the uses of oceans are also being discussed
in various national and international for-
ums. Control of pollution, deep sea min-
ing, dumping, shipping, offshore oil, and
fishing are being discussed in the LOS
meetings as well as in other settings-
international commissions made up of
the interested countries, regional organi-
zations, and other concerned groups•
Fisheries discussions are going on in all
of these settings, and the future for the
management of several groups of fish
remains unclear .
Anadromous fish. The fish which be-
gin their lives in fresh water streams,
spend a portion of their adult lives in
the ocean, and return to fresh water to
reproduce will be u.nder the control of
the country of origin, according to the
most recent version of the LOS treaty.
This is a logical plan since the country
of origin must bear the cost of maintain-
ing streams free from pollution and other
forms of degradation. However, many of
these stocks of fish spend several years
in the ocean, well within the economic
zones and often within the territorial
seas of other countries where traditional
fisheries may depend heavily on harvest-
ing them. Salmon management, because
of its high value, will remain a source
of tension among countries involved in
that fishery until fishery allocations and
reporting systems can be worked out
satisfactorily.
"consent" could discourage scientists
from seeking funds for research in certain
areas. One result of the "consent" regime,
therefore, might be that countries which
are unable to do their own research and
unwilling to authorize foreign research
will be left without knowledge of the
processes which govern changes in their
resources, their weather, and so forth•
- ',
•..• o.
-.' ....
zones will be restricted to those countries
willing to establish simple methods for
cooperative marine science. Most oceano-
graphic science projects are planned
several years in advance and are carried
out by cooperating scientists from several
countries. Uncertainty about obtaining
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have the "consent" of that country. This
requirement wilJ create significant changes
in the conduct of oceanographic science.
The likely results will be that research
efforts will be moved to the very deep
ocean areas beyond all areas of possible
claims, and that research within economic
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ward over fishing in a commercial fishery;
overfishing by native peoples dependent
upon whales for subsistence; and emo-
tional opposition to the harvest of very
large mammals.
Highly migratory fish. Tuna, sword-
fish, marlins, and oceanic sharks will
continue to be managed through inter· ·
national agreements, although some
countries have proposed domestic man-
agement for one or several species which
spend much of their life cycle in coastal
waters. (See "Fishing Troubled Waters,"
Michael Orbach , page 32.)
Aquaculture. A traditional source of
fish in Asia, aquaculture has been intro-
duced into Africa, Europe, and America.
It continues to receive support because
it avoids the jurisdictional problems of
open ocean fishing and because it can be
combined with other food production
systems, such as raising swine or vegetable
crops. In the United States there are
various proposals for aquaculture develop-
ment programs, but there is indecision
about whether the Department of Agricul-
ture or the Department of Commerce
(which includes National Marine Fisheries
Service) will administer development. The
U.S. Agency for International Develop-
ment strongly supports aquaculture de-
velopment outside the United States
through a program called Title XII, which
involves US. academic institutions in
the export of technology and science. The
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Rockefeller Foundation, Ford Founda-
tion, the World Bank, the Agricultural
Development Bank, and other private
agencies also support aquaculture develop-
ment as part 0 f a solution to the world
food crisis.
Coastal fisheries. Harvesting within
coastal waters has inherent problems for
both developed and less developed coun-
tries . Traditional small-scale fishing
operations using simple technologies may
be considered "ineft1cient" in compari-
son with the factory ship operations which
catch, process, and package fish at sea.
This initial judgment of efficiency now
seems to have been made without con-
sideration of the effect of intensive fish-
ing on the stocks of fish or the dislocation
of subsistence and small-scale fishermen
(see J. R. McGoodwin, "The Human
Costs of Development," page 25). Policy
decisions about the levels of fishing
activity and markets are likely to be made
in the next year by several countries and
by international .funding agencies which
support fishery development, such as the
World Bank. Legislation has been pro-
posed in the United States to reduce
tariffs on twine in order to reduce the
cost of netting; similar legislation has
been proposed and defeated before..There
has been support for the development of
commerical fisheries for underutilized
fish through Congressional appropriation;
the proposed Saltonstall/Kennedy funds
would be allocated directly to support of
the domestic industry .
Coastal Zone management. In Australi.
the Philippines, Japan, India, the EEC
countries, the United States, Canada,
Malaysia, Indonesia, Venezuela, and
Mexico , laws have either been adopted or
are being considered to coordinate the
use of the coastal resources, harbors , and
activities in near-shore areas: mining,
filling, dredging, clearing, and so on. Since
many uses of the coastal zone are in con-
flict, and uses are often under the jurisdic-
tion of several agencies or regional govern-
ments, umbrella legislation is needed to
protect the integrity of the coastal zone.
However, the concept of regional or
international coastal zone management
may never get past the stage of a shared
philosophy, since long-established bu-
reaucracies tend to be unwilling to reo
linquish authority over specific activities.
Pollution. This international and
domestic problem has been addressed in
the London Dumping Convention, which
deals with one aspect of high seas poilu-
tion problems. The convention for the
Protection of the Mediterranean Sea
against Pollution, which has been rati-
fied by twelve countries and the EEC,
with five countries still uncommitted,
is likely to be the example for coopera-
tion in other areas such as the South
China Sea. Agreements on the uses of
the Stra its of Malacca and the Singapore
Straits-areas vital to petroleum shipping
-have already been reached. The devel-
oping states, through the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), are attempting to ban the
practice of using flags of convenience.
This attempt, if successful, might result
in better pollution control because ships
would be registered under flags 0 f coun-
tries which subscribe to internat ional.
pollution agreements.
In the United States, appropriations
for the Marine Protection, Research
and Sanctuaries Act, and the National
Ocean Pollution Research and Develop-
ment and Monitoring Planning Act are
now being considered. The level of fund-
ing will determine the extent to which
the acts will be effective; there is some
pressure for intensive research and
development since Congress told the
Environmental Protection Agency several
January/February 1980
years ago that all ocean dwnping would
have to cease by 1981. That deadline will
have enormous effect on a city such as
New York, which disposes of much of
its municipal waste at sea.
Oil SpiJ/ Liability. Legislation on this
issue has been proposed in the U.S.
Congress in several different forms; all
require substantial proof of specific
damages before claims can be made for
compensation. The North Sea experience
has provided most of the information for
developing.the legislation. Since the
North Sea is divided into zones of juris-
diction for each of the bordering coun-
tries, those countries have devised
stringent regulations for oil industry
activity as well as funds for compensa-
tion for damage caused by oil ·production .
Their representatives are also highly
visible in lobbying efforts to maintain
stringent control of the oil industry, as
are their counterparts in the United
States.
Seabed Mining. Law of the Sea negoti-
ations have been going on for eight years,
and there appears to be no assurance
that they will conclude satisfactorily.
Industries which have developed the
technology for deep sea mining and
which feel they have a market for their
products are determined to begin mining
manganese nodules. Legislation intended
to provide an interim structure for activi-
ties by companies or by cooperative
ventures has been proposed in Germany ,
Japan, France, Holland, and Norway .
Similar legislation is likely to be passed
in the United States in the near future
because the Congress feels , just as in the
case of the 200-mile fisheries legislation,
that it can no longer afford to wait for
inclusive LOS regulation to be agreed
upon.
Shipping. The U.S. shipping industry
has been declining throughout this
century and, without various forms of
subsidy from the government, could not
be considered to be competitive with
shipping interests in the rest of the world .
In an attempt to revitalize and reorganize
U.S. shipping, a bill called the Omnibus
Shipping Bill has been proposed in both
houses of Congress in several forms. The
various interest groups are now negoti-
ating about language acceptable to all
interested parties.rand some version of the
suggested legislation is likely to pass Con-
gress within the near future.
*******
The number and complexity of issues
raised during this decade's meetings in
LOS clearly indicate that individual coun-
tries, regional associations , and supra-
national groups have many more ocean
issues facing them. A prime example is
the issue of the disposal of nuclear waste
below the seabed. Other issues, as-yet
unformed, are bound to arise as our
dependence on the ocean increases.
Since international 13 w functions by
consensus among the interested parties,
regulatory measures of internat ional
agreements succeed only as long as the
parties continue to agree to abide by
them. Once disagreements become
frequent , the consensus crumbles and
international agreements lose substance.
The LOS negotiations in this decade
are an attempt to redefine ocean law,
determine new balances, adjust for past
inequities, and provide a future ocean
regime free from the domination of a
single country or interest group. These
negotiations and the current" Revised
Informal Composite Negotiating Text"
will form the basis for future lnterna- .
tionallaw whether or not the various
articles are passed, the treaty is signed,
or a final document ratified.
NOTES
1. The Convention on the Continental Shelf
states that tbe continental shelt refers to "the
seabed and subsoil of tbe subm.arine areas
adjacent to the coast but outside the area of
the territorial sea, to a depth of 200 meters or.
beyond that limit. to when the depth of the
super adjacent waters admits of the exploita-
tion of the natural resources of the said area
.••" (emphasis added).
SUSAN PETE RSON is a policy associate on
mar ine policy and ocean management at
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute. This
article was prepared with funds from the Pew
Memorial Trust and by the Departmen t ·, 1
Commerce, NOAA Off ice of Sea Grant I.,. -r
Grant ;;:NA 79AA.D·00102. and the h " ·, ,.
tion's Marine Policy and Ocean Mana<.."",. ,-· r
Program. .
The pictures in this article. as well as the
cover picture, are courtesy of the National
Gallery of Art, Washington . D.C. Martin
Johnson Heade's Becalmed, Long Island
Sound. on page 10, is on loan for the National
Gallery's exhibition of the American lumin-
ist painters, on view from February 10
through June 15, 1980. Thomas Moran s
The Much Resounding Sea is on page 6; a de-
tail of Thomas Chambers' Felucca of! Gibral-
ter is on page 7; George Catlin's A Whale
Aground-cClayoquot is on page 1O;and a 19th
century French School painting on wood.
_Woman by the Seaside, is on this page.
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The Common Heritage ofMankind
Resolution Adopted by the General Assembly of the United Nations, 1970
The law of the sea has become ilifillitely more complex than it was in 1494, whet/ Spain and Portugal simply
divided the oceansof the world eqllally alollg a nortli-soutli line throllgh the Cape Verde Islands. 11/ the
early seventeenth century, Hugo Grotius, regarded by many as thefather ofintemational law , arglledthat the sea,
like the air, was not subject to appropriation, But a century later, nations recognized a distinction between
territorial waters and the high seas-a distinction tluu remained until the twentieth century,
The issue ofjurisdiction was thrown into confusion by the 'Truman Proclamation 0/1945. claimino United
Statesjurisdiction to the limit ofthe continental shelf. The continental shelf, however, is not only ill-defined, but it
varies throllghout the world, extcndinc 800 miles off Siberia and being I'irtllally nonexistent oirPeru,
Ecuador, and Chile . The tensions created by this inequitable situation l"ere exacerbated over the next tlt'O
decades as mankind looked increasingly to the sea to supply the energy I mineral, andfood resources that were being
rapidly depleted on land, III 1967, ill a speech bejore the United Nations Genera! ...l,.ssembly. Arvid Pardo.
.vlalto's ambassadorto the United .\:atiol/s, emphasized that "the known resources ofthe seabedaref'"greata than
the resources known to exist Oil land. " III resp-onse to Pardo's argument!ll<l.~ p'c~aIlJecl/lloloRYJl'aS
outstrippino 0111' rulesfor IISCS of the oceall . the UI/ited .':,'tions created <l[orty-two-nation colllmittee to studv
the problem. Oil the recommendation ofthe committee, the General Asst'lllbly adopted tliefollowill.~ resolution in
1970, declaring the oceans "the Cll/llnlOll herita~ :!!~!lIIkilld. " The principles setforth in this document
became the basisfor a series of iliie~llatic.:malconferences to establish L/ lIew law of the sea.
RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBL Y
[on the report of the First Committee (A8097) j
2749 (XXV) Declaration of Principles Governing the Seabed and the Ocean
Floor, and the Subsoil Thereof, beyond the Limits of National Jurisdiction
THE GENERAL ASSEMBL Y
Recalling its resolutions 2340 (XXII) of 18 December 1967,2467 (XXIII) of21 December
1968 and 2574 (XXIV) of 15 December 1969, concerning the area to which the ride of the
item refers,
Affirming that there is an area ofthe sea-bed and the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, be-
yond the limits ofnational jurisdiction. the precise limits ofwhich are yet to be determined .
Recognizing that the existing legal regime of the high seas does nor provide substantive
rules for regulating the exploration of the aforesaid area and the exploitation of its resources ,
Convinced that the area shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes and that the ex-
ploration of the area and the exploitation of its resources shall be carried out for the benefit
of mankind as a whole,
Believing it essential that an international regime applying to the area and its resources and
including appropriate international machinery should be established as soon as possible,
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Bearing in mind that the development and use of the area and its resources shall be under-
taken in such a manner as to foster the healthy development of the world economy and
balanced growth of international trade, and to minimize any ad verse economic effects
caused by the fluctuation of prices of raw materials resulting from such activities,
Solemnly declares that:
1. The sea-bed and ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof, beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction (hereinafter referred to as the area), as well as the resources of the area, arc
the common heritage of mankind.
2. The area shall not be subject to appropriation by any means by States or persons , nat-
ural or juridical, and no State shall claim or exercise sovereignty or sovereign rights
over any part thereof.
3. No State or person, natural or juridical, shall claim, exercise or acquire rights with
respect to the area or its resources incompatible with the international regime to be
established and the principles of this Declaration .
4 . All activities regarding the exploration and exploitation of the resources ofthe area and
other related activities shall be governed by the international regime to be established .
o . The area shall be open to use exclusively for peaceful purposes by all States, whether
coastal or land-locked , without discrimination. in accordance with the international
regime to be established .
6. States shall act in the area in accordance wi th the applicable princi pies and rules of in-
ternational law, including the Charter of the United Nations and the Declaration on
Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations and Co-operation
among States in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations. adopted by the
General Assembly on 24 October 1970.\ in the interests of maimaining international
peace and security and promoting international co-operation and mutual understanding.
7 . The exploration of the area and the exploitation of its resources shall be carried out for
the benefit of mankind as a whole , irrespective of the geographical location of Scares.
whether land-locked or-coastal, and taking into particular consideration the interests
and needs of the developing countries .
8. The area shall be reserved exclusively for peaceful purposes, without prejudice to any
measures which have been or may be agreed upon in the context of international nego-
tiations undertaken in the field of disarmament and which may be applicable to a
broader area. One or more international agreements shall be concluded as soon as
possible in order to implement effectively this principle and to constitute a step towards
the exclusion ofthe sea-bed, the ocean floor, and the subsoil thereof from the arms race .
9. On the basis of the principles of this Declaration, an international regime applying to
the area and its resources and including appropriate international machinery to give
effect to its provisions shall be established by an international treaty of a universal
character, generally agreed upon. The regime shall, inter alia, provide for the orderly
and safe development and rational management of the area and its resources and for
expanding opportunities in the use thereof and ensure the equitable sharing by States
in the benefits derived therefrom, taking into particular consideration the interests
and needs of the developing countries, whether land-locked or coastal.
IResolunon 2625 (XXV).
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10. States shall promote international co-operation in scientific research exclusively for
peaceful purposes:
(a) By participation in international programmes and by encouraging co-operation in
scientific research by personnel of different countries;
(b) Through effective publication of research programmes and dissemination of the
results of research through international channels;
(c) By co-operation in measures to strengthen research capabilities ofdeveloping coun-
tries, including the participation of their nationals in research programmes .
No such activity shall form the legal basis for any claims with respect to any part of
the area or its resources.
11. With respect to activities in the area and acting in conformity with the international
regime to be established, States shall take appropriate measures for and shall co-operate
in the adoption and implementation of international rules, standards and procedures
for , inter alia:
(a) The prevention of pollution and contamination , and other hazards to the m arin e
environment , including the coastline. and of interference with the ecological balance
of the marine environment;
(b) The protection and conservation of the natural resources of the area and the pre-
vention of damage to the flora and fauna of the marine environment.
12. In their activities in the area. including those relating ro its resources , Sta tes shall pay
due regard to the rights and legitimate interests of coastal States in the region of such
activities, as well as of all other States , which may be alll'cted by such acriviries . Con-
sultations shall be maintained with the coastal States concerned with respect to acriv-
ities relating to the exploration of the area and th e exploitation of its resources with
a view to avoid in fringem ent of such rights and interests .
13. Nothing herein shall affect:
(a) The legal status of the waters superjacent to the area or that of the air space abo ve
those waters;
(b) The rights of coastal States with respect to measures to prevent, mitigate or elim-
inate grave and imminent danger to their coastline o r related interests from pollution
or threat thereof or from other hazardous occurrences resulting from or caused by an y
activities in the area, subject to the international regime to be established .
14. Every State shall ha ve the responsibility to ensure that activitics in the area, including
those relating to its resources, whether undertaken by governmental agencies, ofnon-
governmental entities or persons under its jurisdiction, o r acting on its behalf, shall be
carried out in conformity with the internatio nal organizations and their members for
activities undertaken by such organizations or on their behalf. Damage caused by such
activities shall entail liability.
15. The parties to any dispute relating to activities in the area and its resources shall resolve
such dispute by the measures mentioned in Article 33 of the Charter of the United
Nations and such procedures for settling disputes as may be agreed upon in the inter-
national regime to be established. 1933rd plenary meeting
17 December 1970
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MANGANESE NODULE MINING -- NEW INDUSTRY
Manganese nodules lie on the deep ocean floor at depths from
12,000 to 18,000 feet. They are composed of manganese, nickel,
cobalt, and copper.
Uses: Over 90% of world production of manganese is used
in the process of making steel. Used as an alloy, manganese
makes steel more resistant to shock or abrasion.
Nickel is also used in stainless steel alloys to increase
strength and corrosion resistance. These alloy-s a-re
employed in jet engines, electroplating, pollution con-
trol equipment and in petroleum refining.
Cobalt is resistant to high temperatures and is used in
many industrial products.
Copper is used in electrical equipment, wire, tubing
and sheeting because it can conduct electricity and is
corrosion resistant.
Source: Ocean Manganese NoduZes. February~ 1976. Senate
Interior Committee Print~ prepared by the CongressionaZ
Researoh Servioe.
Six manganese nodule mining operations could produce anywhere
from one to three million tons annually with total gross revenue
near $1.5 billion. But factors which will affect this as yet
uninitiated industry include the grade of nodules per unit area
of the sea floor, sea floor terrain, rate of recovery and "sweep
efficiency."*
TECHNOLOGY EXPENSIVE AND COMPLEX
Three types of technology are contemplated in the recovery of
manganese nodules: an air-lift or pneumatic 1ift* method, which
works like a vacuum cleaner, a hydraulic or hydro1ift* system,
which relies on upward water flow to carry the material to
the surface, and a continuous line bucket system* dragged
along the bottom and returned to the surface. Various pro-
cessing techniques are also being tried.
United States companies lead other nations in technology develop-
ment and resource assessment. They have formed multinational
consortia* for the purpose of exploitation. A representative
of Deepsea Ventures, which forms part of one such multinational
consortia, stated in 1976 that with one ship the company could
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*sweep efficiency-
the navigationaZ ao-
ouraoy of the mining
drege head whioh Zeads
to over Zaps or gaps in
the area oovered.
*pneumatic 1ift- a
mining system based
on using compressed
air.
*hydro1ift- another
mining system working
much Zike a vaouum
oZeanerJ using water.
*continuous line bucket
system- third system
for retrieving noduZes.
*mu1tinationa1 consor·
tia- business arrange-
ment made between sev-
eraZ oompanies of sev-
eraZ different nations.
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More About Metals:
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~. l".i8htb Edition, 1975.
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/'lIUIatt Economies 1974
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Vol. II.
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8.756.n
6.26
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li'0X'lIST
~ U.If. 19'75 statistical Yearbook.
3 C~ty Da1:a S=ie5, 197i. U.S. Bureau ot !'l1ncs.
4 Ibid.
5~ Bulletin fiar..dbook. El.shth ElUtion, 1975.
6 Ibid.
U.N. COIlIIII1tt-!e 011 Natu.."'al Resouxcee Doc. :./e.7/6S. lli~.a.rch 1977. "Futu..-e
~ and the i:eV'!!10pment 01" the Jaw,Materials :DaBs for tee Copper Ind=t=y".
SigniCicant !l'W ccpper producsrs could be Ar&'8ntina and Colombia, Iran,
Inc1ones1a, iS1311Ua in the Sou1:hW'as1: Paci,Cic ::..-u1 po&3il;ly arazil. Othar COUll-
triee with r8s".<.,es not cited above include Finland. Ja~an, Pan.::uaa, the
Pltop1e's Republic of China, S-...eden and '(u.,"'Oslavia. (U.S. Bureau ~f Mince 3ulletin
667, "~l:1.neral Facts and. Prob1eGlS", 1975 Edition.
US/Puerto 11100 1,558,500 1,LM,8oo 9),000,000
USSR 1,100,000 1,200,000 40,000,ooo,(e81;. )
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taken from the tenth issue of NEPTUNE, pp. 6& 7.
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a:a.r:.<:e<i.lywitl11n ;; years as Australia, r...donesia, the ?hili»:>b.!s, Cuate=1a, and .t=.a :lo:r..in-
ioan Republio "reduce a larger shan of the total.'! (U.S. llu:reaa of Mi::.es Bulletin 667. )
World ~l1ck.el Consumption (:nettio tonB* )i,)
'1.974
Countg .!97l (jan-sept)
Value ot Nickel !I::p.:>rt.
lIS a..Perc<.n-ta.g8 of ".or2dJI.Arkat E.:Onoc:idS 1974
179.400
Developed Nations
Developing ~at1ona
U!li ti3d StatSl:
ussa (est.; incl.
others) lliS,2CO
Ja"an I 111, 200
iA=a.ns, Fed. Repub.ot 54,600
Unit~d iUng'd0lll )1, 500
F::-an::e 29,600
S~ed"n 26,aOO
I~al7 2),200
Carut.1a 1),000
A~~~ria ,,)00
s,c.., 5, )00
~ustralia 4 ,2CO
Beig1= ),700
!:e1:l~ 1,~
Switzerl~d 1,000
14),700
lCS.0CO
91,100
)1,700
n.a.
20,4oo(jan-june)
16,400 •
9,)00
9,900
2,500
n.a.
3, \:00
3.200
:1.3..
1,100
93·99
4.65(197)
)).11,
5.64
12.82
7.96
6.1)
4.7J
4.95
6.)4
2.08
2.37
2ources: 1 ::~ ':z. l ::>ulletL., ",,-,,-dtooic. Ei .ghth Edition, :97;.
U..:I. 1975 ·~C!~ :":·': O~: .;f r:·.:~~t:':'m:ti.!. :' _·=.d~ St.:l't13tics. Vol~ II . . .
3 :;or.my is ...:., : a ;:ajor ccnz=er of :Uc;,,,l. "oland and C::ecnos1~v:;-!:.1.a. ~ol1aw
"'''''e ~ ov1e't ~,.. ,,! c·... ':.,-\ :a5tent );\ow.:.-,:)'>e ". :'!e~..::o, 3r~.zilt Argent i:..a. , C(,...l.J.e I 't.n.ea:;=-~bllC oi"S:: ~;';:l~~f::i;a a."ld.-!r..,j"a cor..S"'.:M rela.ti"'lely s::all q'l..W.r..i;i~:.~ ... oJ!
ni~kal.. (~ ~ ..; . bu=aJ\u ·, f V.ir..e:; ~~la't.1n 667, ''Mi:le.ral Fact and ~:"l.?'.:i/;!',
1975 Edit1c~.) .
* refined nickel ;>lus cowr=pt10n of nickel conta1n~d in fe=c-nicl<~l,
nick:e1 oxide, and i"ont<ol exo1w:1aa diraot use of nioo<sl in aorsp form.
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•Share Ne t i.o n e Li, ty
Prototy pe
Ope r a t i o ns
t o beg in
Decisio n
to be made o n
Co mmerc i al
Mini n g
Ear l l es t
Po s s i ble
Da t e f o r
Commerc i a l
l"ti ni ng
-,
\
DEEPSEA VENTURES GROUP
u . s . Steel 33 .3
Uni on Hina r e JJ .J
Su n Oi l 3 3.3
i<ENNCCO'T'T l. aOUp
Ke nn e co tt Coppe r 50.0
Ri o Ti nea z i nc 10.0
Conso l ida t ed GOld
P i e i d s 1 0 . 0
No r a nd e Mi n e s 10. 0
l"1 i ts ubi sh i 1 0 . 0
Br itish Pe t r oleum 1 0. 0
OCEAN MAl.'lAGEMENT
( I NCa GROUP )
I n t erna t i o n a l Nl ckel
(WCOI 25 . 0
A..'1 R- Me t a l lgese l l s ha it .
p reue s a c , Rhei ni s c he ,
Braun k o hlenwerk e and
Sal zqitter 25. 0
Domca- Sum i t .omo ,
x t pc on ~ti n in9 . Cows
~ini nq , and othe r s 25 .0
SE OCO 2 5 .0
USA
Be l g i um
USA
USA
UK
UK
Can ad a
J ap a n
UK
Cana d a
Ge r man y
J apan
USA
Spri ng ,
19 77
1978
o c
1979
Win t er
197 8
197 9- 80
1980
19 79 - 80
198 3
19 8 3
198 3
LOCKHEED GROUP
LOCKHEED GROUP
Lo c khee d Hiss i Lc s
a nd Sp ace
S tanda rd Oi l o f
Ind iana
Royal Dut c h She ll
no t y e t announc e d
25 . 0
25 . 0
25 .0
25.0
USA
USA
UK/Hol land
USA
19 78 19 8 0 19 83
"Au s t r a Lr a n , c e na dt e n , F r e n c h , ce r ma n , J apa ne s e, a nd Amer i c a n compa n Le s h a v e pa rt i cipated i n the CLB Grou p
{Co n t.Lnu Lou a Li ne Bu c ke t )
The Multinational Consortia involved in
Mining Research and ~quipment Testing .
Jessica Mott, 1977.
Source: NEPTUNE~ number 10 ~ p. 4.
Deep Seabed
Prepared by
bring up 1.35 million wet metric tons a year, yielding 11,300
tons of nickel, 9,150 tons of copper, 2,150 tons of cobalt, and
253,000 tons of manganese.
Investment costs are high. A single mlnlng operation would require
from $350 to $650 million initial capital and from $100 to $200
million in annual operating expenses. A 1976 U.S. Department of the
Interior study projected estimated rates of return on investment from
22.7% to 12.6% under varying conditions. Other estimates weigh in
at from 18% to 35%. It is predicted that nickel sales will yield
almost 70% of gross revenue for most contemplated operations. Ex-
cept for Deepsea Ventures, which plans to recover manganese as well.
other operators will concentrate on nickel, copper and cobalt in
first-generation* mining.
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*first-generation-
mining conducted
wi t h technol ogy
availab l e by t he
time a signi f i can t
number of projects
ar e operating; i. e . ~
first generation
mi ni ng t echno l ogy .
/ ...... ,
(
Another concern voiced by mlnlng company officials is the site
specific nature* of the technology they have developed. The
technology may not be equally efficient if transferred from one
to another site. since each site may have different sea floors.
and mineral composition of the nodules may vary. (The United Na-
tions gives average nodule metal content as manganese. 24%;
nickel. 1.6%; copper. 1.4%; and cobalt, . 21%. )
In November. 1974. Deepsea Ventures made headlines when it filed
a 60.000-square kilometer mining claim in the Northeastern Paci-
fic with the State Department. No action has been taken on that
c1aim.
How manganese nodule mlnlng will affect the present market struc-
ture (prices, buyers. and sellers) for copper. nickel. cobalt and
possibly manganese has worried many land-based producers of these
same minerals. It is generally felt that only cobalt producers.
and among those only Zaire. may be adversely affected by a drop
in price or a loss of market share. Given mineral distribution
in the nodules. it is unlikely that copper markets will be
affected in the near future, since nodule copper production would
only supply about 1.3% of world consumption by 1985.
COUll) THE U, S, BE OPEC-ED?
What is of great interest to the United States. a major consumer
of the four minerals. is that while in 1976 U.S. net imports
represented 98% of our manganese consumption, 98% of our cobalt
consumption, 71% of our nickel consumption and about 15% of our
copper consumption. an ocean mining industry with a 12 million
ton annual capacity could reduce nickel imports by more than 50%,
eliminate cobalt imports. reduce copper imports by 30% and poten-
tially reduce manganese ore imports by more than 40%.
(Source: Testimony of Assistant Secretary of Defense for In-
ternational Affairs David E. MaGiffert before the House Inter-
national Relations Committee~ July 25~ 1977.)
Some experts feel that United States dependency on foreign miner-
als is much less dangerous and less imminent than our dependency
on foreign oil. Many of the factors that make an oil embargo so
crippling simply do not exist in the markets for seabed minerals.
Supplies may be stable and dependable. Substitutes, stockpiles,
or reserves and resources which could be commercially exploitable
with new or improved technologies or a change in market condi-
tions may exist. It may be impossible to organize and maintain
a cartel or the cartel may prove unable to affect supply and
demand/price. The following table summarizes U.S. vulnerability
in the major nodule minerals.
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*site specific- a
mining operation
where the techno-
logy is geared to
a particular site
because of bottom
formation~ dispersion
of nodul.ee , etc.
Cobalt Copper ;"1anganese Nickel
l. Im po rtance to economy
(a) Intensit y of us e , 1974
(sh.ton s per S I Bn CUP) 7 1,560 80 1 150
(b) Commer cial or Strategic
importan ce (yes or no) yes yes yes yes
2 Perc en ta ge of 1975 Consu m p tio n
Importer! 61 %'" 150/0t 93% 840/0
3. \ ': a jor su pp lie rs
(large. some, or no problem ) some some no no
4 . Substi lu tes with with
(yes, with higher cos t, no) higher cost ye s no higher cost
:1 Domest ic stoc k
(t hous.u ul sho rt tu ns)
(u) u.S. rl"~c r ves/ resources 0/ H,\O <;'I),OOO/ 3211,0()(l O/minimal 20U/ l-1,OOO
(h) U.S. stockp ile 23.5 ne~..; l igi b l e 3,608 manganese or e non e
659 ferrom an ganese
(1- Fea sihilit y o l rn r tcl
a ct io n sh o rt term no no no
'I~'C 1')' 4 ti ~u r"
f 1<)71)-73 .ivernz e
Vulnerability of the U.S. in the Major Nodule Minerals
Source: "Seabed Minerals and t he United St a t es Economy: A Seco nd Look,"
by Ri chard C. Raymond, Mar i ne Technology Soc i ety Journal, June, 1976,
volume 10, No. 5. Reprint ed wi t h permission.
Major U.S. suppliers of seabed minerals are:
Cobalt : Zaire, 47%; Belgium-Luxembourg, 28% (processes ore
from Zaire); Zambia, Australia; Morocco; New Cale-
donia; and Finland.
Manganese: Brazil, 36% of ore; Gabon, 31 % of ore; South
Africa, 35% of ferromanganese; and France, 38% of
ferroma nga nese
Nickel: Canada, 69%; Norway, 8%; New Caledonia, 7%; and
Dominican Republic, 6%.
Copper: Canada, 34%; Peru, 20%; Chile, 18%; and South
Africa, 6%.
Source: Tes t i mony of Assi stant Secret ar y of Def ens e fo r I n-
t ernational Affairs Davi d E. McGi f f er t before the House Inter-
nat iona l Relations Committee , July 25, 19 77.
-Lee Kimball
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THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
STUDY: THE LAW OF THE SEA
TOPIC: STrtAITS
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND COMPLETE THE ~AP ASSIGNMENT
AS DIRECTED
1. B~FINE A STRAIT.
2. HOW MANY STRAITS EXIST IN THE WORLD?
3. NAME AND LOCATE 2 OF THE MO~E IMPORTANT STRAITS IN THE WORLD.
MAP ASSIGNMENT
4. EXPLAIN TWO REASONS W~Y THESE ~~E IMPORTANT TO THE USA.
5. READ THE SECTIONS ON TP~ LAW OF THE SEA REGARDING STRAITS
AND COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING:
a. DISTINGUISH BETWEEN:
1) TERRITORIAL SEA
2) HIGH SEAS
3) EXCLUSIVE ECONOMIC ZONE
b. EXPLAIN: RIGHT OF TrtANSIT PASSAGE
c. WHAT IS MEANT BY "INNOCENT PASSAGE"
d. ARE MILITARY VESSELS EXCLUDED FROM STRAIT TRANSIT?
e. WHAT KINDS/MODES OF TRANSPORTATION ARE EFFECTED BY THIS
TREATY PROVISION?
6. IN A NARROW STRAIT PASSAGE, WHAT AREA DOES THE COASTAL
STATE CONTROL?
7. WHAT IMPLICATIONS COULD RESULT F~OM SUCH CONTROL?
----- - - - ------
l ~i'[_U~ITED NA- _.=.-.~ 2NS. CO~FERF:Nf:F:
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PARI' III. STIlAITS USED FOR WTER:TATI OifAL NA".JIGATlmr
SECTION 1. GE.NERAL
Art Lcl e ')4
Juridical status of '. 'a t e r s f orrnin,-:o s trai t0
used f or interna t i ona l n~ vigat i on
1. The reglille of pa s s .a ge through s t rc a t s us-id f o r tn t arna t i ona I na vigation
established in this Part shall not in o t h~r re s pcc t3 af f2c t th~ s t atus of the
waters iOEDi.p.g__such ~!raits or the exe r c i s a oy t he S t a t ., r: oo rd e r irig the straits of
their sovereignty or jurisdict i on ove r su ch wa t e r -s and th e ir a i r s pa ce , bed and
subsoil.
2. The sovereignty or .j ur i nd i c t i on of th" St a t ,'s bo rd c r i ng the .st rn i t s is
exercised subject to this Part and to other rules of international Lav ,
Art icl e ;'5
Scope of this ?art
Nothing in this Part shall affect:
(8) Any areas of internal ....aters wi th i n <:J st ra it , ex cept where the
establishment of s straight baselL'18 in a c cordan ce with article 7 has the effect of
enclos~g as internal waters areas which had no t previously be en cons i de red as such;
(b) The status of the waters beyond the terr:torial sea s of States bordering
straits as exclusive economic zones or high seas; or
(c) The legal regice in straits in which passage is regulated in ....hole or in
part by long-standing international conventions in force specifically relating to
such straits.
Article 36
High seas routes or routes throuRh exclusiv~ ~concmic
~one6 through strnits ~sed f or international nav igotion
This Part does not apply to a s t r a i t used for internatio~al navigation if a
high seas route 9~ .a _rou t e thrcu~~ an exclusi ve e conomic zone of similar conven i ence
.... i th respect" to naviga t i ona L and hy dr ographica l che r-a c t e r-i s ci cs ox i s t s through the
strait.
SECTION 2. ~~~SIT PASSAGE
Articl e 37
Scone of this s0ction
This section appl i e s to straits which are used for Ln te rna t i ona I navigation
oQt"'een cne area of the Gigh sea s or an ex cl us i ve c ccnoc i c zone and another area
~f the high seas or an ex clusive eco~~mic zone,
/ ...
r
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Article 38
Ri~t of transit Dassa~
1. In s t ra i t s refer:-ed to in a r t i cI e 37~ all ships and aircra~~"er1Jo:r_,the
right ,qf transit passage, whi ch shall not be impeded, except that, ii the strait
is "formed by an island of a State bordering the strait and its mainland, transit
passa-g:e""shall not apply if a high aca s route or a route L"1 an exclusive economic
zoneof similar convenienc~ with r8sp~ct to naVigational and hydrographical
characteristic3 exists seaward of the i sland.
2. Transit passage is the ex erci se in acco rd ancc Hi th this Part of the
free<!.o.tLoJ.,na"vigation and ove rf Li.gn t s ol eLy f or the pu rpose of con t i.nuous and
expeditious transit of the strait betileen one iJ r ea of the high seas or an exclusive
economi c "zone and another area of the high seas or an ~xclusive economic zone.
However, the requirement of continuous and expeditious transit does not preclude
passage through the strait for the purp03e of enterL~~, leaving or returning from
a State bordering the strait, subje ct to the condit ons of entry to that State.
3. Any activity which is not an exercise of the right of transit passage
through a strait remains subject to the other applicable provisions of this
Convention.
Article 3?
Duties of shiDS and aircraft durin~ their Dassa~
1. Ships and aircraf:, while exercising the right of transit passage, shall:
Proceed without delay through or over the s~rait ;
.._ - -- -,_0·-(a)
(b) Refrain from any threat or use of force against the sove r-oLgn ty ,
territorial int2grity or political L~depend2nce of States borderL~g straits,
other manner in violation of the principles of international law embodied in
Charter of the United Na tions;
or in a:
the
(c) R~iral,.·,L.f~m any activities other >;han those inc~.dent to their normal
modes of continuous and exned i t ious t ranc it u.ril-e-3s r'2nde red- n-ec6ssarjoy'
force ma je'.lre or"by ' distre~s;
(d) Comply with other ~lcvant proviJions of this Part.
2. Ships in transit shall;
(a) Comply with generally ~ccepted international regulations, procedures and
practices for safety at sea, including th e In terna tional Re~~lations f~r Preventing
Collisions at Sea;
(b) Comply with generally accepted Lnt e rna t i.onaL regulations, proceduxes and
practices for the ?~v2ntion, reduction and control of pollution from shi~e.
/ ...
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). Aircraft in trannit Rhall:
(a) Observe the Rul~s of the Air established by the International Civil
viation Organization as they apply to civil aircraft; Stnte aircraft will nOI~ally
omply with such safety meaauz-os and \Jill at all t imcs opcra t e v i th due regard for
he safety of navigation;
(b) :.t all t ime s monitor the radio frp.<;ucncy oes i gnod by th e appropriate
nternationally d0.signated air traffi c cont r ol au t hor i ty or the 0ppr opr i a t e
ntarnational distr~oR radio frequency.
Article 40
ReGcarch and survey activities
During their -p.8l'Jsage through a t ra i t s , foreign eh i ps , includ ing mar-ino s c i on t i.f i c
:'esearch and hydrographic survey ships, may not carry out any r esearch or survey
ictivities--wTtho~t the prior authorization of the States bordering straits.
Article 4·1
~a lones and traffic separation schemes in straits
used for intornational novigetion
1. In conformity with this Part, States bordering straits may designate sea
lanea and prescribe traffic separation schemes for navigation in straits whore
necessary to promote the safe passage of ships.
2. Such States may, "hen c i r-cums tances require, and after g1.vmg due
publicity thereto, substitute other sea lanes or traffic seporation schemes for any
sea lanes or traffic separation schemes previously designated or prescribed by them.
3. Such sea lanos and traffic ocparation schemes shall conform to generally
accepted ~~~rna t iona l-"re gul a.tion s .
4. Before designating or substituting sea lanes or prescribing or substituting
traffic separation schemes, States bordering straits : shall refer proposals to the
competent international organi~ation with a vi ew to their adoption.
The" orBPnization may ~qop t only such sea lanes and traffic separation schemes 8S may
be agreed with the States bordering the straits, after whi ch the States may
deei"gns 'te," -prescribe or subo t i tu tc them.
5. In respect of a strait where S (?8 lanes or traffic separation schemes arc
proposed throUgh the waters of two or more States bo~ering the strait, the States
concerned shall co-oporate in formulating proposals in consultation with the
organiza t Lon,
6. States bordering straits shall clearly indi cate all Bea lanes end traffic
separation schemes designated or prescribed by them on charts to which due publicity
shall be given.
7. Ships in transit shall respect applicable oea lanes and traffi c
separation schemes established in accordance ~,ith this article.
/ ...
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Article 42
Laus and nlgulationo of States borderinG
straits relating to transit o8aaag~
1. SubJeot to tho provisions of this soction, State~ border ing straits msy
ake laws and regulations :relating to t ranc i t panaagc throl..gh straits, L'l resiled
of all or any of the foll~ling:
(a) The safoty of navigation and the regulation of marine traffic, 88
provid~d in article ~l j
(b) The pz-cvcn t ion , reduction and control of pollution, by giving effect to
applicable int3rnatio~l rcgulntions reenrdinc the diocharBC of oil, oily wastes
end other noxious subGtonces in th2 strait;
(c) With respec t to fj-shinB vC:3o~ls, th~ p~vcntion of fi8hin~k.in~luding th'3
stOHSge of fiahing gear;
(d) Thc tak~ on board or putting overboard of any cozmoodity, currency or
person in contravention of the cus tcms , fiacal._ immigration or sanitary rogulations
of States bordering straits.
2. Such Lava and regulations shal.L not discriminate in form or ,in fact
amongst foreign ships or in their application have the practical cff~ct of denying,
~mpering or impairing the right of transit passage eo defined in this section.
3. States bordoring atraits ehall ~ve due publicity to all 6Uch l8~s and
regulations.
4. Forei8Il ships CXCrC1S1l1g the right of transit passage shall comply wi th
!Ncb lave and I'(!gulationa.
5. The flag State of a ahip or aircraft entitled to sovereign ~it.r which
acts in 8 lIIanner contrary to such Lava and regulations or other provioions of this
Part shall bear international responl:Jibili ty for any lOGS C"-!' ~alll~ ge . _~~~Ch ro~ ts
to States bordering straita.
Articlo d3
NaviRetion and safeSr aids and othor improvc~ant5 and
tho prevention, reduction and control of pollution
User States and States bordering a 3trait should by agreemont co-opc~te;
(a) In the cstabli3nmcnt and maint~nance in ~ s trJit of n=cessary navigation
and sefety aida or othc r Improvemon t e in Did of intcrnat ior:al navigation I and
(b) For the prevention, reduction 3nd sontrol of pollution fro~ ships.
\ v :
Articlo 14
Duties of Stat~s bo-rd<:rine s t ::-n_: t ,2
States bOMering s t ra i t s shall nc t hamper t rans i t passage str: :;hnl l giV'l
appropriate publicit"'J to any dango r ~j ne v i.gs t i.or;. .J:: QVf?rllight l'Ti !;hi,-: or eve» tt :~
strait of ....hichthey have knowled R;c. ' ~ " ~ 7' ~ shall b~ :10 suspension of transir. -~I
; .
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SECTION 3. INNOCENT PASSAGE
Article 45
Innocent passClg£
1. The ree,ime of innocont paaeage , in acco rd ance wit,l section) of Part II,
shall apply in atreits uDod for international navigation:
(8) Excluded under article 38, paragruph 1, from the applir.~tion of the
regime of transit passoge; or
(b) Between one arca of the high seas or an exclusive economic zone and the
territorial sea of B foreign State.
2. The~ shall be no suspension of innocent paBsa~~ through ouch straits.
Source:
Revised Informal Negotiating Composite Text.
on the Law of the Sea. April 1980.
United Nations Conference
/ ...
Deep Seabed Mining
Manganese deposits on ,the -deep ocean floor do occur as thin
coatings on basalt :rocks, as thick slabs or crusts, and as nodules.
As early as 1872, the Challenger recovered some of these nodules.
During the past 15 years more research has been done on these nodules
and scientists have identified that the nodules contain varying amounts
of manganese, iron, copper, nickel, and cobalt. The nodules measure
from about 1 to 15 em across, and may vary somewhat in shape. They
are usually found in oxygen-rich waters and where there is low
sedimentation. Just southwest of the Hawaiian Islands and north of
the equatorial zone in the Pacific Ocean is an area identified as
most favorable for mining. The richest area is a relatively narrow
band ( about 200 km across and 1500 km long which runs east-west around
9' latitude. The nodules in this area are abundant and are rich in
cop~er and nickel. There are also high concentrations of nodules
just south of the equatorial belt, but the deposits there, like those
of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans, are relatively poor in nickel and
copper. Deposits have been found in the South Pacific that are high
in cobalt.
Technology has advanced to map these exact locations, to explore
the areas and to analyze the nodules relative to a viable mining
industry. Research has shown that these nodules grow very slowly_
The growth rate has been established at about 1 and 100 mm per million
years. An interesting feature of these nodules is that they are
found on the surface of the sediments or perhaps partially submerged.
These discoveries have caused the open oceans, considered as the
"common heritage of mankind" to be viewed in a different perspective.
The technology does exist to dredge these nodules from the seabed
and to extract the minerals from the nodules. However, there are
still economic, enviro~mental, and legal questions about the viability
of deep seabed mining. Since these nodules lie on the ocean floor
within the area considered "common heritage", the legal ownership of
these' nodules :i.s undecided. Do these nodules belong to all nat ions
equally? This would ipclude the undeveloped ( Group of 77 - or the
LDC's) and the technologically advanced nations as well. Or do these
minerals belong to those nations that are technologically capable of
extracting them and could, in turn, make these minerals available to
Deep Seabed Mining
all nations?
Ownership of these nodules constitutes the basic legal consid-
eration and two related issues flow from this. The technologically
advanced nations want to mine these nodules as soon as some legal
document determines their ownership. These nati~ns are hesitant to
contribute any additional funds on the project without the support of
legality. The delay over this has been most costly. The second major
issue involves the Group of 77 ( LDC'S) who seek some tupe of multi-
lateral agreement such as could be provided in an UNCLOS Treaty.
These nations (Third World) are willing to delay any deep seabed
mining of minerals until a multilateral agreement is reached, and
they also demand an equal voice in the determination of the nodule
wealth of the seas.
The technologically advanced nations of the world have
demonstrated a need for these base metals. It is these nations
that fouhd the metals. It is these nations that possess the advanced
technology that is a prerequisire to the exploration, development,
(viable) production, and distribution of the metals. And it is
around these very technologically advanced nations that many of the
complex problems that are basic to the mining of minerals from the
ocean floor originate.and are thrust toward solution.
Once ownership of the minerals has been determined, specific
regulations will have to be organized to ensure that equity , is
achieved. Enforcement of these regulations will be determined and that
process will also have to be accepted. Finally, provision will have
to be made for any violations of the regulations. This is a consider-
able task when it involves 150 nations including the Group of 77
( which now includes nearly 120 members).
The establishment of any legal document ( with binding force)
depends on the political structure of the country(s) that it c on c e r ns .
A variety of political structures which exist in many nations will
have to be taken into account prior to any agreement on the mining
of the deep seabed minerals. Some countries will have relatively
stable political structures, and other countries may have rather
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transcient leaders and/or political structures.
Now that it has been proven that the manganese nodules are in
fact a valuable resource, the mining industry demands the protection
which legality affords prior to the extended continuance of exploration
and development. (The expenditure of one consortia for one year was
over 5600,000 plus the addition of the potential damage or loss of
equipment. This expenditure did not even produce any profitable
resource, as it existed at the exploration stage.)
A major economic issue involves the necessity to mine these minerals
at a viable rate. Delays are costly, not only in money, but also in
the time lost in technological preparedness. It is an additional
economic loss if mining companies slow down the operations of explor-
ation and the research and development of equipment and then either
retain highly skilled employees at high salaries or release them. Nbte
how interrelated the economic issues are.
These economic issues are further complicated when viewed in the
international spectrum. Many of the developing states produce the
minerals or other raw materials which may be obtained from the mining
of the deep seabed minerals. Gabon produces manganese, Zaire mines
cobalt, and Chile and Zambia mine copper. These products are the main-
stream of the economy of these countries. Should competition arise
from the mining of these minerals from the deep seabed, these developing
nations could face grave economic problems.
The mining of deep seabed minerals also involves environmental
impacts which will demand time for study and assessment and thus
additional expense. The obvious impact will be the immediate ocean
environment and will include the ocean floor as well as the collection
process, the transportation via ducts through miles of ocean water to
the processing ship, the prerefining process that may be necessary on
site, the transfer of the ore to the ore carrier and the final trans-
portation across miles of ocean to the onshore facility which will
further process the ore.
Legality has been such a fundamental ingredient in this complex
issue that the Deep Seabed Hard Minerals Resources Act was passed
on June 28, 1980. Appatently due to the protracted delay in the
agreement of a multilateral treaty such as the Law of the Sea, there
Deep Seabed Mining
was sufficient political pressure to achieve some semblance of legality
in order that the mining of the manganese nodules could continue. Each
delay-~a8_8.~n as Most costly in the technological area. This Act was
not seen to be in conflict with the 1969 Moritorium ( which had no
binding force) of the United Nations. Neither is this Act viewed in
conflict with the perspective UNCLOS Treaty ( Law of the Sea), but
rather this Act is viewed as an interum to a multilateral treaty.
According to the Deep Deabed Hard Mineral Resources Act, commercial
mining of manganese could not begin prior to 1988. This date was
changed from an original date of 1982. This revised time span appears
to be in accord with the time frame of the proposed UNCLOS Treaty as well.
Seabed Minerals and
the Law of the Sea
Summary . If, as seems likely, a comprehensive law-of-the-sea treaty is successful-
ly concluded, minerals of the continental margins would be almost entirely controlled
by coastal nations, and the right to produce minerals of the deep ocean floor would be
licensed by an International Seabed Authority. Mineral production from the continen-
tal margins is likely to increase and diversify with time. The only minerals from the
deep ocean floor for which there are reasonably good prospects of production within
the next decade are the metalliferous muds from some of the deeps in the Red Sea
(Which lie within what is likely to be the jurisdiction of Saudi Arabia and Sudan) and
nodules in the northeastern equatorial Pacific that contain recoverable metals , name-
ly nickel. copper. cobalt, and possibly manganese, molybdenum, and vanadium.
Oil and gas and some 13other minerals
are now being produced from nearshore
subsea sources (2). Sand and gravel, lime
from shells and aragonite mud. precious
coral, and several placer minerals, nota-
bly titanium sands, tin, zircon. monazite,
and magnetite , are mainly recovered by
dredging. Sulfur and salt are recovered
by solution mining through drill holes.
Barite is recovered by subsea quarrying.
Coal and iron ore are recovered from
nearshore areas by underground mining
with entry from the adjacent land or from
artificial islands. Gold, platinum, and
diamonds have been produced in the
past and may be again. Potash is almost
certain to be produced from subsea salt
basins. The production of phosphorite
offshore southeastern United States and
southern California is being considered.
One company has expressed interest in
mining manganese nodules from the
Blake Plateau for use as a catalytic filter-
ing medium in the production of fuels
from heavy crude oil and coal. with the
possible recovery of metals from the
spent nodule catalyst (3 ).
Oil and gas are by far the most impor-
tant and valuable resources of the conti-
nental margins , Doth in terms of present
and future production. Weeks (4 ) esti-
mated the subsea potential as about 2.3
trillion barrels of oil and equivalent gas ,
all of which he considered as lying within
the continental margins, and all but one-
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Resources of the Continental Margins
the developing countries. The General
Assembly then adopted a re solution es -
tablishing the United Nations Committee
on the Seabed and Ocean Floor Beyond
the Limits of National Jurisdiction.
which held its first substantive meeting
in June 1968. In subsequent years, inter-
est broadened to include other legal is-
sues as well , and the United Nations
Third Law of. the Sea Conference. con-
. vened for its first substantive meeting in
Caracas in 1974, has dealt with a wide
range of issues. Agreement has now
been reached on most issues, but still un-
resolved are two related to seabed min-
erals-the limits of national jurisdiction
over the mineral resources of the conti-
nental shelf, and the provis ions govern-
ing the exploration and exploitation of
seabed resources beyond the limit of na-
tional jurisdiction.
The potential subsea mineral re-
sources. the provisions being proposed
by the Law of the Sea Conference with
respect to these resources, and the pros-
pects for seabed production are re-
viewed in the following pages.
V. E. McKelvey
vention held in Geneva in 1958 suc-
ceeded in producing the 1958 Geneva
conventions on the Territorial Sea and
Contiguous Zone. the High Seas . Fish ing
and Conservation of the High Seas, and
the Continental Shelf. The Shelf Con-
vention gave coastal states jurisdiction
over seabed resources of their continen-
tal shelves "to a depth of 200 meters or,
beyond that limit to where the depth of
the superjacent waters admits of the ex-
ploration of the said areas." Note that
the term "continental shelf' was used in
that convention as a legal term of art ap-
plying to more of the continental margin
than the geomorphic shelf alone. Miner-
als beyond the continental shelf were not
considered then, but under the 1958 High
Seas Convention, ocean resources could
be harvested and used by any state, al-
though none could claim jurisdiction
over any part of the high seas.
At the dedication of the research ves-
sel Oceanographer in 1966, President
Johnson said , " We must ensure that the
deep seas and ocean bottoms are and re-
main the legacy of all human beings";
and, in a famous speech to the United
Nations General Assembly in 1967, Mal-
ta's Ambassador Arvid Pardo described
these regions as the "common heritage
of mankind" and proposed that a prepa-
ratory committee be established to set
the stage for agreement on principles un-
der which deep-sea resources would be
developed for the benefit of all mankind.
taking into account the special needs of
OOJ6-8075/8010725-0464S02.00/0 Copyright ~ 1980 AAAS464
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In 1891, Sir John Murray and A. Re-
nard reported the discovery of manga-
nese and iron oxide nodules on the deep
ocean floor during the exploratory voy-
age of H.M.S. Challenger in 1873-76.
During the following decades other
oceanographic expeditions collected ad-
ditional samples of nodules in many
parts of the world, some of which
showed the presence of I percent or
more of other metals. notably nickel,
copper, and cobalt. Until about 1957. in-
terest in the nodules was wholly scien-
tific, but in that year John Mero, then a
graduate student at the University of
California in Berkeley, became inter-
ested in the possibility of mining the nod-
ules, recognizing that their metal content
exceeded that of many of the ores being
mined on land. Meros papers and his
book on the mineral resources of the sea
(I) sparked the interest of some mining
companies in the possibility of deep
ocean mining and drew interest as well
from the international political commu-
nity.
International political attention had
begun several years earlier to focus on
seabed minerals, after the 1945 procla-
mation of President Truman claiming
sovereign rights over the minerals of the
United States Continental Shelf. The
first United Nations Law of the Sea Con -
eighth of the total as lying within 200
miles of shore. Others [for example. (5)1
also consider that the prospects for the
occurrence of petroleum are restricted to
the continental margins and that pros-
pects beneath the deep-sea floor beyond
the continental margins are essentiaUy nil.
Manganese Nodules of the
Deep Ocean Floor
The deep-sea nodules are composed
chiefly of manganese and iron oxides.
but in places are relatively rich in nickel.
copper. cobalt, molybdenum, and vana-
dium. Nodules are abundant on the sur-
face of the deep ocean floor over large
areas. Current commercial interest is fo-
cused on nodules with a combined nick-
el-copper content of 1.8 percent or more.
The most promising area thus far known
for such metal-rich nodules lies in the
northeastern equatorial Pacific between
the Clarion and Clipperton fracture
zones shown in Fig. I (6). The size of this
area is about 2.5 million square kilome-
ters, and from the publicly available data
it appears that about half of it contains
nodules in concentrations or abundances
greater than 5 kilograms per square me-
ter and averaging nearly 12.0 kg/rn", If
only 20 percent of the nodules is recover-
able and the moisture content is 30 per-
cent, the Clarion-Clipperton prime area
would contain about 2.1 billion dry met-
~~---ric- tons of potentially recoverable nod-
ules averaging about 1.3 percent nickel,
1 percent copper. 25 percent manganese,
0.22 percent cobalt, and 0.05 percent
e:.
~'\:l
Hawaii· ~
molybdenum. This amount would be
enough to support about 2~ mining oper-
ations, each producing 75 million tons
over its lifetime.
These estimates are based on approxi-
mately 650 observation points. including
about 360 stations for which analyses are
available. Although the data base for the
estimates must be described as weak. the
consistency in the metal content of nod-
ules in the Clarion-Clipperton area justi-
fies considerable confidence in the aver-
age grades of the metals described.
Much more uncertain are the esti-
mates of nodule concentration or abun-
dance, both because of uncertainty in the
measurement itself and because concen-
tration has been estimated at only about
one-fourth of the stations. The uncer-
tainties involved in estimating as a result
of differences in concentration data are
shown by comparing the above estimate
with those of Bastien-Thiry et ill. and
Lenoble (7) for the same area. They sum-
marized the results of the extensive but
unpublished surveys made by a French
group and concluded that recoverable
tonnage is sufficient to support only 8 to
II and 3 to 10 mining operations. respec-
tively, each producing 3 million to 4
million wet metric tons for 20 years.
Because the French data base appears
to be larger than the publicly available
information described above, the French
estimates of the magnitude of the Clari-
on-Clipperton resource may be the more
reliable. Both estimates. however. in-
dicate that the area contains extensive
deposits of metal-rich nodules. clearly
not of unlimited dimensions. but large
o
enough to justify the commercial interest
that the area has received in recent
years.
The nodules in the Clarion-Clipperton
area lie on radiolarian ooze and clay. Ar-
rhenius (8) has suggested that radiolarite
silica. valuable in ceramic uses. might be
an associated product of nodule mining.
The extremely high moisture content of
the ooze, however. poses difficult trans-
port and processing problems.
Are deposits similar to those in the
Clarion-Clipperton area likely to be
found elsewhere? Not enough informa-
tion is publicly available to answer that
question quantitatively. but it can be an-
swered affirmatively in qualitative terms,
since at least small grou ps of metal-rich
samples are known at several other lo-
calities in the Pacific and Indian oceans.
Several authors (9) have attempted to es-
timate the magnitude of such resources,
with results ranging up to a total. includ-
ing the Clarion-Clipperton area. equal to
approximately 6.6 times the resources of
the Clarion-Clipperton zone (10). Many
believe the potential in such rich depos-
its is much lower. The prospects for dis-
covery of another area contain ing recov-
erable nodules of the Clarion-Clipperton
tenor and size appear to be poor at this
stage, but it does seem likely that some
now unknown number of smaller, but
nevertheless potentially minable. areas
will be-found.
For the longer range, advances in nod-
ule mining and processing technology.
coupled with the depletion of higher
grade sources, probably will bring within
economic reach nodule deposits of a
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Fig. I. Areas in the northeastern equatorial Pacific in which manganese nodules contain more than 1.8 percent nickel plus copper. The numbers
represent the average percent nickel plus copper of samples in 1° squares where analyses are available at five or more stations. The rectangles
outline the Deepsea Ventures. Incorporated (DSV') "claim" and the Deep Ocean Mining Environmental Studies program sites (A. B. and C).
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Fig. 2. Hot brine deeps in the Red Sea. (Modified from (/6)\
lower grade than are being considered
for mining now. Several possib ilities
may receive attention. Although the nod-
ules vary widely in their composition
over the world oceans. metals are con-
centrated in three di stinct types . One
type is the nickel-copper-rich nodules of
the Clarion-Clipperton variety. which is
mainly formed in the equatorial regions.
Another type. high in cobalt (I percent
or more) and low in nickel and copper.
appear\to be most commonly formed on
sea mounts. The third is high in manga-
nese (35 percent or more) but low in the
other metals. known mainly on the east-
ern side of the Pacific Basin . At the pres-
ent price of 525 a pound for cobalt. the
cobalt-rich nodules would be an attrac-
tive target. New production of cobalt.
however. almost certainly would lead to
a shar p drop in price. conceivably to its
pre-1978 price of $3 to 54 a pound. The
time may come. however. when suc h de-
posits may be of commercial interest.
and the same may be said of the manga-
nese-rich nodules .
Another. and perhaps more likely.
possibilit y is that economic changes and
technological advance may make it pos-
sible to mine lower qu ality nodules for
Metalliferous Deposits Associated with
Hydrothermal Systems
Other potentially important deep se a-
bed resources are metalliferous deposits
as soc iated with hydrothermal systems
along the oceanic ridges or ocean floor
spread ing centers. The mo st promising
found thus far consist of metal-bearing
hot brines and mud s first reported by a
Woods Hole expedition in 1965 (/2) in a
series of deep basins along the central
rift valley beneath the Red Sea (F ig. 2).
The largest is the Atlantis II deep with an
area of about 56 krn", The su lfide' muds
there arc about I m thick and consist
mainly of pyrite. sphalerite , and chal-
copyrite . The y are overlain by 7 to 8 m of
iron oxide a nd iron s ilica te muds that al-
so contain sma ll amounts of other met-
als. BischolT and Manhe im (lJ) estimate
that the upper 10m of se d ime nt in the
Atlantis II deep averages 29 percent
iron. 3.4 percent zinc. 1.3 percent cop-
per, O.l percent lead . 54 parts per mill ion
(ppm) s ilve r . and about 0.05 ppm gold .
Contemplating recovery of a ll of the se
metals except iro n. the y est imate that
the upper 10 m of sed ime nt In the At-
lantis II deep would contain abo ut 2.9
recovery of their nickel. copper. cobalt.
and possibly manganese, mol ybdenum .
and vanad iu m as is now contemplated
for the Clarion-Clipperton nodules . Ac-
cord ing to Cronan (Il l. the world aver-
age for nodules from abyssal depths is
0.54 percent nickel. 0.37 percent copper.
0.26 percent cobalt. a nd 16.8 percent
manganese . and in some areas the nod-
. ules consistently contain more than aver-
age amounts . In the northeast equatorial
Pacific area shown in Fig. I. for ex-
ample. the nodules outside the Clarion-
Clipperton prime area average 1.5 per-
cent nickel plus copper, 0.24 percent co-
balt. and 23 percent manganese . Esti-
mates of the a mo unts that might even-
tually be recoverable from an y of these
deposits would be entirely conjectural .
but it seems safe to assume that advanc-
ing technology will eventually allow pro-
duction from resources that are lower
grade than those being considered for
mining now. It also appears probable
that ad vanci ng mining technology will in
time allow the recovery of nodules from
the sea floor to increase from the 20 per-
cent assumed for first-generation mining
to perhaps as much as 50 percent in
third-generation mining. as estimated by
Holser (10) . with the same net effect as
discovery of additional high-grade de-
posits.
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million tons of zinc. I million tons of
copper. 800.000 tons of lead . 4 .500 tons of
silver. and 45 tons of gold . Hackett a nd
Bischoff (/4) later revised the estimates
for zinc and copper to 3.2 million and 0.8
million tons. respectively. Compared
with land reserves, these amounts are
not significant. since they represent only
2 percent of zinc reserves a nd much
lower percentages for the other metal s.
But viewed as a deposit potentially suit-
a ble for mining. these quantities are large
indeed. Bischoff and Manheim (13) .
Hackett a nd Bischoff (/4). and Mustafa
and Amann (/5). in fact. estimated their
gross value to be of the order of a few
billions of dollars . Inasmuch as metal-
liferous muds are known in other Red
Sea deeps and extend in places to sedi-
ment depths greater than 10 m (/6 . 17),
these estimates could prove to be con-
servative applied to the region as a
whole.
The Red Sea deposits. formed in brine
pools fed by hydrothermal solutions that
draw part of their dissolved matter from
older salt beds on the flanks of the rift.
may be unique in their brine pool associa-
tion. A similar association is not likely to
be found with ridge systems in the open
ocean. Several occurrences of metal-
liferous deposits have been found in the
open ocean, however , in association
with spreading ridges . One of the most
exciting is the discovery by the CY-
. f\.MEX expedition in 1978 (I8) of metal-
liferous sulfide deposits associated with
inactive hydrothermal vents along the
axis of the East Pacific Rise in the vicin-
ity of latitude 21"N, Preliminary analyses
show as much as 29 percent zinc and 6
percent copper. Addit ional analyses by
Hekinian and others (/9) show as much
as 50 percent zinc and 290 to 480 ppm
silver. The RISE project of 1979. sev-
eral kilometers to the southwest of the
CYAMEX area. identified numerous ac-
tive hydrothermal vents, some emitting
hot-water jets with temperatures as high
as 380 =: 30°C from sulfide mineral
chimneys rising from basal massive sul-
fide mounds that rest on fresh basalt pil-
lows or flows (20). Some of the vent wa-
ters are black with sulfide particulates.
Some 25 distinct s ites with water temper-
ature anomalies were found a lo ng a zone
about 100 m wide and 6 km long. They
include lower temperature water d is-
charges (a ro und 20"C in 2°C surround-
ing) surrounded by dense populations of
crabs, clams . and giant tube worms simi-
lar to those discovered to the so uth at the
Galapagos spreading center in 1977 (2/ ).
The hydrothermal waters of the East
Pacific Rise are believed to result from
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the invasion of seawater into newly
formed bas altic crust along fractures
1/9) . Bischoff (22) proposes that se a-
water in convecting systems driven by
heat from cooling basaltic rock near the
top of the magma chamber a t depths as
much as 2 km below the sea floor reaches
temperatures as high as 420°C at pres-
sures of 450 bars. Reacting with basalt ,
the heated seawater leaches copper,
zinc. barium. and sulfur from the basalt,
along with much larger amounts of cal-
cium . silica . and iron . As the water rises.
it e xpands rapidly, becoming more gas-
like as the pressure declines to the hy-
drostatic pressure (250 to 290 burs ) oi the
sea floor along the ridge crest. Because
the solubilities of met al sulfides in water
of this temperature decrease by tens of
orders of magn itude o ver such a pressure
drop, sulfides are precipitated in the up-
per part of the crust and on the se a floor .
along with barite. anh ydrite . and pyrite .
Sphalerite is much more abundant than
pyrite in many of the samples, even
though the concentrat ion of iron in the
fluid must greatly exceed that of zinc .
Bischoff thinks that either pyrite pre-
dominates in the subsurface or that the
excess iron prec ipitates from the bottom
waters as colloids that become dispersed
throughout the crestal area as metal-
liferous sediment.
Metalliferous sediments containing as
mu ch as 9.9 percent iron, 4.5 percent
manganese. 938 ppm copper. 250 ppm
zinc. 85 ppm nickel. 240 ppm cobalt, 153
ppm molybdenum. and 300 ppm vanadi-
um had previously been reported from
the East Pacific Rise (23). Similar depos-
its . 10 to 20 m thick. have been found in
several drill holes to overlie basalt over
much of the equatorial Pacific sedimen-
tary basin, both east and west of the East
Pacific Rise (24). They were evidently
deposited on newly formed basaltic crust
in or near the axial zone of spreading and
brought to their present geographic posi-
tion as a result of continued sea-floor
spreading. Metalliferous sediments are
also known in the Bauer Bas in along the
eastern flank of the East Pacific Rise
(25) . Sediments there average 4 percent
manganese. 0.12 percent copper, 0.\ per-
cent nickel. and 0.0354 percent zin c (26).
The Bauer Basin. about 3.9 million
square kilometers in size, contains 360
trillion tons of such sediment on a Jry
salt-free basis (27).
Multicolored sediments containing
small amounts of sphalerite and pyrite
were found in Deep Se a Drilling Project
hole 105 in a zone about 50 m th ick near
the continental marg in off Cape Hat-
teras. Although the zone is some 335 m
above basalt and must have been depos-
ited a long distance from (he mid-Atlan-
tic spreading center, Lancelot I!( al . (28)
consider the spreading center to be the
source of the metals.
The hydrothermal systems associated
with oceanic ridges mu st be extensive
(Fig. 3). No evidence of sulfide deposits
has been found on the Mid- Atl antic
Ridge a nd the Cayman Trough where
they have been examined. a nd it may be
that mineral deposits in the ridge sys-
tems are mainly assoc ia ted with medi-
um-rate (total separation - 6 centime-
ters per year) and faster spreading ce n-
ters (29 ). Even so . it seems likely that
large metalliferous deposits- including
deposits of the type just described that
were formed on the sea floor and later
buried by lava flows or sed ime nts . as
well as deposits emplaced beneath the
surface-exist in oceanic crust in the
present ridge systems and older ones as
well. In addition to the hydrothermal de-
posits, the kimberlite and chromite dis-
covered by Soviet expeditions in the In-
dian Ocean indicate that ores which dif-
ferentiated from mafic and ultramafic
magmas deep within the oceanic crust
and upper mantle have been brought to
the present ocean floor in so me places.
Chromite deposits are known on land in
association with ophiol ites and. in fact,
the highest grade deposits known have
such an assoc iat io n (30).
Proposed Provisions for Seabed Mining
Negotiations on seabed mineral ex-
ploitation are still under way in the Law
of the Sea Conference and hence the fi-
nal form of the relevant terms is yet to be
determined. If, however , a treaty is
agreed to, as seems likely , it is almost
certain to provide for the following gen-
eral principles bearing on subsea mineral
resources (3/) : (i ) coastal state juris-
diction over the se a be d resources of a
12-nautical-mile Territorial Sea and a n
Exclusive Economic Zone of 200 nau-
tical miles measured from the same base-
line: (ii) coastal state jurisdiction over
the major part of the seabed resources of
the continental margin where it extends
beyond the Exclusive Economic Zone,
with the coastal state sharing revenues
with the international community after
the first 5 years of production: (iii) in te r-
national licensing of ex plo ration and ex-
ploitation of seabed resources in the
.. Area" beyond the limits of national ju-
risdiction through an International Sea-
bed Authority governed by a n Assembly
and a Council and ass is ted by a Secretar-
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Table I. Massachusetts Institute of Tech-
nology baseline cost and revenue estimates of
a nodule production operation. Assumptions:
production . 3 million tons per year for 25
years: nodule concentration. 9.8 kg/m-: metal
content. 1.5 percent nickel. 1.3 percent cop-
per. and 0.25 percent cobalt.
tage of mankind. To enable the inter-
national community. and particularly the
developing countries. to share in the
benefits of resource exploitation, four
kinds of payments by nodule producers
are likely to be requ ired (the probable
amounts are shown in parentheses): (i)
an application fee (5500.000): Iii) an an-
nual fixed charge (51 million) prior to the
commencement of production (after pro-
duction begins the contractor would pay
either the fixed fee or a production
charge. whichever is larger) : and either
(iii) a production charge (5 percent of the
market value of processed metals during
the first 10 years of commercial. produc-
tion and 12 percent during the next 10
years). called the single system. or a
share of the net proceeds attributable to
the mining part of the operation (35 to 50
percent) plus a production charge (2 per-
cent) during the first period of com-
mercial production and a larger profit
share plus a production charge during
the second period (50 to 70 percent and 4
percent, respectively). The details of the
mixed system, as the profit share plus
royalty is called. are complicated. but its
most important features are that both the
percentage of the profit share to be paid
and the time when the second period
would begin are tied to the profitability
of the operation.
. Although some of the provisions of the
negotiating text, for example , those re-
ferring to production limitation, antimo-
nopoly and financial arrangements, are
applicable only to manganese nodules,
the Authority would administer and li-
cense exploration and exploitation of all
other mineral resources in the Area as
well.
Still to be negotiated are critical provi-
sions concerning the protection of in-
vestments made prior to the signing of
Fig. 3. Tectonic map showing active oceanic
ridge systems of the deep ocean floor with
which hydrothermal systems are likely to be
associated' and where. in places. sulfide
minerals may have been deposited. Ridges
where the spreading rates are - 6 ern a year
or faster appear to be the most favorable .
[Courtesy of Paul D. Lowman. Jr., God-
dard Space Flight Center]
iat, with an associated operating organi-
zation called the Enterprise to explore
and exploit minerals from the Area in
parallel with other operators; and (iv)
protection of the marine environment
from harmful effects arising from activi-
ties in the Area related to mining.
A number of provisions have been de-
vised to allow states party to the con veri-
tion or their nationals to carry out explo-
ration and exploitation of mineral re-
sources of the Area while at the same
time, and presumably at the same pace,
enabling the Authority, through the En-
terprise. to develop seabed resources as
the agent of mankind as a whole and es-
pecially the developing countries. Under
this parallel system, as it is called, aspir-
ing contractors would bring to the Au-
thority a description of two mine sites of
estimated equal value. The Authority
would reserve one for exploration and
exploitation by the Enterprise alone or in
joint arrangements with others. The in-
ternational community (largely the in-
dustrialized countries) would furnish
funds for one initial commercial-scale
project by the Enterprise. although it
might use them in several joint ventures.
The funds would be evenly divided be-
tween interest-free loans and guaranteed
interest-bearing loans . During an initial
period (probably 5 to 10 years) , contrac-
tors would be obliged to transfer mining
technology to the Enterprise on "fair
and reasonable commercial terms and
conditions" if the Enterprise finds that it
is not available in the open market. As-
sistance would also be provided by gov-
ernments in obtaining processing tech-
nology if the Enterprise finds that it is
not otherwise available. To protect the
markets of land-based producers of nod-
ule metals for an initial 20-year period.
aggregate production would be limited to
a portion of the projected growth in the
consumption of nickel. To prevent any
one country from monopolizing seabed
production or from holding all the choice
sites because of its leadership in the de-
velopment of seabed mining capability.
some antimonopoly provisions are likely
to be included.
Resources beyond the limits of nation-
al jurisdiction are considered in the draft
convention (3/) to be the common heri-
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Operation
Research and development
Prospecting and exploration
Capital costs
Annual operating expenses
Annual production lib x 10')
Nickel 85.5
Copper 74. I
Cobalt 8.64
Internal rate of return.
18.14 percent
$ Millions
Expenditures
50.00
16.40
493.00
559.40
100.5
Revenues
171.0
52.61
34.56
258.17
the treaty. the formation of a preparatory
commission to draft rules and regula-
tions that would go into effect when the
treaty enters into force, and the terms
under which the treaty would enter into
force . Failure to reach agreement on
these issues conceivably could lead to a
conference stalemate .
Prospects for Seabed Mineral Production
What are the prospects for seabed
mineral production? For the areas under
national jurisdiction , production is cer-
tain to increase. particularly with respect
to oil and gas and construction materials.
supplies of which are becoming short on-
shore near expanding coastal cities . Sub-
sea resources on or. beneath the conti-
nental margins are potentially as diverse
as those currently produced from the
continents: and if underground explora-
tion and extraction technologies are im-
proved, it is possible that the range of
minerals produced from the continental
margins will expand. The prospects for
such expansion in the foreseeable future.
however , are moderate at best, although
the potential for the long term should not
be discounted. Substantial offshore min-
ing is in progress off eight European
countries and Japan. but none is in prog-
ress or in prospect on the federally con-
trolled U.S. Outer Continental Shelf be-
cause the regulations to authorize it have
not been formulated .
The Red Sea deposits are midway be-
tween Saudia Arabia and Sudan and
within what would be their Exclusive
Economic Zones under conference pro-
posals. These countries have negotiated
an agreement to develop the deposits
jointly, and research and development
on the recovery technology have been in
progress under a contract with a West
German firm. According to Ross (32).
the prospect is that the " Red Sea metal-
liferous muds probably will be mined be-
fore the end of the 1980's." Whether or
not that proves to be true, the Red Sea
metalliferous muds constitute a resource
certain to be used sometime in the fu-
ture.
Also within national jurisdiction are
parts of the deep ocean floor. and not to
be ruled out is production of manganese
nodules (for example. those near Isla
Clarion) or sulfide deposits (those of the
East Pacific Rise) where they lie within
the Exclusive Economic Zone.
As for the area beyond national juris-
diction. the prospects for production are
shrouded with uncertainties, perhaps the
most important of which relate to the
outcome of the negotiations now under
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Table 2. Comparison of Authority' s 25-year income and contractor' s internal rate of return
(IROR) under various assumptions. Case A. a low-profit situation with higher costs and lower
grade ore: case B. the same as A. but with metal prices increasing I percent per year: case C.
the MIT baseline case: case D. the MIT baseline case but with mid-1979 metal prices: case E,
the MIT baseline case with costs increased by 25 percent and prices increasing 2.5 percent a
year: case F, the MIT baseline case with prices increas ing 2.5 percent a year.
Single system Mixed system
of payments of payments
Case
Income IROR( %) Income IROR( %)($ millions) ($ millions)
A 527 5. I 258 6.1
B 638 7.9 429 8.5
C 599 13.9 574 13.8
0 807 20.1 1015 19.5
E 1312 20.9 1791 20.2
F 1312 25.0 1964 23.9
way or to legislation that might be passed
by industrial countries if efforts to con-
clude a treaty are unsuccessful. Some of
the provisions of the draft convent ion
(31) have been severely criticized as
being so onerous as to make min ing im-
possible [for example, see (32 l). If it is
assumed, however, that the industrial
countries will not sign and rat ify a treaty
that does not give access to seabed min-
erals under reasonable terms. the uncer-
tainties reduce to those concerning tech-
nological and economic feasibility. With
respect to the technology. eight con-
sortia, representing some 77 participat-
ing companies and organizations from
the United States, Canada, Western Eu-
rope , and Japan, have been formed to in-
vestigate the feasibility of mining and
processing nodules from the deep ocean
floor (33. 34). Their methods and prog-
ress are, of course, he Id as trade secrets;
but several of them have anno unced suc-
cess in attempts to lift nodules and have
expressed confidence in their ability to
recover the metals.
As for the economic uncertainties . it is
impossible for those outside the indus-
try, or inside it for that matter, to make
accurate estimates of nodule production
costs and revenues. Arthur D. Little,
Inc. (35), and the Department of Ocean
Engineering at the Sloan School of Man-
agement at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (36) , however. developed
cost and profit models in 1977 and 1978.
respectively, in which the components of
a nodule production operation can be
varied to test alternat ive assumptions.
Arthur D. Little, Inc., analyzed costs
and revenues for three extraction pro-
cesses involving recovery of nickel. cop-
per. cobalt. and molybdenum in the am-
monia leach process. and the sa me met-
als plus manganese in the hydrochloric
acid leach and pyrometallurgical pro-
cesses. In the ir base case . they estimated
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a discounted cash-flow return on invest-
ment of 10.9. 19.7, and 14.0 percent, re-
spectively. for the three processes, with
income tax payments under U.S. tax
laws and before any payments to the in-
ternational community .
The MIT group assumed recovery of
only nickel. copper, and cobalt. For its
baseline model-which assumes nodule
production of 3 million tons a year for 25
years, a combined nickel-copper content
of 2.8 percent . and income tax payments
under U.S. tax laws-it estimated an in-
ternal rate of return (l RO R) of 18.14 per-
cent. Other assumptions and estimates
are summarized in Table I. Compared
with the resource data discussed earlier
for the Clarion-Clipperton area, the as-
sumed combined nickel-copper content
of 2.8 percent is too high, but the as-
sumed nodule concentration is a little
lower than the average of the publicly
available measurements. Although the
study was made in 1978, prices for the
metals are now much higher than as -
sumed in the baseline model.
The MIT study has been strongly criti-
cized recently in a report prepared by
members of the Research Institute for
International Techno-economic Co-op-
eration of the Technical University of
Aachen and the Battelle Institute at
Frankfurt on the grounds that the MIT
team badly underestimated costs in
every phase of the product ion process
and hence overestimated its profitab ility .
Tinsley (37) also estimated much lower
profitability . 8.5 to 9.5 average cash flow
as a percentage of investment before tax
and an average annua l net income after
tax of 3.0 to 4.5 as a percentage of invest-
ment and with no allowance for the time
value of the inve stment or revenue
stream. in view of the gre at uncertainties
at this stage . differences in cost esti-
mates are inevitable. Perhaps the best in-
dication of the chance for profitable pro-
duction is that the private consortia con-
tinue to invest hard dollars in research
and development. although a t a reduced
rate now compared to the last few years . '
Under proposed financ ial arr ange -
ments previously outlined. income to the
Authority over a 25-ye ar period and the
contractors's IROR have been estimated
for several cases (3/), as shown in Table
2. Under these assumptions . payments
to the Authorit y would range from 5527
million to S1312 million with the single
system and $258 million to 51964 million
with the mixed system. The IROR under
the latter would range from 6.1 to 23.9
percent. To put these last figures in per-
spective , most manufacturing companies
have an IROR in the range of 13 to 15
percent. Mining companies may operate
in the same or even a lower range, but
they prefer not to take on a high-risk
venture unless it offers the prospect of at
least 20 percent IROR or more. Consid-
ering the risk associated with ocean nod-
ule projects, Arthur D. Little, Inc . , be -
lieves that the prospect should be for a
30 percent rate of return for the first proj-
ects (35) .
The mixed system of payments, al-
though it is compl icated . gives the Au-
thority substantial revenues if the opera-
tion is highly profitable and gives the op-
erator a chance to keep go ing if it is not.
The outcome of further negotiations
on financial arrangements remains to be
seen, but assuming that agreement is
reached and that mining proves to be
profitable. the amount of metals that
could be produced over the first 20 years
would be controlled by a production lim-
itation formula. The details of this for-
mula are yet to be agreed upon, but the
one being considered would limit the
production of nickel from nodules in the
area beyond national jurisdiction to the
sum of all growth in nickel consumption
in the 5 years prior to the beginning of
commercial production plus 60 percent
of the projected annual growth in nickel
consumption thereafter. T able 3 shows
the allowable product ion of nickel from
the manganese nodules under the pro-
duction limit ation formula of the Infor-
mal Composite Negotiating Text (ICNT)
(revision 2) and alternative U.S. Bureau
of Mines forecasts as to the rate of
growth of the world market (38) . Table 4
shows the Bureau of Mines forec ast of
probable demand for the nodule met als
in the yea r 2000 along with current est i-
mates of land reserve s . As may be seen
fro m the tables. at the probable level of
world demand in the year 2000, allow-
able production of nodule nickel could
supply about 32 percent of the projected
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Table 4. Forecasts of world demand for nodule metals (primary) and world reserves.
Land
reserves
54,000
494.100
1.440
1,800,000
26,460
290,706
\,232
358 .200
Probable
cumulative
demand
1975 to 2000
Conclusion
Negotiations still under way at the
Law of the Sea Conference are likely to
result in the assignment of control over
seabed resources to coastal states in a
200-mile-wide Exclusive Economic Zone
and over the major part of the resources
of the continental margin where it ex-
jends beyond that distance. Virtually all
of the potential resources of oil and gas
wiIl thus be under coastal state juris-
diction.
Seabed resources in the area beyond
national jurisdiction are likely to be regu-
lated by an International Seabed Author-
ity which will have an operating arm, the
Enterprise, to produce seabed minerals.
States party to the convention or their
nationals aspiring to mine deep-sea min-
eral resources would identify two sites of
estimated equal value of which the Au-
thority will choose one to be reserved for
later exploration and explo itation by the
Enterprise or by developing countries.
Transfer of mining technology to the En-
terprise wiIl be required in an initial 10-
to 20-year period when it is not available
on the open market. and some assistance
also may be provided by government in
obtaining processing technology if it is
not otherw ise available. To protect the
markets of land-based producers, pro-
duction of manganese nodules will be un-
der controls related to growth in the pro-
duction of nickel. Other provisions will
prevent any country from monopolizing
seabed resources. Under the financial ar-
rangements proposed, the Authority will
receive substantial revenues from opera-
tions when they are highly profitable, but
operators may be able to continue when
they are not.
The prospects seem reasonably good
for production of nickel, copper. cobalt,
and possibly manganese , molybdenum .
and vanadium from nodules on the deep
ocean floor in the inort heustern equa-
torial Pacific by 1990. Present indications
are, however, that nodule mining will not
32
2
116
47
World demand (I OJ metric tons)
Allowable
seabed
production
by 2000
(percent of
probable
demand)
202.5
250.1
409.5
546.1
3.8
percent
202.5
250 .1
397.4
493.3
3.4
percent
1.535
17.550
71.7
19,890
Probable
demand
by 2000
Allowable nickel production
(IOJ metric tons)
202.5
250.1
361.9
420 .5
2,2
percent
Metal
Nickel
Copper
Cobalt
Manganese
1988
1990
1995
2000
Table 3. Allowable nickel production from
deep ocean nodules under the prov isions of
the leNT (revision 2) and the U.S. Bureau of
Mines forecasts of growth in world demand
for nickel. given for three values of annual
growth in world demand. Assumes 3.5 per-
cent growth in nickel product ion from 1975 to
19R4 and stan-up of module production in
1988 .
demand, copper about 2 percent, cobalt
116 percent, and manganese 47 percent.
Comparison of cumulative demand from
1975 to 2000 with land reserves indicates
that physical depletion of land reserves
would not limit production at the project-
ed rates , if the metals are available to the
world market. A possible exception
might be cobalt , which is the one metal
for which allowable seabed production,
Yearif realized, would produce a surplus over
projected world demand in the year
2000.. Identified resources of cobalt are
large, however, and it is by no means
certain that land sources would be close
to exhaustion by that time.
It seems clear, then , that if nodules are
produced at the rates proposed in the
leNT (revision 2) formula, it will be be-
cause the metals recovered compete sue- observations are pertinent to their pos-
cessfully with those from other sible occurrence on and beneath the
sources-with nickel from laterites, for present sea floor, One is that massive
example, the refining of which requires sulfide deposits should occur in other
large amounts of energy- rather than be- areas of active sea-floor spreading and in
cause other sources will be exhausted. other tectonic settings where they have
Are any of the other kinds of metal- not yet been found subsea. such as the
liferous deposits likely to be commercial- zones of convergence associated with is-
Iy recoverable? Although the metal- land arcs, similar to the belt where the
liferous sediments of the Bauer Basin Kuroko-type deposits of Japan are be-
and elsewhere represent a manyfold en- lieved to have formed. The other obser-
richment of copper, nickel, zinc, and vat ion stimulated by knowledge of the
manganese over their average abun- massive sulfide deposits on land is that
dance in the earth's crust, and although . the deposits are localized, discontin-
their aggregate gross value is nearly uous, and irregular in their form. There-
equivalent to the value of the lowest fore, rather detailed and costly explora-
grade porphyry copper deposits now tion, including drilling, will be required
- --- being' mined on land, it is difficult to _·_ -to delineate and evaluate subsea massive
imagine that they would be minable in sulfide deposits and, together with the
the foreseeable future. As for the sulfide problems that may be expected in subsea
deposits on the crest of the East Pacific mining, may make recovery too costly.
Rise, not enough is known about their Scientific exploration doubtless will con-
lateral extent, thickness, and physical tinue, however, and it is conceivable that
character to judge whether or not they subsea sulfide deposits will be found that
even offer promise of commercial recov- would justify commercial exploration.
ery . At a price of $30 an ounce their val- Beyond these possibilities are low-
ue in silver alone would be 5280 to $470 a grade metalliferous muds and subsea
ton if the grade is in the range of 290 to floor hydrothermal and magmatic depos-
480 ppm as reported by Hekinian and its that, although probably extensive,
others (/9). cannot be thought to be minable in the
Sulfide deposits of the type found on foreseeable future.
the East Pacific Rise are somewhat simi-
lar to the massive sulfide deposits associ-
ated with ophiolite complexes. mafic and
ultramafic igneous rocks and associated
sediments believed to have formed at an-
cient sea-floor spreading centers such as
those in the Troodos complex on Cyprus
(29). In fact, it has been known for: some
years that massive sulfide deposits :are of
submarine origin and that the Troodos
deposits specifically formed at an ancient
site of sea-floor spreading [see Sawkins
(39) for a review of massive sulfide de-
posits and their geotectonic settings] .
From the known deposits on land, two
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be highly profitable. although continued
investment on the part of several con-
sortia in development of technology jus-
tifies the premise that it will be economi-
cally feasible. The prospects of produc-
tion of metals from muds in some of the
deeps in the Red Sea (within the pro-
posed Exclusive Economic Zones of
Saudi Arabia and Sudan) are also reason-
ably good . '
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THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
STUDY: TEE LAW OF THE SEA
TOPIC: DEEP SEABED :.MINING
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND COMPLETE THE MAP ASSIGNMENT
AS DIRECTED
1. WHICH MINERALS ARE LOCATED ON THE SEABED FLOOR?
2. W!AT ARE THE USES OF THESE MINERALS?
3. WHAT IS THE VALUE OF THESE MINERALS (SEABED) IN THE 1980·S7
4. WHAT IS MEANT BY "THE COMMON HERITAGE OF ALL MANKIND"?
5. DOES THE TECHNOLOGY CURRENTLY EXIST TO MINE THESE MINERALS?
EXPLAIN.
6. WHAT ARE THE KNOWN LOCATIONS OF THESE SEABED MINERALS?
LOCATE ON MAP
7. WHAT ARE TEE PRESENT LAND SOURCES OF THESE MINERALS?
LOCATE ON MAP
8. EXPLAIN TWO THEORIES GOVERNING THE OWNERSHIP OF SUCH
MINERALS RECevERED FROM THE SEABED. INCLUDE THE THEORIES
OF THE DEVELOPED AND THE DEVELOPING NATIONS.
9. DEFINE EACH OF THE FOLLOWING
a. THE SEABED AUTHORITY / AREA
b. THE ENTERPRISE
c. TWO TRACT CLAIMS
d. PROFITS FROM THE SEABED: THE AUTHORITY - THE CONSORTIUM
e. TRANSFER OF ~ECHNOLOGY
f. SEAWARD BOUNDARY DELIMITATION

By Janet L. Hopson
Miners are reaching
for metal riches
on the ocean's floor
Nodules on the seabed offer an abundance
of minerals, but it may be a long time
before we know who has rights to mine them
"We're the folks leaving St. Louis in covered wagons,"
said Bill Siapno as the Research Vessel Prospector
glided away from a San Diego pier, headed for a two-
day "shakedown" cruise. Industrial oceanography,
Siapno was saying, is all trial, all new. "And deep
ocean mining-the last great gold rush-is even newer."
Siapno, a trim 54-year·old geologist, · had a toothpick
in the comer of his mouth. "Ten years ago, we were
comic relief at all the mining congresses. People
laughed at the idea of bringing up minerals from
water 15,000 feet deep. Well, we proved we could.
vVe may never actually get to, considering world poli-
tics. But at least the other miners stopped laughing a
long time ago."
Siapno is the head of marine sciences for Deepsea
Ventures, a firm whose goal is to retrieve three million
tons a year of mysterious blackish mineral lumps
called " manganese nodules" from the ab yssal plains of
the Pacific Ocean. These sooty, crumbly, irregularly
shaped lumps contain more than 40 elements. Four
of these, manganese, copper, nickel and cobalt, are
imported by the United States at a cost of some $2
billion a year. The growing specter of mineral short-
ages and cartels, as well as the promise of corporate
profits, spurred Deepsea Ventures and a few competi-
Nodules that formed over millions of years contain
valuable quantities of manganese, copper, cobalt.
Source: Smithsonian. April 1981
tors to tackle the difficult task of lifting nodules
through three vertical mi les of cold , dark water.
Like its major competitors, Deepsea Ventures is
backed by a consortium of oil, mining and metal-man-
ufacturing companies. One might expect such a high.
level race for the ocean's wealth to be lavishly funded
and equipped with sleek ships, large technical crews
and state-of-the-art electronics. Not so. Siapno calls
their working ship, RjV Prospector, "the old bucket,"
and another crew member refers to her as "700 tons
of nostalgia."
The 152·foot Prospector, built in 1938, carried pas·
sengers between islands in the Saint Lawrence River.
After its retirement, it was refurbished as a floating
prospector of manganese nodules. Although equipped
with sophisticated navigational and mapping instru-
ments, the bridge still holds reminders of its past life
-a telegraph box with a slot for an alcohol lamp and
a brass binnacle once illuminated by an oil lamp.
Because of legal and political uncertainties that sur-
round mining the high seas, the ship was out of com-
mission for most of 1980. With the signing of a U.S.
ocean-mining law last June, however, the ship and its
crew resumed prospecting.
"A ten-year research and development venture that
has yet to tum a profit," Siapno said in his native.
Virginia drawl, "must learn to live on a shoestring-
and a lot of creativity." Siapno is no stranger to enter-
prises that require an inventive approach. He has been
the "forever pioneer," as he puts it, always on the
leading edge of technology. He was an aerial uranium
prospector in the 1950s. He took part in the nuclear
bomb tests in Nevada. He later studied Martian and
lunar geology for the space program, and then, in 1966,
joined the first efforts to mine manganese nodules.
Curiosities in the Brit ish Museum
The nodules themselves were actually discovered
much earlier-at the same time, in fact , that ocean-
ography itself began, with the historic voyage of
HMS Challenger. This three-masted corvette left Eng-
land in 1872 on a 79,OOO-mile journey to study the
world's oceans. The scientific crew recorded the con-
tents of numerous dredges of the ocean bottom. The
log listed not only coral fragments, mollusks, algae and
sponges, but-in the deep waters of several oceans-
"concretionary lumps." The reddish-brown to black
lumps ranged in size from cinders to charred potatoes,
and were made of metal oxides. Some people thought
they were pieces of meteorites. Considered curiosi-
ties, they were displayed in the British Museum.
After World War II, underwater cameras were im-
proved and it soon became clear that millions of
square miles of ocean floor are paved with these black
Photographs by Christopher Springmann
Ocean miners gear up for green flag
-- - -
. ,..
Bill Siapno, head of marine sciences at Deepsea
Ventures, takes time off during shakedown cruise.
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cobblestones. Some are found in water as shallow as
100 feet, and a few even occur in freshwater lakes.
Most, however, lie nestled in the soft sedimentary
ooze 10,000 to 20,000 feet beneath the ocean surface.
The origin of manganese nodules is as mysterious
as the remote world in which they silently form. They
have been called the "rust" of the ocean and compared
to rock candy, crystallizing from a saturated solution.
Every cubic mile of ocean water contains almost 165
million tons of dissolved minerals, from table salt to
gold. The precipitated nodules on the Pacific's deep
seabed alone are estimated to weigh more than a tril-
lion tons. Mineral content varies. In some areas, they
contain 30 percent manganese, 1.25 percent .nickel, I
percent copper and 0.25 percent cobalt. This repre-
sents a veritable rnotherlode of metals, many times
higher than the usual concentrations in land ores, and
considerably larger than the remaining tonnage of
land reserves.
Although the content of nodules can be determined,
there is still no universally accepted theory of how
they form or where the metals in them come from.
Various theories have the minerals originating from
biological material in the sediment, carried into the
oceans by rivers, or "belched" into the sea by spread-
ing of volcanic sea floors. Most scientists believe the
metals diffuse through the water, then precipitate
around some nucleus: a tiny fish bone, a shark's tooth,
a bit of clay. The accumulation process is not under-
stood, either; current theories invoke electrical
charges or the digestion of tiny marine organisms, to
mention just two. What is known is that the nodules
accrete in layers like tree rings, at incredibly slow rates
-a few millimeters per million years. Occasionally,
deposits do accumulate more rapidly; manganese
crusts have been found on navy brass, artillery shells,
even spark plugs.
Staking out their claims
Despite the imperceptibly slow growth of individ-
ual nodules, their numbers are so vast that an esti-
mated 16 million tons accumulate each year. a simple
fact with a staggering significance: the world's oceans
are a metal farm, producing a resource of vital im-
portance to industrialized countries.
With such impressive stakes, international consortia
formed during the 1970s to develop an ocean-mining
industry. Oceanographic surveys so far show that the
heaviest concentrations of nodules rich in valuable
metals lie in a strip approximately 2,500 miles long
and 500 miles wide, stretching from west of Mexico to
south of Hawaii. The major consortia are prospecting
for suitable claim sites in these deposits.
The miners face three sizable questions: How can
Technicians adjust a grab sampler, designed to
pick up nodules, before its next launching.
nodules be retrieved from such deep water? What will
their collection and processing do to the environment?
And who, if anyone, owns these minerals and can
award exclusive claims to competing companies?
The first question is proving the easiest of the three
to answer, even though continuing uncertainties
posed by the other two have limited funds spent on
research and development. People like Bill Siapno
have designed hardware capable of bringing up
nodules. Some of it is still in the planning and proto-
type stage. Some involves space-age electronics, and
some remains closer to the baling-wire and chewing-
gum variety.
An example of the last category is the boomerang
grab sampler (above), resting on the deck of the Pros-
pector. This strange Rube Goldberg device character-
izes the field's homebrew hardware. Deepsea Ventures
suspected where to stake its claim primarily on the
basis of underwater television. They needed, how-
ever. to assay the nodules' metal are levels. So they
Jim Lawless and Brian Hoyle, of National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, inspect bridge.
bought the sampler-a mechanical shark to grab
nodules and return them to the surface. The contrap-
tion is five feet tall, weighs 40 pounds, has a bulbous
float in its midsection and below that, steel jaws that
snap shut a nylon bag. Ninety pounds of steel shot
carry the sampler down. The jolt of hitting bottom
trips a tr igger and the jaws swallow ten pounds or so
of nodules and seabed ooze. The shot falls out and
the sampler, now buoyant, starts upward. The intense
pressure at 15.000 feet has crushed an ampule and a
green chemical light glows. When the sampler breaks
surface. an orange flag flaps, a radio beacon and strobe
light begin to signal and the sampler bobs in the water.
blinking, beeping, glowing and cradling its nodules
until the ship returns,
The Prospector may launch nine grab samplers in a
row. then circle back to harvest the bites of are. This
sounds easy. but the weather during the two-day shake-
down cruise demonstrated how hard the task can be.
An impenetrable fog bank met the steel gray water in
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a circular horizon just a half mile from the boat. It
was nearly impossible to see when the boat had
changed direction save by its curving wake. The key
to sampling, and nearly every step in ocean mining, is
precise navigation.
The Prospector may look like an "old bucket" but
her below-deck laboratory has a complicated naviga-
tional system tied together by a small computer. Every
ten seconds, the computer collects data on the ship's
speed, direction, drift and position relative to satel-
lites and, sometimes, transponders placed on the sea-
bed. New readings appear every minute on video
display terminals and the ship's track is automatically
drawn on a plotter.
The computer controls another critical function. A
traditional miner begins his search with a detailed
map of the area. Ocean prospectors, however, must
first make their own detailed maps of the hills, clefts
and contours that lie below and could endanger the
machinery that will later mine nodules. Deepsea Ven-
tures uses a custom-designed depth-sounder to bounce
acoustical signals off the sea floor . These produce
readings which the computer integrates with the navi-
gational data. A large computer on shore then extrap-
olates to produce a bathometric map.
A submerged television camera acts as remote eyes
to view the position and density of nodules (above).
These data are painstakingly recorded and integrated
onto a latitude and longitude grid. The exact position.
density and assay of the nodules-as well as the posi-
tions of scarps and boulders-would have to be known
long before the commercial mining vessel made its
way to the spot. "
A free-lance writer specializing in scientific
topics, Janet Hopson last wrote for SMITHSONIAN
in January 1981 on the duck-billed platypus.
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Oceanographer Royal Hagerty checks moi
showing nodules which camera can see 15,000 feet d.
None of the consortia has yet invested in a full-scale
mining ship. but they would be enormous vessels, cap-
able of operating nonstop for months at a time and
scooping up millions of tons per year. Nodules could
be transferred to bulk carriers which would shuttle
between the mining ships and shore processing plants.
Much of this technology is being borrowed from es-
tablished fields. No other industry, however, has tried
anything like picking up seabed minerals. The magni-
tude of the costs-and the rewards-has intensified
natural competition. Those involved tend to be secre-
tive about the technologies they are developing; while
the general principles are known, details are still being
worked out and often regarded as trade secrets.
Basically, companies are considering three ap-
proaches (pp. 56-57): scrape nodules into buckets on a
very long rope, send swimming robots down to gather
them directly, or suck them into a giant vacuum
cleaner. So far, only some small prototypes have been
tested and it 'snot clear which approach will prove tc
be the most reliable.
One international group has been called the Con
Precise navigation is crucial so that miners can
return someday to areas of heaviest concentration.
tinuous Line Bucket Group-a graphic description of
its collector technology. A 40 - to 50.000-foot cable
would be strung with dozens of huge buckets and
would hang in a gigantic loop beneath the ship (or
beneath two ships, depending on design). As the ship
moves forward. the buckets would scrape up nodules
and lift them to a hopper. Sediment is washed awa y
as the buckets come up. This design may be cheaper
than the others-although the buckets tear a swath
through the bo ttom sediments and the looped cable
can tangle.
A French consortium has designed a fleet of remote-
controlled shuttles to descend in a continuous train.
then bring nodules back to a huge floating platform,
Competitors jckingly call the submersibles "water
beetles" or " magic buckets. " This system has a certain
romantic appeal and would eliminate handling miles
of cable or pi pe. But the complex technology involved
can produce its own problems of breakdowns and
costly repairs.
Four consortia have turned to the vacuum cleaner
or hydraulic-lift concept. The upper part of the design
is roughly the same for all: an oversized soda straw
called a "pipe string" weighing one million pounds
and reaching to the ocean floor from below a derrick
on the ship. A strong upward flow created by injecting
compressed air down the pipe or by submerged pumps
will draw the nodules up. Deepsea Ventures is plan-
ning to attach a relatively simple 30- to 40·foot-wide
"dredgehead" to the bottom of the pipe string to
rake. sort and swallow nodules as the collector is
dragged through the soft sediment on runners. An-
other variation is a dredgehead, also pulled by the
movement of the ship, which has a motor-driven rake
to help gather nodules.
The Kennecott consorti urn also has tested a dredge.
head that separates nodules from the mud. And the
Lockheed consortium's collector is worthy of a finn
that also builds satellites and missiles. Self-propelled,
it drives itself through the abyssal ooze on giant Archi-
medes screws. It has a power transformer, nodule
crusher, flotation system and a television camera. If it
works well, it will be able to mine hilly and other less
accessible areas. Such a complicated dredgehead, how-
ever, raises the odds on malfunction and to repair any
collector could stop the operation for a week-much of
that time spent hauling up and redeploying.
Practical details can be attacked with a steady in-
fusion of time and capital. The start up of full-scale
mining, however, depends on the answers to the en-
vironmental and political issues. as yet unresolved-a
corporate Catch-22 of impressive proportions.
On the shakedown cruise, I joined the miners be-
fore a bank of TV monitors, watching a long narrow
band of the benthic environment below the moving
hull. Appearing on screen was more life than one
Color-coded strips show nodule density on grid of
ocean bottom; partly.filled circles are sample results.
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ruiglu ellIXu ill such deep wate r. Som e were Iamitiar-«
hunks ol spo nge, sta rlish, sea cucumbe rs. Othen were
less so-acorn worms, l)rimal .look ing pipefish, t racks
of unknown animals, purls of sediment raised by
Iriglucued creatures,
Th~ dee per .I(,yssa' ocea n- o nce th ought to be a life -
less desert-is now reveal ing a d iversity of species th .u
rivals th e warm, shallow wat ers o r the trop ics, There
al e (ewer ilitlivicJuals, th ough, and they seem to livt' in
slow morion. T he warer is 5~ degrees Fj no light a t all
rea ches lh e seab ed ; the prcssure is greater than three
ions IXr "lu3tc illl:h, and much of th e food filters
down Iroru th e di staru surfa ce in a slow rain of l in)'
paflicl L'S. A cla m G..1 lake 60 ycau to reach sexual
malUrily. In rime .lapse ph otography, o ne object th ai
looked tike a roc k (or th ree uronrhs BOI up aud mo ved
sever al in ches. Another " loc k" spro u ted an a rm,
waved it (or a lew hours , th en 531 moti onless [or six
1II0re .ilOlUhs, Asidt' from all occasional shipwreck o r
fall ing debris, the dt"ep abyss co vering most ol the
u n h's surface has thus far remained untou ch ed by
" lan's anivities.
The d redgeheads, pi" e mings. bu cket lines and
subm er sib les would descend into rhls languorous king.
dom ancJbt"gill 10 rear U'l the seabed and its odd com -
lUullity . No one deni es th ai rhe bouom lile within a
milling cla uu would be th oroughly dis rupted o r de-
stroyed an d mighl lake decad es to regen erate i tse j].
(The proposed millin g sues, of course, are lilly com -
pared to lhe V'Ul Pacilic.) Neliher does anyone den)'
11l:J.1 bouom sediments, nodule Iragmeuts and other
debris would be rdeas~(1 close lO the surfa ce, clomling
the wat er Icr a lim e aud altering the acl ivity of phylO.
pl auktou to at least a small degree .
t:n viro lllll t"OIal silld i~ by the Nalional Scie nce
Foundmiou . Ille Nation al Ocean ic and Alm~pht'ric
Adm iui srrar ion (N OAA) and o the rs seem 10 have
gi ven ocea u miui ug a plt:lilllinaf)' nod , however. Even
pm"erru l nat ional envi ro nmenta l groups cons ider
nodule min ing 10 he relatively clean. This tentati ve
approva l, o f co urse. is ha~cd on lhe assumption Ih al
(u lu rc rese..rch does 1101 alt er our cur rent under-
sta nd ing of what th e elfo:15 would be.
T he uhhuate envh onmemal question is perhaps
beyond quaol iflcali on : sho uld we, as a wo rld wei ely,
refr ain from mining th e abyss prtciscly because it is a
dee p. rem ote and unk nown world rhat ha s rem a ined
und evelo ped unt il UOh' ? Dr. Syh'ia Earle, a Ca lifo rn ia
mari ne hiolo gisl and oceanographer, th ink s lhal in
mallY ways, lhi s would be the Lesl solution . "We live
Ocean miners gear up for green flag
at a pivotal time in history," says Dr . Earle, a petite,
soft-spoken woman, "the first time in civilization when
mankind can make this kind of impact on the deep
sea. All we really know now is that our ignorance of
·th is resource is vast."
Since, however, mankind is likely to begin mining
the deep oceans anyway, she says, it should be done
only with appropriate safeguards and the willingness
to modify our approach if it proves hazardous to the
environment. It would be tragic to rush in blindly and
alter the deep-sea benthos without knowing what the
effects will be, and it's "really mad" to use up the con-
tinental minerals easily reached in a few generations,
then start on the ocean minerals. We face a once-and-
never-more decision, she says, to protect and manage
this resource. Once we have begun mining, "we are
committed. We have bitten into a million years of his-
tory for the first and last time."
Dr. Earle's position is seen by some as unrealistic, in
the face of predicted mineral shortages. Her opinions,
however, did have one tangible effect on the new U.S.
ocean-mining law that is resuscitating the stalled in-
dustry. "Stable reference zones," undisturbed areas of
seabed equivalent in size to the mining sites, will be
set aside and preserved for scientific study. "These
areas," says Dr. Earle, "are a hedge against the un-
known and a philosophical commitment to measuring
the real effects of full-scale mining. If necessary, we
could then tighten the environmental regulations."
The enforcement of these regulations as well as the
licensing of U.S. companies and the awarding of min-
ing claims will rest with the newly created Office of
Ocean Minerals and Energy, part of NOAA. At this
point, however, no one knows what form ocean min-
ing will ultimately take. It all depends on the U.N.'s
Law of the Sea treaty (LOS), a seven-year, global politi-
cal effort to create controls for roughly three-quarters
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of the Earth 's surface. This international treaty, still
in draft form, has been compared to the Code of Jus-
tinian as well as, less generously, to a "feeding frenzy "
by the world's less developed countries. The current
draft firmly answers the major question facing ocean
mining: the nodules are not the property of the first
countries with the technology to take them, but rather
the heritage of all mankind, to be regulated solely by
a proposed U.N. seabed authority. The authority
would license and all ow private companies to mine-
but only in tandem with a U.N. ocean-mining com-
pany called the Enterprise. Royalties would go to less
developed countries, and strict limits would regulate
the production of ocean metals so that land-based
mines (many in those same Third World countries)
would not suffer price competition 'from the new in-
dustry with its plentiful resource.
Ocean-mining consortia have characterized these
and other provisions as so onerous that the necessary
start-up investment-which could run close to a bil-
lion dollars for each-would not produce adequate
profits. Many Third World delegates to the Law of the
Sea Conference, on the other hand, see the recent U.S.
law (strongly backed by industry) as an end run around
the U.N.'s authority over deep-sea minerals. That
federal law permits commercial mining to begin in
1988; but if and when the international treaty goes
into effect, U.S. mining operations would have to be
consistent with it. The Reagan administration has
found some problems with the current draft treaty,
and has raised questions about whether it offers the
U.S. mining industry access to the minerals on "fair
and reasonable terms. " The administration has in-
structed the U.S. delegation to the Law of the Sea
negotiations not to complete a treaty until a new pol.
icy review takes place in Washington.
In the meantime. the new industry of deep-ocean
mining hangs in a political limbo. It moves tenta-
tively forward only on the strength of the new federal
law, knowing that a U.N. treaty could later drive the
cost of business beyond hope of return. Whether
nodules will ever be collected will likely remain un-
answered for some time.
In a world of shortages and rising expectations,
there will always be a new technological horizon. The
history of nodule mining, however. shows that future
industries must fit into an increasingly complex en-
vironmental and political order that is itself a fron-
tier effort. Clever technology alone may no longer
solve the world's problems.
Tripod holding deepsea TV camera is wi:
on board Prospector. Camera is towed along be

NEW PROCEDURES
New decision-making procedures created for UNCLOS III: In order
to take into account demands for equal representation and the im-
portance of a universally-agreed treaty, the Law of the Sea
Conference designed new decision-making procedures for itself.
All agreements are to be reached by a consensus called "general
agreement". Only once efforts to reach such an agreement have
been exhausted shall the Conference resort to voting. In ad-
dition, fifteen national representatives can request that a vote
be deferred for not more than ten days, during which time the
President of the Conference is required to do everything in his
power to facil itate "general agreement". This deferral mechanism
may on~y be applied once to any given matter.
Rule of silence: Implausible as this sounds, this rule,
first employed at the spring, 1976, meeting, enabled delegates
to get a firm feeling for the extent of consensus on articles
under consideration. It was employed in Committee II as the
Committee reviewed the single negotiating texts produced
in Geneva article by article. If an amendment was proposed,
a nation could take part in the debate only if it objected to
the original formulation in the Geneva texts . In this way,
only if a majority of national representatives spoke up would
a change in the orig inal text be necessary.
Key Issues negotiating groups: Following the 1976 £pring session,
the Conference decided that each committee would identify
several key issues which it would concentrate on at the follow-
ing session. Eight such groups were established at the fall,
1976, session.
The "workshop" and the "arena": Lack of substantive progress
spurred Committee I delegates to greater heights of creative
structure. At the 1976 fall session, they formed a "work-
shop" open to all delegations and chaired by two delegates
representing opposing points of view: Mr. Hans H.M. Sondaa1
from the Netherlands and Mr. Sat P. Jagota from India.
The workshop itself then composed an ad hoc negotiating group
of 26 members. This grdup adopted the "arena" approach.
While the 26 "in" members conducted their discussions, other
interested participants could sit outside the select circle
and offer their comments when so moved . Arena participants
were meant to speak as individuals rather than as national
representatives. The arena group reported regularly to the
workshop, and the workshop regularly to the full committee.
-Lee Ki mba 11
.r-
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COMMITTEE I - UNITED NATIONS LAW OF SEA CONFERENCE
Devising an international legal regime* and machinery* to imple-
ment the common heritage of mankind principles in the deep seabed area
has proven the most difficult task for the Law of the Sea Confer~
ence. Since few developing nations feel they will have any cap-
ability to exploit in the area in the near future, they wish
to set up a system which would guarantee them participation in
decisions about the conduct of mining manganese nodules com-
posed 'of copper, cobalt, nickel and manganese, as well as an
equitable share of the proceeds. The 'common heritage' ideal is
translated into a common property concept -- property to be
managed by all nations. These countries also view the seabed
regime as part of the plan to revise the present international
economic order.
To the industrialized world, "common heritage" entails sharing
the revenues from mining, but it does not necessarily imply
common property and rea' international management of the mining
industry. Industrialized nations feel that private or state
enterprises (in the case of the Eastern European countries)
should be able to gain direct access to mine the seabed as they
see fit.
THREE CORE ISSUES
There have been three central issues in this debate: The system
of exploitation*, the structure and composition of the international
machinery or agency which would govern mining, and how to pro-
tect land-based producers of the same minerals found in manganese
nodules from a loss of market share or a drop in price once sea-
bed mining commences, so as to avoid adverse effects on their
production, economies and export earnings.
THE ORIGINAL STAND-OFF
Committee I has been most polarized in its debates between developed
and developing nations. This stems from mutual fears of monopoly.
The industrialized nations are afraid of OPEC cartel-like actions,
while the developing nations are learY of multi-nation~l cor-
porations reaping all the initial profits free from regulatory con-
trol. As the debate in Caracas unraveled, the developing nations sup-
ported the creation of an International Seabed Authority* which would
maintain direct and effective control over all mining, have the
ability to set price and production controls, and would take its
decisions in a one-nation/one-vote plenary* Assembly representing
all nations party to the treaty. Exploitation* would be conducted
solely by an operational mining arm of the International Authority,
the Enterprise.
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*regime-set of
laws
*machinery-or-
ganization or
agency
*system of ex-
ploitation-who
mines and under
what rules
*International
Seabed Authority-
the machinery or
organization which
would govern
mining
*pl enary-fu'l'l
membership
*exploitation-de-
velopment of re-
sources (with no neg-
ative connotations)
,
)
(The developed nations opposed price and production controls and
favored weighted voting procedures in the International Authority.
They refused to grant the Authority discretion over terms and
conditions of mining, and wished to circumscribe its role to
licensing private companies (or states enterprises in the case of
the Eastern European countries) to mine on a first-come, first-
served basis.
"MIDDLE GROUNDS"- On the System of Exploitation
Since that time delegates have explored various "middle grounds".
Both sides have compromised. The developing countries seem
more inclined to permit private company access to mine and the
developed nations are ready to cede some management rights to an
International Authority and to back creation of an Enterprise,
the international mining arm. The idea of a "parallel" or dual
track system has emerged: both private companies (or states
enterprises) and the international Enterprise would be permitted
to mine.
In addition, the United States proposed in Geneva what has been
termed the "banking system". Under this system, whenever a
company (or state enterprise) applies to mine, it would propose
two mine sites of equal commercial value , from which the Authority
would select one to be held for later exploitation by the En-
terprise or by developing nations. The "Contractor" would be
granted mining rights in the other, pursuant to an agreed contract
based on terms and conditions specified in the treaty. In this
way, the Authority would be spared initial prospecting ex-
penses and would retain some of the prime mine sites
for later development. The problem with the "parallel" system,
as conceived by the United States, is that in order to compete
on an equal basis, mining in both areas must be conducted ac-
cording to the same terms and conditions .
At the August-September, 1976, session, developing country dele-
gates expressed fears that the Enterprise, if it had to compete
on an equal basis with private companies (or state enterprises),
would not be able to acquire necessary skills, finance and tech-
nology to mine.
When U.S. Secretary of State Kissinger came to New York in August,
1976, and proposed that the "U.S. would be prepared to agree to
a means of financing the Enterprise Tn such a manner that the
Enterprise could begin its mining operation either concurrently
with the mining of state or private enterprises or within an agreed
time span that was practically concurrent", and that "this would
include agreed provisions for the transfer of technology so that
the existing advantage of certain industrial states would be equaliz-
ed over a period of t ime", many delegates reacted against his lack
of specificity and regarded the vague proposals as an "attempt
to buy the parallel system" .
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During the 1977 session of the Conference in New York, compromise
proposals first broached at an inter-sessional meeting held in
Geneva in February (chaired by Jens Evensen, the Norwegian Minister)
were honed into more acceptable language. The parallel system and
banking have been retained . The Enterprise and private contractors
(or States) are both subject to the same general procedures, although
uniform and non-discriminatory incentives may be offered contractors
which undertake joint arrangements with the Enterprise and developing
nations and their nationals, and to stimulate technology transfer
to them. Final language changes in . the Informal Composite Nego-
tiating Text, which were not in the original compromise document
accepted as a basis for negotiation, suggest that contracts to mine
issued private contractors would be contingent on technology trans-
fer to the Enterprise . These mandatory requirements are not accept-
able to the industrialized nations at this point.
Another initiative proposed by Secretary Kissinger in 1976 at the
August-September session was transformed into reality during the
inter-sessional meeting and the 1977 New York session of the Con-
ference. This is his proposal that an initial system of mining
be instituted for a specified period of time and then a review
conference held to decide on the future system of exploitation.
The debate at the session was over whether the first system would
automatically continue if there was no agreement possible at the
review conference, or whether all mining would revert to a unitary
system.* The ICNT establishes five-year review periods with a de-
tailed evaluation to take place after 20 years. If no agreement
is possible within five years of this time, the system would revert
to a unitary one. The latter is not acceptable to the industrialized
nations at this point.
THE INTERNATIONAL SEABED AUTHORITY - WHO MAKES DECISIONS AND 1-JOri?
Hard-l i ne support for ei ther one-nati on, one-vote (devel cp i ng na-
tions) or weighted (industrialized nations) voting decision-making
procedures has eroded. That the plenary Assembly of the Interna -
tional Seabed Authority could only set general policy guidelines,
while a Council of more limited membership would be responsible for
day-to-day operational decisions has been tenuously accepted. The
Council would have several sUbsidiary bodies to make recommendations
on rules and regulations, technical details, and "economic planning"
as it affects the rate of production, supply and demand, and devel-
oping country land-based producers. Two outstandjng questions are
the composition of the Council -- how will 36 members be chosen
to represent all 148 possible parties to the treaty? And -- by
what kin9 of majority(ies) will decisions be reached?
The U.S . and other countries favor composition along special inter-
est lines of those most advanced in mining technology and weighted
consumer/producer voting . The developing nations stress "equitable
geographic representation,"* although they have accepted the prin-
ciple of some special interest representation. The fall, 1976,
New York session had hoped to consider this question, but spent
most of its time on the system of exploitation.
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*unitary system-
the oppo site of
para lle l system;
a ll mi ni ng con-
ducted t hrough
t he Authority and/
or t he Ent erpri s e
with no second
"track 1/ for pri vate
entities or stat e
mi ni ng companies .
*equitable geograph-
ic representation-
each of t he five maj or
regions : Asia, Lati n
America , Af r ica, ..,Eas-
tern and We stern Europe
and other s iaou l d be
r epre sented as t he per -
centage of the nations
in t he wor Ld they con t ai n.
,.
Finally delegates
focus ed on thi s
question in 1977 .
The compromise
package in the
rCNT provides for
50~1, representa ti on
accordi ng to s pec-
ifi c interests and
accordi ng to equi-
table geographic
distribution. A
three-fourth I s ma-
jori ty vote is re-
quired on substan-
tive decisions to
protect the rights
of any mi nori ty. A
new provision sti-
pulates that land-
locked and geogra ph-
ically-disadvantaged
nations* shall be *geographically-
represented "to a disadvantaged-
degree whi ch is rea- nations wi t h
sonably proportion- short ooa s t -
ate to thei r repre- lines Or l imited
sentation" in the oontinental
( plenary body, the s he l f Or eoo -
~.....,.."",.... ---':!.::~ --l:f.£'b/J~,. As semb 1y. Th es e nomic zone
nations constitute one third of Law of the Sea Conference attendees. Thus, areas.
of the thi rty-s i x members in the Counci 1, the rr,NT breaks them down as
follows:
-four from among countries which have made the greatest contribution
to nodule exploration and mining, including at least one nation
from the Eastern European region;
-four from among countries which are major importers of the minerals,
including at least one Eastern European nation;
-four from among countries which on the basis of production in areas
under their jurisdiction are major exporters of the minerals, in-
cluding at least two developing nations;
-six from among developing nations representing special interests
which include: large population, land-locked or geographically-
disadvantaged, major importers of the minerals, and least devel-
oped; and
-eighteen members elected according to the principle of equitable
geographical distribution in the Council as a whole, provided that
each region shall have at least one member elected under this
subparagraph.
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LAND-BASED PRODUCERS - PROTECTING THEIR INTERESTS
In 1976 the RSNT outlined a system by which land-based developing
nation producers of seabed minerals would be protected from a loss
of market share or a drop in prices caused by the onset of seabed
mlnlng. They wished to avoid adverse effects on their economies
and export earnings. There would be an interim production limita-
tion for 20 to 25 years whereby seabed production could meet the
cumulative growth in nickel demand, as long as annual growth reached
six percent: that is, a six percent floor. Two other measures to
protect land-based producers permitted the International Seabed
Authority to enter into international commodity agreements with
respect to its share of production of the four minerals, and guar-
anteed that those nations adversely affected by seabed mineral
production would be entitled to compensatory adjustment assistance
funds.*
At the 1977 session, and during the inter-sessional meetings which
preceded it, many nations feared that the interim production limit
was not low enough. Developing nations are apprehensive, not only
that production from their present operations on land may lose
value, but that investments in additional mining projects in their
nations will not be forthcoming if seabed mining proves more at-
tractive. Some of the industrialized nation-land-based producers
such as Canada shared the developing nation point of view. The
other industrialized nations objected. The Informal Composite Ne-
gotiating Text (ICNT) states that seahed production may take up
100% of the cumulative growth segment of the nickel market for the
first seven years, after which it would be limited to 60%. These
limitations are open-ended and terminate only when international
commodity arrangements for the minerals are in effect. On the issue
of protecting the land-based producers, as with the system of ex-
ploitation, last minute changes from the text accepted as a basis
for negotiation make the end product in the ICNT less acceptable
to the industrialized nations; the International Seabed Authority
receives a broader overaTl mandate to control production.
DEVELOPING STATES PRODUCING MINERALS OR OTHER RAW MATERIALS
WHICH MAY BE AFFECTED BY COMMODITIES OBTAINED FROM SEABED
MINING
Copper: Chil e, Papua-New Guinea, Peru, Phil ippines
Zaire, Zambia
Cobalt: Cuba, Morocco, Zaire, Zam bi a
Manganese : Brazi 1, Gabon, India, Mexi co, South Africa
Ni ckel : Cuba, Indonesia
Source: "The Role of the Geogr'aphically Disadvantaged States
i n the Law of t he Sea." Lewi s M. Alexander and Robert D.
Hodgson. The San Diego Law Review, March, 19 76, Vo l. 13,
No.3 .
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Three drafts prepared during the spring, 1976 Law of the Sea session
were first discussed at the 1977 session: the Statute of the Enter-
prise, the Statute of the Seabed Dispute Settlement System, and the
Alternative Financial Arrangements between the International Seabed
Authority and contractors. Financing of the Enterprise was also
dealt with. In keeping with the equal footing preferred for the
Enterprise and private contractors (and State companies), the Gov-
erning Board of the Enterprise has been changed from one composed
along the same lines as the Council to one made up of fifteen mem-
bers appointed by the Assembly of the International Seabed Authority.
The separate Seabed Dispute Settlement System has now been merged
with the overall dispute settlement procedures elaborated in the
ICNT. A special seabed chamber will be established within the pro-
posed Law of the Sea Tribunal, with sole jurisdiction over seabed
disputes. Both the International Seabed Authority and companies
or individuals will have access, as well as nations. If all parties
agree, they may alternatively resort to arbitration.
Financial arrangements received the attention of a special group
and went through several drafts. The version in the ICNT does not
represent any sort of agreement. The basic questions revolve a-
round whether, in addition to some fee to cover the costs of pro-
cessing mining applications and other administrative details, the
contractors shall contribute in the form of royalties or shared
profits or both -- and how much these shall amount to. Some pro-
ponents of an additional annual charge to mine are also found. The
mining companies are afraid that if they end up paying large sums
before they receive any returns, especially in the early years of
production when the whole industry will be so unpredictable, they
may find themselves operating at a loss. The developing nations
fear that dependance on profit-sharing arrangements for revenue will
permit the companies to juggle their books in such a manner as to
minimize the recorded profits.
In order to quell developing nation fears that the Enterpri"se would
never be able to get off the ground due to lack of financing, pro-
vision was made in the ICNT for financing of a first operation.
Nations would be obliged to guarantee loans on a basis which is pro-
portionate to the United Nations scale of assessments.
Protection of the marine environment from deep seabed mining is
a touchy question yet to be discussed in detail by the Committee.
For security reasons the major powers object to the International
Seabed Authority having any jurisdiction over the water column
and thus over at-sea processing. It is obvious, however, that if
mud dragged up from the ocean bottom or chemicals and tailings from
mineral processing are disposed at sea, this will affect the ocean
environment. In the ICNT produced in 1977, language appears which
for the first time stipulates that national regulations for seabed
mining shall be "no less effective" than international rules to be
established, and that these international rules shall cover mining
and "shipboard processing immediately above a minesite."
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There is another unresolved issue which pits developed nation
against developed nation. U.S. companies lead the way in deep
seabed mining and processing technology. The IJ.S.S.R. strongly
backs anti-monopoly provisions in the treaty, which would limit
the number of mine sites available to anyone company or country.
The possibility that a very few of the most industrialized nations
could usurp 't he best mine sites before others are ready to mine
worries other developed countries as well . The U.S. emphatically
opposes anti-monopoly provisions and supports guaranteed access
to mine sites for all qualified comers. They point out that, in
their view, there are plenty of good mine sites available for
everybody. During the 1977 session this question received quite
a bit of attention and several formulations were considered. None
of these proved satisfactory and the issue is not addressed in
the ICNT.
Inter-sessional meetings planned before the next formal session of
the Law of the Sea Conference in the spring of 1978 will have two
items on their agenda: to decide whether and how to revert to
the compromise formulations developed under the guidance of Jens
Evensen of Norway, rather than the lCNT provisions, as a basis for
negotiation; and to solve the system of exploitation questions
which include how to protect land-based producers. There are many
who feel the 1978 Geneva session will be the "do or die" session.
Without foreseeable agreement, the industrialized nations whose
companies are prepared to mine may authorize the commencement of
operations under their own laws. This would jeopardize agreement
on all of the issues facing the Law of the Sea Conference and thus,
the possibility of peaceful resolution of oceans issues.
-Lee Kimball
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COMMITTEE II - UNITED NATIONS LAW OF SEA CONFERENCE
The second committee of the Law of the Sea negotiations has had
perhaps the most thankless task of all the committees. It has
had to define the limits and the scope of national jurisdiction in
the oceans. Although Committee I faces rough going in setting
up a regime and machinery to govern deep seabed mining, at
least its attempt to forge new directions for equity, peace and
international institution-building is not plagued by existing
claims in the deep seabed area. Committee II, on the other hand,
is in the tenuous position of writing new ocean law which may con-
flict with the long-standing exercise of rights by some nations.
/
I
Yet, as a result of the on-going negotiations, there is general
agreement on over 90% of the issues in Committee II. Establish-
ing a ZOO-mile zone of coastal state resource jurisdiction and
extending territorial seas to lZ miles are no longer subject to
debate. The regime for passage through international straits
defines a new concept of unimpeded transit passage of ships and
aircraft. (Only a few states bordering these straits have cer-
tain modifications they wish to see included in the texts.) Ar-
ticles on the high seas, on management and conservation of living
resources, on the regimes for islands, archipelagoes* and en-
closed or semi-enclosed seas* are fairly non-controversial.
Two primary considerations have affected the debate over
Committee II issues: ocean mobility and the division of
ocean resources. In the early years of discussions, the
major powers opposed extending coastal state jurisdiction
because they feared that coastal states might interfere with
naval and airplane mobility around the globe. If coastal
nations began exercising resource rights, they might then
claim jurisdiction over other uses of the area - the creeping
jurisdiction* theory. National security interests voiced these
fears particularly in relation to vital international straits
which would fall within the lZ-mile territorial sea limits of
coastal states and thus become subject to the regime of
"innocent passage", prohibiting over-flight and submarine
passage. Since the early debates, however, technological
developments in both missile capabilities and anti-submarine
warfare listening devices have alleviated many fe~rs of
creeping jurisdiction. With the onset of the energy crisis and
the oil embargo in 1973, re-affirming jurisdiction over offshore
oil and gas resources outweighed fears about freedom to maneuver
near coastal areas. During the Caracas session, therefore, the
majority of coastal nations came out in favor of a ZOO-mile
zone of resource jurisdiction. International straits would be
dealt with separately.
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Resource claims have been of paramount importance to the develop-
ing nations from the outset of the negotiations. Offshore oil
and fishery potential are seen as a step toward bridging the gap
between themselves and the industrialized nations. By acquiring
the right to control and manage exploitation of fishery resources
out to 200 miles, the coastal state will be able to protect the
livelihood of its fishermen, less technologically-advanced than
those of the distant-water fishing nations, and to increase do-
mestic protein supplies by increasing their own annual harvest.
Controlling the entry of foreign fishermen into the area will
permit them to acquire foreign exchange from license fees and to
bargain for the kinds of technical and financial assistance
which will build appropriate or indigenous* fishing and fish pro-
cessing capabilities.
Ell; PI EC ING TOGETHER THE PUZZLE
Coming out of the August-September, 1976, session, there were two
major unresolved questions in Committee II: the status of the
waters of the economic zone, and the criteria to be used in fixing
boundaries between opposite or adjacent states - boundaries of
the territorial sea, the economic zone and the continental shelf.
The legal status of economic zone waters may seem one of those
obscure, irrelevant topics, but to the u.s. and other maritime
nations it is of major importance. If the waters are c0nsidered
high seas, ships and aircraft are virtually free to conduct any
activities there except those specifically controlled by the
coastal nation. At the other extreme, if the waters are deemed
territorial seas, ships alone receive the limited right of inno-
cent passage .*
Only a few nations claim that economic zone waters should be
territorial seas, but there is a general sentiment in the Con-
ference to declare them a zone sui generis; that is, a unique
zone specifically spelled out by the new rights and responsibil-
ities of coastal states in the Law of the Sea treaty. In this
way, for instance, the rights of the coastal state to enact and
enforce pollution controls in the zone, and the rights of the
coastal state to control marine scientific research there -
issues discussed in Committee III of the Conference - will be
incorporated into the economic zone concept . A compromise to
this effect was successfully worked out in 1977 in an informal
negotiating group.
Boundary delimitation between states hinges on whether priority
is to be placed on equitable principles, or on the method in-
volving the median or equidistant line drawn between two coun-
tries. The dispute between Greece and Turkey over who acquires
what part of the continental shelf in the Aegean Sea illustrates
the different effects of applying the two principles. Greek
islands dot the whole of the Aegean virtually up to the Turkish
coast. A line equidistant between the two countries would there-
fore place almost the complete continental shelf under Greek
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jurisdiction and leave very little for Turkey. On the other hand,
according to "equitable principles," Turkey would be entitled to
a larger share - a fairer share - of the seabed and oil and gas
resources located there. Despite further discussion on this
question in an informal negotiating group in 1977, the ICNT stress
on "equitable principles" remains the same as previously for-
mulated in the RSNT in 1976.
To strike a balance between coastal state rights and international
community rights with regard to living resources, coastal states
are obliged 1) to take adequate measures to conserve the living
resources in their economic zone for world posterity; and 2) to
permit other nations to fish that portion of the annual harvest
which they themselves are unable to fish - the full utilization*
principle. Since it is up to each coastal nation to determine
the annual harvest off its shores and how much its domestic fish-
ing industry can recover, coastal state willingness to meet these
international obligations will ultimately determine whether the
fishery resources optimally benefit humanity.
DEVELOPING STATES DEPENDENT FOR THE SATISFACTION OF THEIR
NUTRITIONAL NEEDS ON THE EXPLOITATION OF THE LIVING RE-
SOURCES OF THE ECONOMIC ZONES OF OTHER STATES OF THE REGION
United Repubiic of Cameroon
Ghana
Ivory Coast
Thailand
Source: "The Role of the Geographically Disadvantaged States
in the Law of the Sea". Lewis M. Alexander and Robert D.
Hodgson. The San Diego Law Review, March, 1976. Vol. 13, No.3 .
Another issue of fishery jurisdiction in Committee II is, who
shall conserve and manage highly migratory* fish like tuna?
Coastal developing nations like Ecuador and Peru wish to retain
control over them when they range within the economic zone. Dis-
tant-water fishing nations like the United States prefer interna-
tional management of these species. Otherwise regulations set by
the coastal state within the zone could exclude foreign fishermen
and international regulations - or the lack of - beyond the zone
will breed wasteful competition and possible conflictat the expense
of preserving the species. The present Law of the Sea proposals
grant coastal states control within the economic zone, but oblige
them to cooperate with other states to ensure conservation and
optimum utilization of the species both within and beyond the
exclusive economic zone. How this system will work out in practice
remains to be seen .
The final fish question relates to anadromous* species such as
salmon, and catadromous* species such as eels. Fishing for ana-
dromous species is to take place only within the economic zone
under the primary reguljt1~n of the state ~~ origin. where salmon
spawn, "except in cases where this provision would result in eeon-
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omic dislocation for a State other than the state of origin." The
nation in whose coastal waters catadromous species spend the great-
er part of their life cycle is to manage them and they may only
be harvested within the economic zone. In both cases, if the
fish in question migrate through the economic zone of another
nation, nations shall cooperate in management.
OTHER ISSIIES FOR C0M"1IillE II
MARINE MAMALS
The Law of the Sea Conference has addressed the problem of marine mam-
mal conservation as a marginal issue. In the draft text, the status
quo is maintained by recognizing the present right of coastal states
and international organizations, as appropriate, "to prohibit, regulate
and limit the exploitation of marine mammals." This does reinforce
worldwide recognition that marine mammals may be considered different
from fish and that criteria other than full uti1ization* (for maximum
harvesting of protein) may be used to set conservation guidelines.
However, because marine mammals are also considered migratory species
like tuna, nations could find legal justification for full exploita-
tion of whales in areas under their jurisdiction. Informed U.S.
participants in International Whaling Commission (IWC) meetings in-
dicate that these provisions will probably neither help nor harm im-
mediate conservation efforts.
But should we just mark time? No. Marine mammals should be dropped
from the list of highly migratory species and the articles on marine
mammals should be strengthened to protect the species.
-Arthur Paterson III
THE LAND LOCKED AND GEOGRAPHICALLY DISADVANTAGED"*'
Two other resource equity issues at stake in the Law of the Sea Con-
ference are the arrangements agreed to for participation by land-
locked and geographically disadvantaged states in the resources in
the economic zone, and the extent of coastal state jurisdiction
over the continental margin* in those cases where it extends beyond
200 miles.
According to the common heritage of humankind's principles, all na-
tions have a right to participate in ocean exploitation and the
division of marine resources. Land-locked states are more tied to
the sea than one might imagine. They are often completely dependent
on ocean-borne trade for their economic survival. Some of them have
fished for years under the principle of the freedom of the high seas
beyond narrow belts of coastal state jurisdiction, and some are
dependent on this catch to aid in feeding their peoples.
Since 1974, the Conference has included a group of land-locked and
geographically disadvantaged states. This group has grown more
active and vociferous in its demands. There are 29 land-locked
nations and the total group now consists of 52 members, potentially
a blocking third of the Conference on any vote taken. The follow-
ing is a list of these nations:
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Wes tern Europe
Austria
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Eastern Europe
Byelorussian S.S.R.
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Asia
Afghanistan*
Bhutan*
Laos*
Mongolia
Nepal*
LAND-LOCKED NATIONS
Holy See
Luxembourg
San Marino
Africa
Botswana
Burundi*
Central African Empire*
Chad*
Lesotho*
Malawi*
Mali*
Niger*
Rwanda*
Swaziland
Uganda
Upper Volta*
Zambia
Latin America
Bolivia
Paraguay
*among the 24 least-developed nations as identified by the United Nations
STATES WITH SMALL CONTINENTAL MARGINS AND/OR ECONOMIC ZONES
Less than 1,000
square miles
Belgium
Iraq
Jordan
Singapore
Togo
Zaire
1,000-5,000 square
miles
Albania
Bahrain
United Republic
of Cameroon
German Democratic
Republic
Kuwait
Monaco
Syria
5,00 0- 10, 00a
sguare miles
Bulgaria
Congo
Beni n
Gambia
Is rae 1
Lebanon
Po 1and
Qatar
Romania
Yemen
\
' -
DEVELOPING COASTAL STATES WHICH CAN CLAIM NO EXCLUSIVE
ECONOMIC ZONE Of THEIR OWN
Iraq
Jordan
Singapore
Zaire
Source: "The Role of the Geogra phi cally Di sadvant aged St at es in the
Law of the Sea." Lewis M. Alexander and Robert D. Hodgson. The
San Diego Law Review. March, 1976. Vol. 1J, No. J.
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An agreement seems possible on these major issues. Coastal states
may agree to let land-locked states transit their territory using
their railway and port facilities, but the price will be high.
Coastal states insist that land-locked states must grant them a
similar right of transit through the land-locked state's terri-
tory for almost any reason. The land-locked states feel this is
unfair because they need transit for a specific purpose; i.e.,
access to the sea. If they must allow the coastal state to tran-
sit their territory at any time, then they will always feel threa-
tened. What many of these countries have overlooked, however, is
that European states make a large sum of money every year just
through transit fees. The fall, 1976, session of the Law
of the Sea Conference hammered out more satisfactory provisions
on transit rights, which remained unchanged in 1977.
On living resources sharing, coastal states have most recently
offered land-locked states preferential access* to harvest a
portion of the fish catch that the coastal state does not catch -
the surplus - and the possibility of other sharing arrangements
even if there is no surplus. These compromise articles, as well
as those on transit .. served as the basis of negotia-
tion at the spring, 1977, meeting.
Coastal states have so far refused to share any oil and gas re-
sources found in the offshore seabed area within 200 miles with
land-locked states. Provisions for revenue-sharing from oil ex-
ploitation beyond 200 miles are dismissed by many of the land-
locked. They claim that minimal oil resources beyond 200 miles
and the long time lag before they will be commercially exploit-
able render this "gift" worthless. (For sharing possibilities,
see the following section on the continental margin.)
AN INTERNATIONAL CODE
Perhaps the most important point in all land-locked states' argu-
ments is that they want their rights codified in the international
treaty. The latest version of the texts only provides the possi-
bility of transit and exploitation with terms and conditions to be
worked out through bilateral, regional and sub-regional arrange-
ments. Land-locked states know that if they do not have a recog-
nized right to these vital claims, they can be blackmailed and
threatened with economic strangulation at any time and for any
reason solely at the whim of the coastal state. It has happened
before . One informal suggestion put to Conference delegates was
that principles of access and participation in resources be stated
in the treaty, and that resort to third-party, binding dispute
settlement procedures be required if within a certain time limit
arrangements among the states concerned do ~ot come to fruition .
In a change of heart during the 1977 session, the land-locked and
geographically-disadvantaged nations decided that perhaps they didn't
want rights codified in the international treaty . Since they are
not satisfied with the rights they would receive as the provisions
now stand, they may prefer to accept the more flexible bilateral and
regional approach. If their rights to "surplus" fish are set in con-
crete in the treaty, once the coastal nation achieves the capability
to recover all of the annual harvest, they would be entitled to no-
thing under the new international law.
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STATES WITH A LENGTH OF COASTLINE EXCEEDING 5.000 KILOMETERS*,~
\
Country
U.S.S.R.
Indonesia
Australia
United States
Canada
Phil i ppi nes
Mexico
Japan
Brazil
People's Republic
of China
New Zealand
India
United Ki ngdom
Chil e
Length of coastline
(1,000 nautical miles)
23
20
15
12
11
7
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
*ki1ometer-.6
miles
Source: "New Information on Worldwide Seabed Resources",
John P. Albers and Richard F. Meyer. Ocean Management.
2 (1), March, 1974.
STATES WITH LIMITED COASTLINES
(
Less than 100 miles
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Congo
Benin
Gambia
Grenada
Iraq
Jordan
Ma 1ta
Mauriti us
Monaco
Nauru
Sao Tome e Principe
Singapore
Syria
Togo
Za ire
100-200 miles
Albania
Bulgaria
United Republ ic
of Cameroon
E1 Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
German Democratic
Republic
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200-500 miles
Bangladesh
Cambodia
Cape Verde Islands
Comoro Islands
Costa Rica
Cyprus
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Federal Republic of
Germany
Gabon
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Honduras
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Kenya
Liberia
r~a1di ves
r~auritani a
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Poland
Qatar
Senega1
Sierra Leone
Sudan
Guatemala
Guinea
Is rael
Kuwait
Lebanon
Netherlands
Romania
Surinam
Tonga
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
Uruguay
Vietnam
Western Samoa
Yemen
Yugoslavia
Source: "The Role of the Geographically Disadvantaged States
in the Law of the Sea". Lewis M. Alexander and Robert D.
Hodgson. The San Diego Law Review. March, 1976. Vol. 13, No.3.
THE " MARGWEERS 11
The possibility of oil and gas reserves in the continental margin
beyond 200 miles has given rise to another severe dispute be-
tween the "haves" and the "have nots." Forty-four nations
may have claims to an area beyond 200 nautical miles. However,
only 16 of these states will control 91 % of the value of the oil
resources beyond 200 miles. The land-locked and geographically
disadvantaged states argue that these wide margin states are
attempting to control all the major ocean resources for their own
use without consideration' of the needs of other nations. ~~any
of them want any oil and gas reserves found beyond 200 miles to
be part of the common heritage of humanity, internationally
administered and utilized primarily for the poorest nations and
for those nations with few marine resources.
COUNTRIES WITH MARGINS EXTENDING BEYOND 200 MILES )
Argentina*
Australia*
Bahamas
Barbados
Brazi 1*
Burma
Canada*
Denmark (Greenland)
Ecuador
Equatorial Guinea
Fi j i
France
Gabon
Ghana
Gu i nea
Guinea-Bissau
Iceland
I nd i a*
Indones i a*
Irel and
Kenya
Li beria
Yemen (Aden)
Madagascar*
Mauritius*
Mexico
New Zea1and*
Norway
Pakistan
Papua-New Guinea
Peru
Portugal*
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Africa
Namibia*
Spa i n*
Sri Lanka*
Surinam
United Republic of Tanzania
United Kingdom*
United States*
U.S.S.R.*
Uruguay
*16 states with 91% of the value of oil resources beyond
200 mil es
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REVENUE SHARING
The emerging compromise on this exclusive jurisdiction issue,
though strongly disputed by some of the land-locked and geograph-
ically disadvantaged states, seems to be that beyond 200 miles the
coastal states will acquire exclusive continental margin juris-
diction in return for which they will be obliged to share a stated
percentage of the value or volume of the resources exploited there
with the rest of the international community. A maximum amount
of five percent of the value seems to have been the limit of-
fered so far - a figure stemming from a U.S. proposal in Geneva.
This fall in New York, a greater number of nations voiced sup-
port for the principle of revenue-sharing than had previously
done so. The five percent figure was included in the ICNT pro-
duced in 1977. After the first five years of production, it will
advance from one percent to five percent within five years.
At the fall, 1976, session, delegates first discussed how a revenue-
sharing scheme would operate. They identified points to include
in a revenue-sharing scheme:
'the possibility of revising the rate of contributions
formula;
'the possibility of varying contributions according to a
nation's l~vel of economic development, or even exempting
the poorest nations:
'how to determine the beneficiaries; and
'which agencies shall be responsible for collection and
distribution - whether regional or international develop-
ment institutions such as the World Bank, the Inter-Ameri-
can Development Bank, and/or the International Seabed
Authori ty .*
The United States insists that all nations' margin areas
beyond 200 miles be subject to revenue-sharing obligations.
The 1977 ICNT states that contributions will be administered by
the International Seabed Authority, and that developing nations
which are net importers of a continental shelf mineral resource
will be exempt from payments for that resource.
Vanderbilt University law professor Jonathan I. Charney
estimates that by 1980 the annual value of seabed~il pro-
duction will rest at $100 billion. Half of this will
probably occur beyond the 12-mile territorial sea limit.
Charney suggests that a 10% royalty on the value of oil
produced between the 200-meter depth mark (which generally.
occurs about 50 miles from shore) and the edge of the margln
could yield $1 billion annually by 1980 and nearly $3 billion
annually by the year 2000.
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Professor Richard N. Gardner of Columbia University suggested in
a March 14. 1975 . New York Times article that in order to chan-
nel substantial funds to international development purposes. an
additional small percentage royalty of. say. two percent of the
value of product ion shoul d be placed on seabed oil production be-
tween 12 miles and 200 meters (app. 50 miles) . By 1985 this could
add about $800 million a year to the ~l billion cited by Charney
from production seaward of 200 meters. (Charney's estimates on
revenue-sharing funds from deep seabed manganese nodule mining
beyond national jurisdiction run from only $76 to $118 million a
year by 1980. even with 50% sharing of profits.)
-James Bridgman
WHERE roES THE CONTINENTAL MARGIN END?
Another aspe ct of t he marg in i ssue at the Law of the Sea Conference
is ho w to def ine its li mi t s ; that is. where national jurisd i c-
tion over the seabed ends and international jurisd iction begins.
The alternatives have been refined to include a measurement of
sediment thi ckness and/or a fixed distance measurement from the
foot of the conti nent al slope.* possibl y 60 miles . In 1977 the
Conferen ce adopted a proposal to have the U.N. Secretariat prepare
a preliminary study showing on maps and figures the difference ~ n
area between var ious methods used to define the outer limit.
ISLANDS
On islands. t he Law of the Sea draft text now reads that islands
that cannot sus tain human habitation or economic life may not lay
claim to any economic zone or continental shelf. Ths provision
is of particular i nt er est to the United Kingdom in its fight to
establ ish jurisd iction over uninhabited Rockall and the poten-
tially vast offshore oil resources there.
ARCHIPELAGOES*
Arguments over t he claims of archipelagoes to sovereignty over
their island complex have been partially resolved. The main pro-
blem is defining international rights of navigation and overflight
with in these area s . A new concept of unimpeded archipelagic sea-
lanes passage . virtually identical to transit passage through i nt er -
national stra its. has been elaborated in the draft texts. The
arch ipelag;'c st-ate would designate sealanes and air routes for
fore ign craft . In 1977 the disagreement over the width of these
corridors was r esol ved by specifying that axis lines shall define
t he sealanes ; ships and ai rcraft may not deviate by more than 25
miles on either si de of the l ines . A'changed provis ion in the
1977 ICNT permits arch ipelagic states to enclose more waters as
internal wat er s.
NON-SF! F-GQVERNING TERRITORIES
Inhabitants of t er ri t or i es which have not gained self-governing
status are to reCeive all the rights recognized or established
in the treaty and to exercise them for their own benefit to meet
their own needs . That is. the rights are not to be infringed upon
by the metropol itan power* adm inistering or occupying the terri-
tory. In the case of disputed areas such as the Malvinas (Falk-
land) Islands claimed by both the United Kingdom and Argentina.
rights are not to be exercised until the dispute is settled.
-Lee ":i::1':la 11
\ '
*continent al slope-
where a steep de-
cline occurs in t he
continental margin
*ar chi pel ago-as de -
fined in the Law
of the Sea texts :
"a gr oup of i.elande,
including par t s of
islands~ inter-con-
necting waters and
other natural fea -
tures which ar e
so c l ose l y inter-
related that such
islands, waters
and other natural
features form an
intrin$ic~ geo-
graphical, econ-
omic and po l i t i ca l
entity~ or which
historically have
been regarded as
such." (Art. 46,
leNT)
*metropolitan power-
SECTION 4. DEVELOPMENT OF i.ill30URCES Oli' T3E AREA
Article ISO
Policies relating to activities i n the Area
Activities in the Axea shall, as specifically proviQed ll1 this Part, be
carried out in such a manner as to foster healthy development of the world. eC0I:10my
and balanced groyth _of__~ternational trade, and to promote international co-operation
for the over-all development of all countries, especiallj -the--deveroping-- S tate s~~d- ­
wi th a. vie;t to ensuring:
(a) orderly and sC3.,f.e development and rational management of the resources
Jf the Area, including the efficient conduct of activities in 'llie Area and, in
accordance with sound principles of conservation, the avoidance of unnecessarJ
Haste;
(b) the expansion of opportunities for participation in SUcl1 activities
conai.s terrt particularly with articles 144 and 148; . ----~
. - _._-._- - -
(c) participation in revenues by the Authority and the transfer of
technology to the Enterprise and developing States as provided for in this
:onvention;
(d) the increase in the availability of the minerals produced from the
:esourl,;es of tho Area. as nee ded b cur-junction wi th mi.nc:r..:.ls produced from
)ther sources, to ensure supplies to consUmers of such minerals;
(e) the promotion of just and st~ble prices remunerative to producers and
~a.ir to consumers for minerals produced bo th from the re source s of the Area and
~rom other sources, and promoting long te:cn equilibrium betueen sup~ly and
.emand.:
(f) ti1e enhancing of opportunities fg~_~ll States Partie°, irrespective
~ f their social and economic systems or geographfcal location, to participate in
.he deveio.pm:~r- the q re-sources·-of"·-tli!'! Area and preventing monopolization . of
.cti-ri ties "in the ..Area;
(g) the protection of developing countries from adverse effects on ~ir
conomies or on their export earnings resulting fzoom a reduction in the price
·f an affected mineral, or in the volume of that mineral e::pozoted, to the extent
..hat such reductions are caused by activities in the Area, as proviu.ed. in
.r t i c.l,e 151 j
(h) the development of the common heritage for the benefit of ma.nkind as a.
'hol e ; and --- -- .---.----
--------(i) conditions of a.ccess to markets for the imports of mL~erals produced
~J:'Om the resources of the Area and for imports of commodi tie!3 produced fJ:'Om
.uch rniner3.ls shall not be more favourable than the most favourable applied
:0 .; :n.,?orts f=om othe n sour-ce s ,
Source: Revised Informal Negotiating Composite Teat. United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea. April 1980.
Article 1')1
Production poli cies
J.. tri '~::out prejudice to the ob je ctave c sec for"';:l :':l 2.:~'·~:'.cJ.;:l J.")~ ~'.C1. fOj; t::e
of irJplemanting the provisions of article 150, subpazagraph (/3"), the 1J.UthOrityl
acting through existing forums or such new arrangements or ~eements as ~ be
appropria te, in which all interested parties, including co th prollucers and
consumers, .participate , shall take measuxes necessary to promote the growth,
efficiency and-stabili~ of markets for those commodities produced from the
resources of the Area, at prices remunerative to producers and fcir to consumer
All State!:> Parties shall co-operate to this end. The Authority dull -have the
to participate in any commodi~ conference dealing with those cOlIlIilodities and i:
which all interested parties including both 9roducers and conzumers participa~
The Authority shall have the right to become a party to a.n:y such O'.rrangement or
agreement resulting from such conferences as are referred to above. The partie:
by the Authori~ in a.n:y organs established under the arranQ=mcnts or agreements
referred to above shall be in respect of production in the Area and in acccrdaa
\..ith the rules of procedure established for such organs. The Authori~ shall c.
out it::; obliga. tions under such arrangements or agreement::; in a manne r vna ch aSS1
a uniform and non-discriminatory implementation in respect of all production ~
the Area of the uinerals concerned. In doing so, the Authori t;y sha'lL act in a.
manner consistent •ri, til the terms of existing con tracts and approved plans of ....0;
of the Enterprise.
2. )1".::1..""1-3' an ~'~brU1 'Period s)?ecifiell :.r. s\:'~)~<:";::\':":":,.:?:l >.: J c; ' ·':1l.lEl;:,cic?.J. 'Pr:
shall not be undertaken puxsuant to an approved plan of \IOrl= until an operatcr :
applied fo~ ~d has been issued a production authorization from the Authori~1m
a peJ.'"iod begin:ni.ng not more than five years prior to the pl anned cocmoncement of
commercial production under that plan of work unless the Autb.ori vr prescribes
another period in its rules and regulations having regard to the na turc and tim
of project development. In this connexion, the Authority shall ado-pt appropriat
pcrfol."IIl<lnce requirements in accordance with article 17 of annex III. In his
application for tho authorization, the operator shall specify tho annual quantit
of nicl:el expc c ted to be recovered under the approved plan of \-IOri:. The applica
shall include a schedule of cxpendi tw:'eB to be undertaken subsequent to recei~
authorization by the operator reasonably calculated to aLl.cv hio to begin comaer
production on the date pla.rmed. The Authority shall issue a rn:oduction authoriz.
for the level of production applied for unless the sum of tiLat level and the lev
already authorized. exceeds the nickel production ceiling, as ca.lcuka.ted pursuant
subpanagzaph (":J) in the year of issuance of the auti1.oriza tion, (l.uxing a:ny year o
planned production falling '..i thin the interim period. ;,'hen issued, tho producti(
authorization and approved application shall become a ~art of U1e a~proved plan :
~-Iorl: •
(a) The interim. period shall begin five yeaIS prior to 1 January of the yei
in which ti:.e earliest commercial production is planned to commence under an appr::
plan of work. In the event that the earliest commercial production is delayed bE
the yea.:: originally planned, the beginnL"'lg of the interim. period and the product
ceilin~ oris~ly calculated shall be adjusted accor~~ly. TI1e interim period
sna.Ll, last 25 years or until the end of the Review Conr'e rerice ::-e:cr""ed to in
a:c,,:icl.t;; :.55 ~J.' I.:n:t :': che ;lay ~" i1en sucn .::ew d.Ir:ul.::Jemen:cz 0J: aC":CClllen1:S a s are
referred to in paragraph 1 errce r Ln to force, '..rhicilever is earliest. T1".e dutr.ori:
shall resume the power provided in this pazagrapr; for the rel:l2.incl.er of the inter.
period if the said arrangements or agreements should Lapce or become ineffective
for an:r re ason ' Ina tsoeve i: i
(b)
:he year
':)t?1ov :
(u)
(iii)
(iv)
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T:.'1e production ceiling for a:ny year of the inte:'iL1 lJcrio<l be gi.nni.ng vi. th
of the earliest commercial production shall be the GUO of (i) a:nd (ii)
The difference between the trend line values for anrma.L nicl:el consumption,
a£ calculated pursuant to this subparagraph, for tho year' ~diately prior
to the year of the earliest commercial production and the ye<J.r immediately
prior to the commencement of the interim De~iod; plus
Sixt~t per cent of the difference be tween the trend line values for nickel
consumphon, as caiciila. ted pursuant to this sui)paracra~h~ for the year fOJ:
\/hich the production authorization is being applied for and the year
icoediately prior to the year of the earliest commcrci~l production;
Trend ,line values used for computing the nicl~el lJroduction ceiling
pursuant to this subparagraph shall be those annua.l, nickel consumption
values on a trend line computed during the year in vhi.ch a production
authorization is issued. The trend line shall be derived from a linear
regression of the logaritr~s of actual nickel con s umpt i on for the most
recent 15-year period for which such data are avaa.Labl.e , time being the
independent variable. This trend line shall be referred to as the
origi.na.l trend line.
If the annual rate of increase of the orig;nal trend lL~ is less
than 3 per cent, then the trend line used to de tcrI:line the quanti ties
J:cferred to in (i) and (ii) shall instead be one pazsing through the
original trend line at the value for the first year of the relevant
15-year period, and increasing at ;. Ij~:i: w::.:'~ F'.nnually. Providod.
hovevez that the production ceil.in3' established. for any year of the
interim period may not in aIrY case exceed the differcr"cc betvleen the
original trend line value for that yoar and the origina.]. trend line
value for the year immediately prior to the commcnccmerrt of the L'1terim
period •
.( c) , T:le ~uthori ty shall reserve for prod.uction by tho Em:crprise for its
itial use a quantity of 38,000 tons of nick~l from the ~vailablo prouuction ceilLng
Lcul.atcd pursuant to subparagraph (b);
(d) If, pursuant to subparagraph (b), the ope=ator's aD~lication for an
:horization iz denied, the operator may reap~ly to the Authori~J at any time;
(e) An ope ratcr may in any year produce less than or u-p to G per cent more
n that l~vol of annual production of minerals from nodules s~ecified in his
d~ction authorization, nrovided that the over-all ~ount of n~o~uction sl1all
e x ce e d that specified in the authorization. An:y Lncro asc o~er 8 per cent
up to 20 par cent in any year or any Lnc rcase Ln tl:e third and subsequent
rs following two consecutive years in which increases 0CCur sl~ll be negotiated
i the Aumcri t'.I, ·..hich may require the o-perator to 0 b t.J..in a. suppLeraerrtiazy
~~c ~i on auw~or~=ation to cover additional 9ronuc~ion. ~P91ications :or such
... ~ - .......O, ~"":IIT-- -.r...... ....;· 'c-.; 0:1 3.n~11 co 7a.1:e~ ,.:) 1.-"," :~·.c .:..u-:~~:!:':' ~.- ·1:!2..~r ...:.i' t c := ·J..l l ...,e~dL~.g
• __ .-_ ..,~.J ;..J __.. \,1_" - .- ...- -_ oJ •• -
; Leataons ":;y one rators ~...ho nave not Je T, rece i.vee. ?rod.uc -:ion au ~::ori::3.tions ;1a.ve
~ acted uno~ ~d. due account has been T,~cen of other lL:~ly applicants. The
:ori vr s~1~ll be guided by the principle of not e:~ccecl..il1G the 'cot.:U produc tacri
.wc d under the nroduction l.imi. ta tion in a..'1y year of :he Ln tcriz:l period. It shall
authorize the production unde::: any plan of 'dOr1:, of a C'"u a n t i t:r in e:::cess of
GO tons of nickel pe::: year.
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(f) Th~ levels of production of other me tals such cc cSlP:?c~,-~o'u~l t and
mangano co e::tracted from the nodules that aJ:'C ro covo rcd P~::;uall·~ to a
pruu.lic ·~iu-n 'o.uthorizatiun should not be higher than those vha ch \IO\Uel have
been procluceel had the operator produced the maximum love1 0:: nic~:c 1 from thoco
nodul.e c VUXSU<ll1t to this parag-raph. The Authority shall c c tab l.i.sh rules and
regulations pursuant to articla 17 of annex III to implement the :!rovisions
of this SUuDal."a.cn-raph.
3. The Authority shall have the power to limit the Lovc I of production of
minerals from the Arc"-, other than minerals from nodul.e s , under such condi tioIl3
and applyine such methods as may be appropriate. Regulations ~dopted by the
Authority pursuant to this ' provision will be subject to the procedure set forth
in article .... (entry into force of amendments to this Convention). ,
4. Follo\/il~ recommendations from the Council on the basi::: of advice from
the Economic Planning Commission, the Ass~mbly shall establish a system of
co~pen~ation or other measures of economic adjustment assistance incl~
co-operation with specialized agencies and other international or~zations to
assist ~eveloping countries which suffer serious adverse eff~cts on their e:~ort
earning's or economies ze sul, ting from a reduction in the price of an affectod
mineral oi' tile -iTcil tinie- of mi.nSral exported, to the extent that such reduction is
caused ".Jy activities in the Area. The Authori ty on re que c t shall initiate studk
on the problems of those States which azn likely to be most ceriously affected vi:
a vi.cw to minimizing their dii'ficul ties and assisting them in their economic
adjustment.
Article ill
Exercise of 'OO\lC1' bv the Authori tv
1. The Authori ty shall avoid discrimination in the exercise of its po.....ers
and functions, including the granting of opportunities for ~ctivities in the ~~
'2. Nevertheless, special consideration for developinG States, including
particular consideration for the land-locked and gcogT:J.phically disadvanta.eed
among the°, specifically provided for in this Part sha.LL be pel."'Di ttcd.
Arti clc 1 C;,
Svstem of exploration ~pd 9xnloitation
1. Actintics in the Area shall be organized, carried out and controlled 'OJ
the Authori't'J on behalf of mankind as a vhoLe in accor-dance "li t..~ the provisions o!
this article as .....ell as other re.Lcvarrt provisions of this J:l~t and the relevant
annczc s , and the rules, regulations and procedures of the Atl.thori~r.
,2 . Activi ties in the Area shall be carried out as ;:>rescribed in paragraph j
(a) by the Enterprise, and
(b) in association with the Authority 'try States Parties orStateoEntities,
0r na-roxal 'Jr ,juri ci.ica l pc rsons vlhic::" po sae as the nationali ty of Stac;~s ?a.r":ies l :
arc cl'i'cc"tively con"tro12..1..:Q. 'oy them or weir nationals, "'/hen sponscxcc, uy SU~l Std:.
or any G'Z'Oup of the foregoing .....hich meets "the rcqu.ircr:lCnts provided in this Part
includinC annex III.
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3. Activities in the Area shall be carri~d out in acco rdancc vi.th a formal
·.rri t tcn p l an of vork drawn up in acco rdancc wi th annex III and appzovc d by the
.oun c i.L ::,.fter ro vi.cv by the Legal and Technical Coaunission. In the case of
acci.v.i, ties in the Area caxried out as authorized by tho Aut~lorit'J by the anti ties
~?ccifiod in paragraph 2 (b), such a plan of work mlall, in ~ccordance with
? :: ·~i clc 3 of annex III, be in the form of a contract. ~uch contracts may provide
: ::n: joint L'.:i:'rc.nccments in accordance with article 11 of annex III.
~. n~ Authority ~ll exercise such control over activities in tl~ Area as
. 3 nccc seazy for the purpose of securing compliancc Hi th the relevant provisions of
:::i s Paz-t and the annexa s reLating there to, and the rule s , reGUla tions and proccduros
E the Authori ty, and the plans of vorlc approved in accordanco Hi til parae:raph 3.
.t a te c Po.xties shall assist the Authority by taking all no acurc s nc cc saary to ensure
uch compliance in ac cordance wi th article 139.
5. The Authority shall have the right to take a t aJ.~' ti.I:lc ~r racacure s
:~videu for under this Part to ensure compliance with its terCl~, and the
;=fo~~cc of the functions of control and regulation assicncd to it thereunder
r undc r any contract. The Authority shall have the ri01 t to ins;:Ject all
1~tO-llata.ons in the Area used i:o. connexion wi th activi ties in the f..rca.
6. .A contract under paragraph 3 shall provide for sc cuzi, ~J of tenure.
:corclingly, it shall not be revised, suspended or tc rmi.na ted cxccp t in accordance
. th ~ticlcs 18 and 19 of annex III.
Article 10:;.1
Perioo 1.C rene'.,
8ve~r five years from the entry into force of this Convention, ti1e Assembly
al.L unclertal~e a general and systematic review of the canner in ~/hich the
te rna td.onc.L ref)"i.me of the Area e s tabLaahed in this Convention has operated in
acc i.co , L1 the light of the said review the Assembly tna,:." adopt, or recommend
J. t other organs adopt, measure s in accordance wi th the provisions and procedure s
"i:ius l'o.=t and the anne::es relating thereto which. \fill Le ad to the improvement of
~ ope~ation of the re~-me.
Article 1 'i5
The Review Confe~~ce
1. Pifteen years from 1 J'anuazy of the year :i..n vhi.ch the eaxliest commercial
Jd.uction commences under an approved plan of work I the A~::;embly saal.L convene a
::el.-ence for the revi.ev of those pxovi.ai.cns of thi~ I?<:J.J:t and the re levan t annexes
.ca ~VCl."Il the system of exploration and e:cploi tation of the resources of the Area.
: Confe~nce shall consider in detail, in the light of thc e:=!lcrience acquired
:~'"'.G that period, '....hether the provisions of this Part governincr the cys tem of
:l or a t i on and exploitation of the resources of the Area have ac.hieved their
i s in all respects, including whether they have benefited mankarid as a whole;
·tl'".e r , d~inb the 15-year period, reserved areas have been e:-:-ploi ted in an
':;I;-:i vo and oaLanced .....ay in compazc.s on ·....i th non-cre se rved aze aa , ',The'to'"ler -::he
'; _ : ;::~:: : a::c:. ·:.~a :: :~e .-...:aa. ::..::'i :'i:3 ::eso::.=ces ::ave ·;0 -211 ·.i.:: :':'e~":~:::l ':'..-: ::~C~ -
::-:r as '=0 foster heal t hy development of the ',lor l d e concrny anu, ca.Lanced g::'ovl"th of
~r:lational trade; whether monopoLi.aat Lon of activities ir.. tile Area has been
verrted : vhe ther the policies set forth Ln articles 150 and !.51 have been
::i.lled; and vhe tae r the sys tem has resulted in the equitable ~:1aXinG of benefits
:.;e tlerived :rom activities in the Area, tal;:ing into ~o.::::1;icular consideration the
~=e::;ts ~d needs of the developing States.
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The Conference shall establish its ovn rules of procedure.3·
2. The Conference ~hall ensure thQt the principles of the coc~on heriQ.
zaa nlci.nd , the inter'1iJ.tioml reGime desiGned to ensure its e qu i ta b.Le exp Lo i.ta t ict
the benefit of Gl.ll countries, e spe cLaLl.y the deve LopLng States and an Authoritj
to conduct, or~nize and control activities in the ArcQ ~re maintained. It ~
also ensure the maintenance of the pz-i.nci.pLo c l~iJ JO\'m in this Part \Ji th reca:j,
the exclusion of claims or exercise of sovereicnty over any part of the Area, :
riGhts of States and their :;enerol conduct in re-Ia tion to the Area , and their
participa tion in exploration and exploitation of i t s resources in conformi, ty vi..
this Convention,the prevention of monopolization of activities in the AreD., ~af
of the ~ea exclusively for peaceful p~oses, economic aspects of activitiao ~
the Area, scientific research, transfer of technolo~, protection of the ~ri~\
environment, and of human life, rights of coastal States, the le~l status of 4
superjacent waters and air space and D.ccommo~.:ttion be~Jeen activities in the ~1'
and other activities in the marine environment.
I
. I4. Five years after the commencement of the Reviev Conference, ~f a~e~
has not been reached on the system of exploration and. exploitation of the resou.i
of the Area, the Conference my decide during the ensuing t\lelve months, 'cry a
tHo-thirds majority of the States Parties, to adopt and submit to the Sta tes p~
for ratification, accession, or acceptance such amendments chancin~ or modifyi~t
the system as it de te.rmi.ne a ne ce ssaz'y and appropriate. Such amendments shall !
enter into force for a Ll. States Parties ~Jelve months after the c1a te of denosit:
the instruments of ratification, accession, or acceptance by ~Jo-thirds of· the !
States ,Pa rti es .
5. Amendments adopted by the Conference under the prov~s~ons of this
article shall not affect ri~hts acquired under e~~sting contracts.
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(g) Consideration and approval of the budget of tho 1.uthority on its sutai;
by the Council;
(h) Exami.na tion of periodic reports from the Council and froo the Enterpru
and of speca.al, reports requested frca the Council and from any other organs Ol t
illJ.thority;
(i) Initiation of studies and recommendations for the purpose of prQQo~
intornational co-operation concerning activities in the Area and encouraging ~
progressive development of internatior~ law relat~ thereto and its codifica~
(j) Deciding upon the equitable sharing of financial and other cconccn,c ~
derived from activities in the .trea, consistent with the provisions of this
Convention and the rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority;
(k ) Considoration of problems of a general nature in connc:d.on with 3,ctJ."J1.;
in the Area in particular for developinG' States, as vell as of such problems lor
States in connexi.on with activitics in' the Area as arc d.ue to their l3'cocrraphiccJl
location, includine land-locked and geographically disadvantaGed countries;
(1) Establi~uuent, upon the recommendation of the Council on the basis of
advice from. the Econceri,c Planning Coco.ission of a sys tem of corrpcnaataon as proy.
in article l5l r paragraph 4;
(0) Suspension of oeobers pursuant to article 185;
(rr) Discussion of any question or matter wi thin the corapcecncc of the t.utr.:
and decisioilS as to which organ shall deal with any such question or matter not
spccifica.lJ.y entrusted to a particular organ of the Jluthori. ty, consistent with t:.
distribution of powers and functions among the organs of tho Jluthorivr.
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SUBSECTION C. THE COUNC IL
Article 161
Com~osition. procedure and votin~
1. The Council shall consist of 36_,rI1§)llbers of the Authority elected by the
iembly, the election to take place in ·t he follcwing order:
(a) Four members from among the eight States Parties ",hich have the largest
'estrn~~ts-in~pr~pa.ration for and in the conduct of activities in the Area, either ,
-ectly or through their nationals, including at least one State from the
i te~(§~f~al~.~~ ?~pean region; \
( b ) Four members from among those States Parties \-Ihich, duxing the last five
.rs for \-lhiChs"ta""tistics are available, have either consumed more than- t\~O l'-er cent
total world consumption or have had net imports of ~ore than two per cent of total
-Ld importso 'f 'the commodities produced from the categories of minerals to be
'ived from the Area, and in any Case one State from the Eastern (Socialist)
'opeari region;
( r;) Four members from among coun tries ~Jhich on the basis of production in areas
ar their jurisd~ction-are major net exporters of the categories of minerals to be
'i ved from the Area, including at least t'vJO developing countries who se exports of
h .cinerals have a substantial bearing upon their economies;
(d) Si~ members from among developing States, representing special ~!~~stD
special interests to oe -represented shall include those of States VJi th large
ul.a ti.ons, Sta. tes which are land-locked or b"8ographically disad vantaged, ··Sta. tes
~h are major importers of the categories of minerals to be derived from the ~a,
t es lihien are potential producers of such minerals, and least developed States;
(e) Eighteen members elected according to the principle of ensuxi.."'lg an equitable
g=aphical .distribution of seats in the Council as a \-Ihole, provided that each
~phic~_~gion.sha1l have at least one member elected under this subparagraph,
:b~s purpose the geographical regions shall be Africa, Asia, Eastern Europe
:ialist), latin America and I.Jestern Europe and others.
2. In electing the members of the Council in accordance Ni th paragraph 1, the
cmbly shall ensuxe that:
(a) Land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States are represented to a
ree "'Ihich is reasonably proportionate to their representation in the Assembly;
(b) Coastal States, especially developing States, which do not qualify under
~graph 1 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are represented to a degree which is reasonably
90rtionate to their representation in the Assembly;
( c) 3acn grou~ of States P~rties to be re~resented 0n the Council is
re sented QY {jJ,ose :oemce r s , if any, \·..hich are nomi.naned by the group.
-------- -_._-- -,.
-.
""
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3. Elections shall take place at regular sessions of the Assembly, and each
member of the Council shall be elected for a term of four years. In the first el~
of ~embers of the Council, ho~ever, one half of the members of each category shiU
chosen for a period of t.IO years.
4. Members shall be eligible for re-election; but due regard should be p~~
the desirability of rotating seats.
5. The Council shall function at the seat of the Authority, and shall meet ,
often as the 'business of the Authority may require, but not less than three times
a year.
6. Bach member of the Council shall ~~ve one vote.
7. (a) Decisions on questions of procedure shall be taken by a majority of
members present and vonrig:j
(b) Decisions on questions of substance arising under the follo\'Jing pro vi.aior
shall 'be taken by a tvo-thirds majority of the memcers present and voting, provid~
that such majority includes a majority of -t he members of the Council: article 162.
paragraph 2(f); article 162, paragraph2(g); article 162, paragraph 2(h); ,
article 162, paragraph 2(i); article 162, paragraph 2(m); article 162, paragraph
article 162, paragraph 2(u); article 189;
(c) Decisions on questions of substance ar~s~ng under the follo\'ling pro viaicr
shall be taken by a three-fourths majority of the me~bers present and voting, P4~~
tha t such majority includes a majori ty of the members of the Council; article 162,
parag=aph 1; article 162, paragraph 2(a); article 162, paragraph 2(b); article 1
paragraph 2(c); article 162, paragraph 2(d); article 162, paragraph 2(e);
article 162, paragraph 2(k); art~cle 162, paragraph 2(p); art~cle 162, paragraph
article 162, paragraph 2(r); art~cle 162, paragraph 2(s); art~cle 162, paragraph
in cases of non-eompliance by a contractor or a sponsor: article 162, paragraph 2(
provided that orders issued under this subparagraph may be binding for no more tha!:
30 days unless confirmed by a decision taken in accordance \'li th subparagraph (d);
article. 162, paragraph 2( .1); article 162, paragraph 2(x); article 162, paragraph
article 163, paragraph 2; article 174, paragraph 3; article 11 of annex IVj
(d) Decisions on que~tions of substance arising under the following provisio~
shall be decided by consensus: article 162, paragraph 2(1); article 162,
paragraph 2(n); adoption of amendments to Part XI;
(e) for the ;- ::1:1=0::><: of subpaa-agraph (d), the term "conaensua" means the absec
of any formal objection. Within 14 days of the submission of a proposal to the Co~
the President shall ascertain whether there v~uld be an objection to the proposal ~
it ':!ere put to the Council for adoption. If the President of tb,e Council ascerta.il::
that there would be an objection to a propo~al before the Council, he shall couSU~
a. Conciliation Commi ttee coriai.s ting 0 f no t more than nine members, I'li th himsel.:' as
Cr~=~an, for ohe purpose of r~conc~ling the Jiiferences ana proaucing a ~ropc3al
: ; :.~ ca .an ": t=: aco~ oeel '~:J ':or.::enaus • ':~~e ~ ::-es~Cl en t ...!'-:t1.1 es tao.LL sn ':i:e .,;a~;.; ,:omml -0':.1
'. :~ :hin : i1:'e<:: ':.ays ':~llc ~'li.::g sucn asce'!.""ta..:.r...ment. ::he (;oncil ':'ation Commi. ~tae s:-..a..2.1
work expeditiously and report to the Council within 14 days. If the Conciliation
Committee is ur~ble to recommend a proposal which can be adopted 0Y consensus it s~
in its report, set out the grounds on l'Ihich a proposal is being opposed;
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(r) Decisions not listed above which the Council is authorized to take by the
~les, regulations and procedures of the Authority or othe~lise shall be taken
iurSuan t to the subparagraphs of this article specified in the rules, regulations and
'r ocedures or, if not specified therein, then pursuant to the subparagr0ph determined
y the Council if possible in advance, by the majority required for questions under
ubparagraph (d) j
(g) l,oJhen the issue ~ises as to vhe tner a ques~ion ~s \: /i t hin subparagraphs (a),
o}, (c) or (d), the ques t.i.on shall be treated as be~ng \'/~thin the subparagraph
3quiring the higher or highest majority as the case may be, unless o the rwise decided
r the Council by the said majority.
8. A majority of the members of the Council shall constitute a quorum.
9. The Council shall establish a procedure whereby a member of the Authority not
presented on tee Council may send a representative to attend a meeting of the
uncil when a request is made by such member, or a matter particularly affecting it
under consideration. Such a representative shall be entitled to participate in the
Liberations but no t to vote.
Article 162
POIr/ers and runc tions
1. The Council is the executive organ of the Authority, having the power to
ablish in conformity IrJi th the provisions of this Convention and the ge14eral policie:s
ablished by the Assembly, the specific policies to be pursued by the Authority on
questions or matters \.Iithin the competence of the Authority.
2. In addition, the Council shall:
(a ) Supervise and co-ordinate the implementation of the prov~s~ons of this Part
~ll questions and matters within the competence of the Authority and invite the
!n t i on of the Assembly to casas of non-eompliancej
(b ) Propose to the Assembly a list of candidates for the election of the
e tarJ-General ;
(c ) Recommend to the Assembly candidates for election as members of the
rr...ing Eoard of the Enterprise as ~!ell as the Director-Gtneral of the Ea.terprise j
(d ) Establish, as appropriate, and with due regard to economy and efficiency,
idition to the Commissions provided for in article 163, paragraph 1, such
_diarJ organs as may be found necess~J for the performance of its functions in
rdance \~i th the provisions of th.:.s Part. In the composition of such subsidiar"J
~s, emphasis shall be placed on the need for members qualified and competent in
"el evant technical matters dealt with by such organs provided that dUb account
be taken of the principle of equitable geographical distribution and of special
'2St S j
( e ) Adopt ~ ~ 3 ~es ~f procedure includi~ the ~ethod of selecting i~s ~resident;
( :) Enter into agreements v/i t h the United Nations or other international
izations on :~r~: of the Authority and within its competence, subject to approval
~ Assembly j
_::....
~ ,.,
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'lith l· ...~~ ..
Z::amine the reports of tlle i:nterprise end tramnni t them to the Assemblj
recnome.~ationsj
~:1) ?:..-cscmt to t11e l~ssembly anrr..ia'L report.:: and such special reports as the
Assembly ~a~ require;
(i) I::::.ue directives to tl1e Enterprise in accordance 'lith o.:rtic1e 17()j
(j) Approve plans of uork in accordance wi th article 6 of annex TIl. The d
shall ac t upon each plan of wo rk wi thin 60 days of its submission by the Legal 9
Technical Connm s sao» at a session of the Council in accordance \Ji th the followiLij
procedures: I
(i) If the Commission recommends the approval of a plan of \1ork, it shill
deemed to have been approved by the Council if no Council member subi
the President within 14 days a specific written objection alleging
non-compliance l1i th the requiremen ts 0 f article 6 0 f annex III. In;
that there is an objection, the conciliation procedure contained in
article 161, paragraph 7(e), shall apply. If, at the end of the coo '
process, the objection to the approval of the plan of \'iork is still
maintained, the plan of work shall be deemed to have been approved ~
Council unless the Council disapproves it by consensus among ita mea:'
excluding the State or States, if any, making the application or spo'
the applicant;
(ii) If the Commission recommends the disapproval of a plan of "Iork or dee:
make a recommendation, the Council may decide to approve the plan of
by a three-fourths cnajority of the members present and voting, provi'
that such majority includes a majority of members participating in ~
session;
(k) Exercise control over ac ti vi ties in the Area in accordance \'Ii th art'·
paragraph 4, and the rules, ' r egula t i ons and procedures of the Authority;
(1) Adoption of the recommendation of the Economic Pla.nn.i.ng Commission~'
and appropriate measures in accordance \'Ii th article 150, subparagraph (g), to;:
against adverse economic effects specified therein;
(m) Make recommendations to the Assembly on the basis of advice from ~
Economic Planning Commission for a system of compensation or other measure5 c!
economic adjustment assistance as provided in article 151, paragraph 4;
(n ) (L) Recommend to the Assembly rules, regulations and procedures c:.~
equitable sharing of financial and other economic benefits derived ~
activities in the Area and the payments and contributions made p~
to article 82, taking into particular consideration the interest.$':;;.
of the developing Sta tea and peoples v.ho have not attained full ' ~ J
or other self-governing status;
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( i i ) Adopt and supply provisionally, pending approval by the Assembly, the
rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority, and any amendments
thereto, taking into account the recommendations of the Commission or
other subordinate organ concerned. These rules, regulations and procedures
shall relate to prospecting, exploration and exploitation in the Area, the
financial management and internal administration of the Authority. Such
rules, regulations and procedures shall remain in effect on a provisional
basis until approval by the Assembly or by the Council in the light of
any views expressed by the Assembly.
(0 ) Revie~ the collection of all payments to be made by or to the Authority in
.exi on with operations pursuant to this Part;
(p) YAke thesAl=~~ion among applicants for production authorization pursuant
.r t i cl e 7 of annex III for the production authorization referred to in article 151,
'e such selection is required by those provisions;
(q) Submit the budget of the Authority to the Assembly for its approval;
( r ) Make recommendations to the Assembly concerning policies on any question or
er ~Ji thin the compe tence 0 f the Authori ty ;
( s ) ~Ake recommendations to the Assembly concerning suspension of the privileges
rights of membership for gross ~~d persistent violations of the provisions of
?art upon a finding of the Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber;
( t ) Initiate on behalf of the Authority proceedings before the Sea-Bed Disputes
.oer in cases of non-compliance;
(u ) Upon a finding by the Sea-oed Disputes Chamber on proceed~ resulting
subpara5Taph (t), notify the Assembly and make recommendations with respect to
.ure s to be taken unless o thezvu.se decided;
( v) Issue emergency orders, which may include orders for the suspension or
.s tmenc OI" operations, to prevent serious harm to the marine environment arising
o f any activity in the Area;
(I" ) Disapprove areas for exploitation by contractors or the Enterprise in cases
'e substantial evidence indicates the risk of serious harm to the marine
.ronaerrt j
(x ) Establish a subsidiary organ for the elaboration of draft financial rules,
J.a. tions and procedures rela tin€!." to:
(i ) financial management in accordance with articles 171 to 175; and
(i i ) fir~cial arrangements in accordance with article 13 and article 17,
para~pn l (c ), of annex II.
~ / i Es T..:loli.:;n appropraa te mechanisms for di r ec ting and supar-vas.rng a staff of
;ectors vho shall inspect activities in the Area to determine "'Ihether the p.rovis.i.ona
::~S Part, the rules, regulations and procedures prescribed thereunder, and the
::; and condi tions of any con tract ",!i th the Authority are being complied \'Ii tho
-,
THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
STUDY: THE LAW OF THE SEA
TOPIC: ARCHIPELAGIC STATES
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND COY.PLETE THE MAP ASSIGNMENT
AS DIRECTED
1. DEFINE:
WORDS.
ARCHIPELAGIC STATE. EXPLAIN THIS IN YOUR OWN
2. LOCATE THREE (3) ARCHIPELAGIC STATES ON THE MAP PROVIDED.
3. EXPLAIN THE SPECIFIC DELIMITATION~:OF THE ARCHIPELAGIC STATE
ACCORDING TO THE LAW OF THE SEA. INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
a. MEASUREMENT OF THE BOUNDARIES FOR THE ARCHIPELAGIC STATE
b. WHAT LIMIT HAS BEEN PLACED ON SUCH A MEASURE¥£NT1 WHY
WAS THAT NECESSARY?
e. EXPLAIN THE EXTENSION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF TWO ARCHIPELAGIC
STATES
d. WHAT IMPACT DOES THE ARCHIPELAGIC BOUNDARY HAVE ON
INTERNATIONAL TRADE?
4. WHAT OTHER IMPACTS OR PROBLEMS MAY RESULT FROM THESE
BOUNDARY DELIMITATIONS?
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PART IV. A.RCIIIFEIAGIC S'lA'l'ES
Article 46
Use of terms
For the purposes of this Convention:
(8) "Archipeh(11.c State" meons a St8t~ ccnn t i tu ted liholly. br._<?ne or IlIOI'I)
archipelagos and may include other iS~8nds;-
(b) "Archipelago" means a group of islands, includ ine: parts of islands t
interconnecting vaters and other natural features which are so closely interrelated
that such islands, va te ra and other natural featureG, f orm an intrinsic geographic.l,
~conomic and political enti~, or ~hich historically have been ~garded aa such.
Article 47
Archipelagic baselines
1. An archipelagic State may draw straight ar~hipelagic baselines joiniQg tbe
outenuost pointe of ~he outermost islands and drying roef a .of the archipelago
prOvided··that ....ithin such bsselines are included the main islands and an area in
....hich·tha·-ratioo!- 'the area of the ....ater to the area of the land, including atolls,
is between--one to one and nine to one •
. ~---- - ~- -~ - - . .
2. The length of such baselines shall not exceed 100 nau.~ical m;+es. pxcept
that up to three per cent of the total number of baselines enclosing any archipel.go
1118)" exceed "that-leligth',upto' ~-'~~ii.mtiiD iengtfiorns- nautical'-miloa.
3. The drawing o[ such baseLinea shall not dl3part to any appreciable extent
from the general configuration of the archipelago.
4. Such baselines shall not be drawn to and from low-tide elsvations, unless
ligb~oU8e8 or 8im~lar installations ....hich are permanently above sea level have 'boea
built on them or whare a lo_tide elevation is aitus ted ....holly or partly at a disunce
not excoeding the breadth of the territorial sea from the n~areat island.
5. The system of such baselines shall not be applied by an archipelagio Sut.
in such a manner 8S to cut off [rom tho high seas or the exclusive economic zone
the territorial S8a of another State.
6. The archipelagic State shall c~~arly indic3.t.e_ suc~"l?al!el~e6 OIl._oh.r:t. of
a scale or scales adequu te [or determining them.. The archi~lagic State shall give
due.puDl·lc-i ty to such charts and sha11 deposita copy of ea ch such chart vith the
Secretai-Y-General -of ' tho United Nations.
7. If a certain part of the archipelagic water of an arcr~pelagic State lie.
between two parts of an immediately adjacent neighbouring State, eXisting ri.;bts .nd
a"l other legit"iiia t e interests ."hich the latter Sts te 113s traditionally exercised in
such "'eters and all rights stipulatod under agreement between ~hose States shall
continue and be respected.
/ ....
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B. For the purpos es of computing the ratio of WElter t o land under paragraph 1,
land areas may Lnc Iude ua te re lying v i thin the fringinc: r ecf o of islands and a to l Lo ,
including that part of n steep-sided oceani c p1 3t e~u wh ich i s e ncl os ed or nearly
enclosed by a chain of limestone i al and s and drfin e,- r e2fs lying- on the p,-rimcter of
the ple teau.
l.rticle·~
Measurement of the brea9~~o~!P~ t~rr i t9 rla l G0~e con t i gu ou s zonc,
the exclusive economlC "one and the contln(:ntal shel f
The bread th of the t erri torial s oa , t h ., cont iguou s zone I the ex c lus i ve econo mi c
zone and the con t inen t a l shelf shall 1:' 0 mea sured f rom tho ba selines d ravn in
accordance with article 47.
Ar ti c-le: ~ 9 )d
Juridical atatu3 of a r ch i od Cl g lc lInters, of t he a i r s poce
over archipelagic waters and of their bed Dnd subsoil
.~ \ \..t- , .....)... I _ ... _ '.' ' . , v • ,\. \ _ ~""' " \ ~
1. The sovereignty of an archi.pe Lag i,c Sta 1,8 e x t ends to the va tcr-s enclosed
bJ the baaellnes, described as ElrcniPcTagi c va t e ra , re ga rd Lese of thai; depth or
distance from the coast.
2. This sovereignty extends to the air spa ce over the archipelagi~water3,
the bed and aUbsoif-therc of, and the r esources con t a i ned therein.
3. This sovereignty is exercised subject to this Part.
4. The regime of archipelagic sea l anes passage estaulished in this Part shall
not in other respects affect the status of the arch ipelarr i c waters, including the
sea lanes, or the exercise by the archipela gic State of its s o ve r e i gn ty over such
waters and their air space, bed and subsoil, and the resources contained therein.
Ar t.icl e 50
Delimitation of int8rnal Haters
\h t h i n its archipelagic wa t e r s , the a r'ch i pe La g i c State may draw closing lines
for the delimitation of i.n t e rne L va te r-u , in accordance Vlith article s 9, 10 and 11.
Articl e 51
Exi s t i ng :~';Teelt'? n t G ! t~'lditional f ,shi!1« rights
2nd cXi.;, t i ng s ubma r i ne cableG
1. Without prejudi ce to or~: ~ l~ ~ 9 , a rch ipe l agic S ta tc~ sha ll respec t existing
agreements with other S t o t c .: and ~lf::J~ l ' ~ ' L ,) gn i ':: t rad i t i onol f i uh i.ng' rights and other
legitimate a c t i v i t i c a of U" immcdi. !,t. ' Ly ud j a n.n t nf)i~hl )ourinC' States in certain areas
falling within archipel a gic va t .c r u , The t o rms a nd conditions of the exercise of
sucn.rights and ac t i v i t i e s , incl ud i ng the na tu ro , tne exte nt and the areas to which
they apply, shall, at the r e que st of any of th,' Sta tes co nce rned , be regulat ed by
bilateral agreements be twc en thet:J. Such right s s ha Ll not be transferred to or
shared with third Sta t oa OT' their no t iona I.u ,
2. Archipelagic State s nha l l respec t e x ist ing s ubma r i ne cabl es laid by other
States and passing through th~ ir waters without rooking a landfall. Archipelagic
States shall permit the ma i n tvnan ce an d r<? placcmcnt of such cabl e s upon receiving
due notice of the location of su ch cabl ~ s and theintentlon to repair or replace them.
Source: Revised Informal Negotiating Composite Text. United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. April 1980.
/ ...
/' -- '.
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND FILMS
BIBLICGRAPHIES
Ocean Education Project and United Methodist Law of the Sea Project Joint
Publications. Materials both general and detailed . All focused on UNCLOS.
Oceans: Our Continuing Frontier - Source Book, A Project of Courses by
Newspaper, University Extension - University of California, San Diego,
funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities, 1976. Science, arts,
Law of Sea, commerce, teaching materials, etc.
The Sp.a: A Select Bibliography on the Legal, Political, Economic and
Technological Aspects, 1975-1976. U.N. Sales Publication Number:
E/F/76. 1.6 . Price: $2.50. U.N. Document Number: ST/LIB/SER.B/2l.
Find your own materials. Universities around the country teach subjects
such as fish management, Law of the Sea, resource management and conserva-
tion in departments of political science, Law, public affairs, economics,
geology, oceanography, international relation, etc. The U.S. government
supports Sea Grant Colleges* through the Department of Commerce (12 Sea
Grant Colleges, appro x. 10 college institutional programs, and other
research in five more programs). Check your nearest university for
course listings and call the professor for reading lists. Among the
universities studying ocean problems are: Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, Univ. of Rhode Island (coastal zone management), Univ. of
Hawaii, Villanova University, American University, Georgetown Univ.,
Univ. of Southern California - Los Angeles, Univ. of Miami, Univ . of
Washington, Univ. of De1eware, and Univ. of Louisana, and the Johns Hop-
kins School of Advanced International Studies in Washington, D.C.
"A Common Heritage" -- 17 minute filmstrip by the United Methodist Church
on the Law of the Sea Conference. Strong on UNCLOS information and values.
Available for sale: $7.50. Write: Service Center, 7820 Reading Rd., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45237.
"Second Chance-Sea" -- 10 minute coloranimatedfilm (music soundtrack only)
produced by Faith Hubley and Hubley Studio. Distributor: Pyramid Films.
Fast-moving history of sea emphasizing the "gold rush" to mine and harvest
the sea with resulting territorial conflicts and harm to the sea. Impres- -
sionistic.
"Seaweeds" -- 22 minute color film produced by the National Film Board of
Canada. Distributor: McGraw-Hill films. Background on general types of
seaweed harvested, its industrial and popular uses and the need for continued
research.
"Who Owns the Sea" -- 49 minute color film produced and distributed by the
Canadian Broadcasting Company. Nations scramble to protect their "rights"
to sea resources as new technology depletes ocean resources.
"Pastures of the Sea" -- 6 minute color film produced by Audio Productions .
Introduces material on underwater food chains. Distributor: Doubleday
Multimedia 1975.
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Colleges-
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~ Ne w England Ports
Port Development and Revitalization
Since Colonial days, the ports of New England have been a vital
link in the economy of the Northeast. The trade that flowed, and to:
an extent continues to flow, through these ports reached beyond the
various domestic locations to areas around the world.
The current volume, commodity, type, and destination of New
England trade has changed considerably through the years and specifically
since World War II. Other modes of transportation have impacted the
ports and port structures of New England. Great changes can be observed
in the kinds of manufactured products from New England, the type and
capacity of ships calling at the New England ports, and even the very
status of the US Merchant Marine and the labor segment of the port
f e c i.La t a ee ,
The following unit is based on information and data gathered ' by
the ~ew ~ngland River Basins Commission as part of an extensive study
of 6p~c~iic New England ports. The Student Activities are designed
to collaborat with this data. Additional information may be obtained
from specific Departments and Agencies that are concerned with this
port.
Throughout the study of this port section, students are advised
to keep in mind two fundam~ntal themes which will enhance their
contemporary study of New England ports. The first theme involves
the contributions of each specific port to the New Egnaldn area. This
will include th~ hinterland on the domestic scene and the wider inter-
national impact of this trade pattern,if this latter information is
available. The second major theme which is basic to the study of New
England ports is the changing aspe ct of the land use in the port areas.
There are many reasons for such changes includir.g the dynamic needs
and desires of . the specific urban areas, changing maritime technologies
from super ships requiring greater channel depths, and/or containeri-
zation which may require such great changea"both landward and seaward,
that a new port area may in some instances have to be developed.
The student is encouraged to research the historic changes of
specific port areas. This could be the basis for a contrasting, as
Port Development and Revitalization
well as a more comprehensive view of the port area. It should become
apparent that many coastal areas particularly urban areas have under-
gone significant revitalization and renewal programs in the past few
decades. Many of these projects have attempted to reconstruct the
port areas to resemble earlier times.
- .
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I. INTRODUCTION
The objectiv~s of Tasks 4.2 and 4.3 are to identify the pre-
ferred role of the New England port system and to depict im-
plementable objectives for achieving this identified role.
Recommendations have been formulated from the public partici-
pation of two NERBC-sponsored workshops and from several back-
ground reports from the Ports and Harbors Program including:
Task 1.1
Task 1. 2
Task 1. 3
Task 1.4
Task 2.2
"Analysis of Relevant Regional Economic,
Trade and Comrnodi ty Trends"
"Cargo flow Projections for New England
Ports"
"Competitive Position of the New England
Port 5y s t em"
"Technological and Economic Trends Affect-
ing New England Ports"
"Estimated Throughput Capacity of Existing
Port Facilities" .
Ports essentially mirror the economies they serve. This report
is both a statement which describes this basic reflection, and
a guide that presents a logical direction for New England ports
during the next S·to 15 years. The overall concern is the
local and systemic improvement of commercial port efficiency
in the region.
1
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The preferred New England port system role is to provide
port serVices for New England cargo, both imported to and
exported from the region (and, concommitantly, to lower
the transportation costs for the region).
2. In order to provide the necessary port services, the fol-
lowing objectives are recommended:
• To provide appropriate facilities for New England's
general cargoes (which are increasingly containerized)
by supporting:
(a) a -c on t a i n e r load center at Boston; and
(b) container feeder services at two well-located
ports--one to the north of Boston, and one to
the south.
• To provide appropriate facilities for New England's
bulk (scrap, salt, limestone, etc.) and neo-bulk
cargoes (lumber, steel, automobiles, etc.) by sup-
porting an approach which emphasizes flexibility of
port facilities for handling cargoes and responsive-
ness to market forces:
All of New England's ports should assess their
individual hinterlands, strengths, and opportuni-
ties.
Once most realistic opportunities are identified,
each port should concentrate on providing port
services for those cargoes it handles most effi-
ciently.
3. Overall strategies
• The overriding assumption is to provide socio-eco-
nomic benefits to the region. Therefore, a New Eng-
land port strategy should be directed to:
(a) increase cargo flows, where possible; and
(b) where increases are not significant, commu-
nities should look to other means of economic
revitalization.
2
Resource claims have been of paramount importance to the develop-
ing nations from the outset of the negotiations. Offshore oil
and fishery potential are seen as a step toward bridging the gap
between themselves and the industrialized nations. By acquiring
the right to control and manage exploitation of fishery resources
out to 200 miles, the coastal state will be able to protect the
livelihood of its fishermen, less technologically-advanced than
those of the distant-water fishing nations, and to increase do-
mestic protein supplies by increasing their own annual harvest.
Controlling the entry of foreign fishermen into the area will
permit them to acquire foreign exchange from license fees and to
bargain for the kinds of technical and financial assistance
which will build appropriate or indigenous* fishing and fish pro-
cessing capabilities.
1977: PIECING TOGETHER THE PUZZLE
Coming out of the August-September, 1976, session, there were two
major unresolved questions in Committee II: the status of the
waters of the economic zone, and the criteria to be used in fixing
boundaries between opposite or adjacent states - boundaries of
the territorial sea, the economic zone and the continental shelf.
The legal status of economic zone waters may seem one of those
obscure, irrelevant topics, but to the U.S. and other maritime
nations it is of major importance. If the waters are c0nsidered
high seas, ships and aircraft are virtually free to conduct any
activities there except those specifically controlled by the
coastal nation. At the other extreme, if the waters are deemed
territorial seas, ships alone receive the limited right of inno-
cent passage.*
Only a few nations claim that economic zone waters should be
territorial seas, but there is a general sentiment in the Con-
ference to declare them a zone sui generis; that is, a unique
zone specifically spelled out by the new rights and responsibil-
ities of coastal states in the Law of the Sea treaty. In this
way, for instance, the rights of the coastal state to enact and
enforce pollution controls in the zone, and the rights of the
coastal state to control marine scientific research there -
issues discussed in Committee III of the Conference - will be
incorporated into the economic zone concept. A compromise to
this effect was successfully worked out in 1977 in an informal
negotiating group .
Boundary delimitation between states hinges on whether priority
is to be placed on equitable principles, or on the method in-
volving the median or equidistant line drawn between two coun-
tries. The dispute between Greece and Turkey over who acquires
what part of the continental shelf in the Aegean Sea illustrates
the different effects of applying the two principles. Greek
islands dot the whole of the Aegean virtually up to the Turkish
coast. A line equidistant between the two countries would there-
fore place almost the complete continental shelf under Greek
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*indigenous-
native
*innocent passage-
fo r mor e information,
s ee pages V - 4,
and III - 34&35.
omic dislocation for a State other than the state of origin." The
nation in whose coastal waters catadromous species spend the great-
er part of their life cycle is to manage them and they may only
be harvested within the economic zone. In both cases, if the
fish in question migrate through the economic zone of another
nation, nations shall cooperate in management.
OTHER ISSIIES FOR CClt11IillE II
MARINE MAMALS
The Law of the Sea Conference has addressed the problem of marine mam-
mal conservation as a marginal issue. In the draft text, the status
quo is maintained by recognizing the present right of coastal states
and international organizations, as appropriate, "to prohibit, regulate
and 1imit the exploitation of marine mammals." This does reinforce
worldwide recognition that marine mammals may be considered different
from fish and that criteria other than full uti1ization* (for maximum
harvesting of protein) may be used to set conservation guidelines.
However, because marine mammals are also considered migratory species
like tuna, nations could find legal justification for full exploita-
tion of whales in areas under their jurisdiction. Informed U.S.
participants in International Whaling Commission (IWC) meetings in-
dicate that these provisions will probably neither help nor harm im-
mediate conservation efforts.
But should we just mark time? No. Marine mammals should be dropped
from the list of highly migratory species and the articles on marine
mammals should be strengthened to protect the species.
-Arthur Paterson III
THE LAND LOCKED AND GEOGRAPHICALLY DISADVANTAGED"it
Two other resource equity issues at stake in the Law of the Sea Con-
ference are the arrangements agreed to for participation by land-
locked and geographically disadvantaged states in the resources in
the economic zone, and the extent of coastal state jurisdiction
over the continental margin* in those cases where it extends beyond
200 miles.
According to the common heritage of humankind's principles, all na-
tions have a right to participate in ocean exploitation and the
division of marine resources. Land-locked states are more tied to
the sea than one might imagine. They are often completely dependent
on ocean-borne trade for their economic survival. Some of them have
fished for years under the principle of the freedom of the high seas
beyond narrow belts of coastal state jurisdiction, and some are
dependent on this catch to aid in feeding their peoples.
Since 1974, the Conference has included a group of land-locked and
geographically disadvantaged states. This group has grown more
active and vociferous in its demands. There are 29 land-locked
nations and the total group now consists -of 52 members, potentially
a blocking third of the Conference on any vote taken. The follow-
ing is a list of these nations:
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Western Europe
Austria
Liechtenstein
Switzerland
Eastern Europe
Byelorussian S.S.R.
Czechoslovakia
Hungary
Asia
Afghanistan*
Bhutan*
Laos*
Mongolia
Nepa1*
LAND-LOCKED NATIONS
Holy See
Luxembourg
San Marino
Afri ca
Botswana
Burundi*
Central African Empire*
Chad*
Lesotho*
Malawi*
Mali*
Niger*
Rwanda*
Swaziland
Uganda
Upper Volta*
Zambia
Latin America
Bolivia
Paraguay
*among the 24 least-developed nations as identified by the United Nations
STATES WITH SMALL CONTINENTAL MARGINS ANO/OR ECONOMIC ZONES
Less than 1 ,000
sguare miles
Belgium
Iraq
Jordan
Singapore
Togo
Zaire
1,000-5,000 square
miles
Albania
Bahrain
Un ited Repub 1i c
of Cameroon
German Democratic
Republic
Kuwait
Monaco
Syria
5,00 0- 10,000
square miles
Bulgaria
Congo
Benin
Gambia
I s rae 1
Lebanon
Poland
Qatar
Romania
Yemen
,
,
DEVELOPING COASTAL STATES WHICH CAN CLAIM NO EXCLUSIVE
ECONOMIC ZONE OF THEIR OWN
Iraq
Jordan
Singapore
Zaire
Source: "The Role of the Geographically Disadvantaged States in the
Law of the Sea." Lewis M. Alexander and Robert D. Hodgson. The
San Diego Law Review. March~ 1976. Vol. 13~ No.3.
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An agreement seems possible on these major issues. Coastal states
may agree to let land-locked states transit their territory using
their railway and port facilities, but the price will be high.
Coastal states insist that land-locked states must grant them a
similar right of transit through the land-locked state's terri-
tory for almost any reason. The land-locked states feel this is
unfair because they need transit for a specific purpose; i.e.,
access to the sea. If they must allow the coastal state to tran-
sit their territory at any time, then they will always feel threa-
tened. What many of these countries have overlooked, however, is
that European states make a large sum of money every year just
through transit fees. The fall, 1976, session of the Law
of the Sea Conference hammered out more satisfactory provisions
on transit rights, which remained unchanged in 1977.
On living resources sharing, coastal states have most recently
offered land-locked states preferential access* to harvest a
portion of the fish catch that the coastal state does not catch -
the surplus - and the possibility of other sharing arrangements
even if there is no surplus. These compromise articles, as well
as those on transit .. served as the basis of negotia-
tion at the spring, 1977, meeting.
Coastal states have so far refused to share any oil and gas re-
sources found in the offshore seabed area within 200 miles with
land-locked states. Provisions for revenue-sharing from oil ex-
ploitation beyond 200 miles are dismissed by many of the land-
locked. They claim that minimal oil resources beyond 200 miles
and the long time lag before they will be commercially exploit-
able render this "gift" worthless. (For sharing possibilities,
see the following section on the continental margin.)
AN INTERNATIONAL CODE
Perhaps the most important point in all land-locked states' argu-
ments is that they want their rights codified in the international
treaty. The latest version of the texts only provides the possi-
bility of transit and exploitation with terms and conditions to be
worked out through bilateral, regional and sub-regional arrange-
ments. Land-locked states know that if they do not have a recog-
nized right to these vital claims, they can be blackmailed and
threatened with economic strangulation at any time and for any
reason solely at the whim of the coastal state. It has happened
before. One informal suggestion put to Conference delegates was
that principles of access and participation in resources be stated
in the treaty, and that resort to third-party, binding dispute
settlement procedures be required if within a certain time limit
arrangements among the states concerned do n~t come to fruition.
In a change of heart during the 1977 session, the land-locked and
geographically-disadvantaged nations decided that perhaps they didn't
want rights codified in the international treaty. Since they are
not satisfied with the rights they would receive as the provisions
now stand, they may prefer to accept the more flexible bilateral and
regional approach. If their rights to "surplus" fish are set in con-
crete in the treaty, once the coastal nation achieves the capability
to recover all of the annual harvest, they would be entitled to no-
thing under the new international law.
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( STATES WITH A LENGTH OF COASTLINE EXCEEDING 5,000 KILOMETERS*
Length of coastline
Country (1 ,000 nauti ca1 miles)
*kilometer-. 6
mi'les
U.S.S.R.
Indonesia
Australia
United States
Canada
Phil i ppi nes
Mexico
Japan
Brazi 1
People's Republic
of China
New Zealand
India
United Kingdom
Chil e
23
20
15
12
11
7
5
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
Source: "New Information on Worldwide Seabed Resources",
John P. Albers and Richard F. Meyer . Ocean Management,
2 (1), March, 1974.
STATES WITH LIMITED COASTLINES
(
.... .'
Less than 100 miles
Bahrain
Barbados
Belgium
Congo
Benin
Gambia
Grenada
Iraq
Jordan
r~a 1ta
Mauriti us
Monaco
Nauru
Sao Tome e Principe
Singapore
Syria
Togo
Zaire
100-200 miles
Albania
Bulgaria
United Republic
of Cameroon
El Salvador
Equatorial Guinea
German Democratic
Republic
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200-500 miles
Bangladesh
Cambodia
Cape Verde Islands
Como ro Is 1ands
Cos ta Ri ca
Cyprus
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
Federal Republic of
Germany
Gabon
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau
Guyana
Honduras
Ivory Coast
Jamaica
Kenya
Li beri a
r1a 1dt ves
r~aur; tani a
Nicaragua
Nigeria
Pakistan
Poland
Qatar
Senegal
Sierra Leone
Sudan
((
REVENUE SHARING
The emerging compromise on this exclusive jurisdiction issue,
though strongly disputed by some of the land-locked and geograph-
ically disadvantaged states, seems to be that beyond 200 miles the
coastal states will acquire exclusive continental margin juris-
diction in return for which they will be obliged to share a stated
percentage of the value or volume of the resources exploited there
with the rest of the international community. A maximum amount
of five percent of the value seems to have been the limit of-
fered so far - a figure stemming from a U.S. proposal in Geneva.
This fall in New York, a greater number of nations voiced sup-
port for the principle of revenue-sharing than had previously
done so. The five percent figure was included in the rCNT pro-
duced in 1977. After the first five years of production, it will
advance from one percent to five percent within five years.
At the fall, 1976, session, delegates first discussed how a revenue-
sharing scheme would operate. They identified points to include
in a revenue-sharing scheme:
'the possibility of revising the rate of contributions
formula;
'the possibility of varying contributions according to a
nation's l~vel of economic development, or even exempting
the poorest nations:
'how to determine the beneficiaries; and
'which agencies shall be responsible for collection and
distribution - whether regional or international develop-
ment institutions such as the World Bank, the Inter-Ameri-
can Development Bank, and/or the International Seabed
Authority.*
The United States insists that all nations' margin areas
beyond 200 miles be subject to revenue-sharing obligations.
The 1977 ICNT states that contributions will be administered by
the International Seabed Authority, and that developing nations
which are net importers of a continental shelf mineral resource
will be exempt from payments for that resource.
Vanderbilt University law professor Jonathan I. Charney
estimates that by 1980 the annual value of seabed Ail pro-
duction will rest at $100 billion. Half of this will
probably occur beyond the 12-mile territorial sea limit.
Charney suggests that a 10% royalty on the value of oil
produced between the 200-meter depth mark (which generally
occurs about 50 miles from shore) and the edge of the margin
could yield $1 billion annually by 1980 and nearly $3 billion
annually by the year 2000.
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Professor Richard N. Gardner of Columbia University suggested in
a ~arch 14, 1975, New York Times article that in order to chan-
nel substantial funds to international development purposes, an
additional small percentage royalty of, say, two percent of the
value of production should be placed on seabed oil production be-
tween 12 miles and 200 meters (app. 50 miles). By 1985 this could
add about $800 million a year to the $1 billion cited by Charney
from production seaward of 200 meters. (Charney's estimates on
revenue-sharing funds from deep seabed manganese nodule mining
beyond national jurisdiction run from only $76 to $118 million a
year by 1980, even with 50% sharing of profits.)
-James Bridgman
WHERE roES THE CONTINENTAL MARG IN END?
Another aspect of the margin issue at the Law of the Sea Conference
is how to define its limits; that is, where national jurisdic-
tion over the seabed ends and international jurisdiction begins.
The alternatives have been refined to include a measurement of
sediment thickness and/or a fixed distance measurement from the
foot of the continental slope,* possibly 60 miles. In 1977 the
Conference adopted a proposal to have the U.N. Secretariat prepare
a preliminary study showing on maps and figures the difference jn
area between various methods used to define the outer limit.
ISLANDS
On islands, the Law of the Sea draft text now reads that islands
that cannot sustain human habitation or economic life may not lay
claim to any economic zone or continental shelf. Ths provision
is of particular interest to the United Kingdom in its fight to
establish jurisdiction over uninhabited Rockall and the poten-
tially vast offshore oil resources there.
ARCHIPELAGOES*
Arguments over the claims of archipelagoes to sovereignty over
their island complex have been partially resolved. The main pro-
blem is defining international rights of navigation and overflight
within these areas. A new concept of unimpeded archipelagic sea-
lanes passage, virtually identical to transit passage through inter-
national straits, has been elaborated in the draft texts. The
ar-cht pel aqic state would designate sealanes and air routes for
foreign craft. In 1977 the disagreement over the width of these
corridors was resolved by specifying that axis lines shall define
the sealanes; ships and aircraft may not deviate by more than 25
miles on either side of the lines. A'changed provision in the
1977 ICNT permits archipelagic states to enclose more waters as
internal waters.
NON-SF! E-r~ERNING TERRITORIES
Inhabitants of territories which have not gained self-governing
status are to receive all the rights recognized or established
in the treaty and to exercise them for their own benefit to meet
their own needs. That is, the rights are not to be infringed upon
by the metropolitan power* administering or occupying the terri-
tory. In the case of disputed areas such as the Malvinas (Falk-
land) Islands claimed by both the United Kingdom and Argentina,
rights are not to be exercised until the dispute is settled.
-Lee ": i ..:l':>all
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SECTION 4. DEVELOPMENT OF iilllSOURCES 02 T3E AREA
Article 1'10
Policies relating to activities in the Area
Activities in the Axea shall, as specifically proviQed ll1 this Part, be
cazrded out in such a manner as to foster heal thy development of the world, e conomy
and balanced growth......QLj.,Ilternational trade, and to promote Lnte rnational co-operation
for the over-alidevelopment of all countries, especially -the--deve-roping-'St:l.--tes-aiid- -
wi th a. vie\-l to ensuring:
(a) orderly and s~e development and rational management of the ze souzce a
vl the Area, including the efficient conduct of activities in 'llie Area and, in
accordance with sound principles of conservation, the avoidance of unnecess~r
-taste j
(b) the expansion of opportunities for participation in such activities
:;ons i s t en t parti:~arly~i th articles 144 and 148 j ' - "
( c) participation in revenue s by the Authori t:y and the transfer of
technology to the Enterprise and developing States as provided for in this
.onventaom
(d) the increase in the availabili t:y of the minerals produced from the
:esource:o:l of the Area as nae de d 1.:1 ccnjunctd.on with IllinC;ru.ls produced from
)ther sources, to ensure supplies to consUmers of such minerals;
(e) the promotion of j~t and s~ble prices remunerative to producers and
~air to consumers for minerals produced both from the resources of the Area and
.zom other sources, and promoting long term equilibrium be tveen supply and.
.emand :
(f) the enhancing of opportunities !.Q~_all States Partie::3, irrespective
)f theiJ:..§q£~d economic systems or geographi:'cal location, to varticipate in
;11e development .or--tinf-:- re-source s · 'or 'the Area and preventing monopo.Ld.za td.on of
.cti.,i ties , in ,~..,Are a ;
(g) the protection of developing countries from adverse effects on ~ir
conomies or on their export earnings resulting from a reduction in the price
,f an affected mineral, or in the volume of that mir...eral e::ported, to the extent
.ha t such reductions are caused by activities in the Area, as proviJ..ed in
.rticle 151 j
(h) the development of the common herit~ for the benefit of m.a.nkind as a
"hole; and . ._---- -_._-_.
'-'(i) conditions of access to markets for the imports of m:L."1crals produced
:r om the resources of the Area and for imports of commodities produced from
,uch miner31s shall not be more favourable than the most favourable applied
:0 im,?orts from other source s ,
Source: Revised Informal Negotiating Composite Te.t. United Nations
Conference on the Law of the Sea. April 1980.
Article 11)1
Production Dolicies
L \.'i·~::out prejudice to the ob je cci.ve c sec iorJ';:'l :'_:1 2:':·:;:.cJ.::l J.,)Q ~.c~. :ro~ t::e
of ir.lplemcnting the provisions of article 150, subparagraph (<;), the b.UthOrit'JI
acting through existing forums or such new arrangements or <J.greements as ~ 1:<1
appropria te, in which all interested parties, including bo th l1rotlucers and
consumers, .participate , shall take measures necessary to promote the growth,
efficiency ana stability of markets for those commodities produced from the
resoUIces clf the Area, at prices remunerative to producers and ftir to COnSUIr.eI
All States Parties shall co-operate to this end. The Authority ~h.:l11 -have the
to participate in any commodity conference dealing with those commodities and i;
which all interested parties including both produce rs and concumexs participate
The Authority shall have the right to become a party to any such 2.rrangement or
a.grceI!1ent rcsul ting from such conferences as are referred to above. The partie:
by the Authority in any organs established under the arrant;emcnts or agreements
referred to above shall be in respect of production in the Area and in accordaa
\..-ith the rules of proceduxe established for such organs. The Authority shall c
out itc obligations under such arrangements or agree me n t ::; in a raanne r vru.ch assi
a uniform and non-discriminatory implementation in respect of all production ~
the Area of the uinerals concerned. In doing so, the Authori t;y sha.Ll, act in a
manner consistent ....-i th the terms of existing con tracts and appxovc d plans of ""0:
of the Enterprise.
2. n,'.::L...,S' an :u.,·,;&rW -period sI'ecificll .:.r. st:.~)?!~~_: ..:::,.):l >.: I (;'-,:J.:.le::,cic>J. pr:
shall not be undertaken pursuant to an approved plan of t-IOr!: u.."ltil an operatcr :
applied for ~d has been issued a production authorization from the Authority m
a period begi.nning not more than five years prior to tlle planned commoncement OJ
commercial production under that plan of '....0I:k unl.e ss the Authori t'</ prescribes
another period in its rules and :regulations having :regard to the na tu.rc and t:i:ci
of projec't development. In this connexion, the Authority shall adopt appropriat
porfol."lnance requirements in accordance with article 17 of annex III. In his
application for tho authorization, the operator shall specify the annual quazrti t
of nicl:el expected to be recovered under the approved plan of \-forl:. The applica
shall include a schedule of expondi tuxes to be undertaken subsequent to receivi.D.g
authorization by tho operator reasonably calculated to a.Ll.ov hirl to begin comr.c:
production on the date planned. The Authority shall issue a :9~oduction authoril
for the level of production applied for unless tM sum of tha t level and the lev
already authorized exceeds the nickel production ceiling, as caLcu.La ted pursuant
subparagraph (b) in the year of issuance of the authorization, (luring a:ay yeaz 0
planned production falling \li thin the interim period. ~."hen issued, 1::.10 producti-
authorization aIld approved application shall become a ~art of tile a~proved plan
,lOr!: •
(a) The interim period shall begin five years prior to 1 Januazy of the ye
in which 1±e earliest commercial production is planned to comnence unde r an appr
plan of work. In the event that the earliest commercial prod.uction is d.elayed b
the yea; originally planned, the begimli.."'lg of the interim period and the product
ceil.i.nG" origiI'..ally calculated shall be adjusted accordi.l~ly. Tl.:.e interim period
sna.Ll, last 25 years or until the end of the Review Conz'e ronce =e:e",_sd. to in
ax~ic:~ ~55 ~r ~'ti~ ~he iay ~hen 3UC.~ ~ew arr~~men~z 0r aG~ccmen~s a~ are
referred to in paragraph 1 ence r Ln to force, ·..rhici1ever Ls earliest. The .iu1±or::.
shall resume the power provided in this par3.e'"Taph for the rel:l2.inder of the Lrrtaz
period if the said arrangements or agreements should Lapce or become ineffec-:ive
for aJ17," reason vha t soevaz i
n _
_.--.--
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(b)
:he year
ce l ov:
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
T:.'1e production ceiling for any year of the Lnte ram pe r i od begin."lirlB' vi th
of the earliest commercial production shall be the GUO of (i) and (ii)
The difference between the trend line values for anrma.L nicl:el consumption,
~E calculated pursuant to this subparagraph, for the year' ~diately prior
to .the year of the earliest commercial production and the year immediately
prior to the commencement of the interim De~iod; plus
Si;c~' per cent of the difference be tween the trend line values for nickel
consumption, as calcUlated: pursuant to this su0paza.ara~h~ ~or the year for
\lhich the production authorization is being applied for and the year
icoediately prior to the year of the ~arliest commercial production;
Trend .line values used for computing the nicl:el !Jroduction ceili~
pursuarrt to this subparagraph shall be those annuaL nickel consumption
values on a trend line computed during the year in vha.ch a production
authorization is issued. The trend line shall be derived from a linear
regression of the logarithms of actual nickel consumption for the most
recent 15-year period for which such data are available, time being the
independent variable. This trend line shall be referred to as the
original trend line.
If the annual rate of increase of the origi nal trend line is less
than 3 per cent, then the trend line used to de tc rrai.ne the quanti tie s
l'Cferred to in (i) and (ii) shall instead be one pa~sing through the
original trend line at the value for the first year of the relevant
l5-year period, and increasing at 3 1.l0:>: I.:~:~"~ I".nnua11y. Providnd.
however that the production ceilin~ established for any year of the
interim period may not in a.rry case exceed the differtll:co be tvaen the
original trend line value for that year and the origi.na.l trend line
value for the year immediately prior to the commoriccmerrt of the interim
period.
,(c) 1:.1e;"uthori ty shall re serve for produc 'cion by tho En wrprise for its
1. 'tial use a quanti t:y of 3a ,OCO tons of ru.cke L from the avaa l.abLc prouuc"tion ceiling
l.culated pursuant to subparagraph (b);
(d) If, pursuant to SUbparagraph (b), the ope~ator's ap~lication for an
:horization La denied, the operator may reap!'ly to the Authori"t'J at arry time;
(e) An opera tor may in any year produce 10 ss than or up to G per cent more
.n that Le vo L of annual production of minerals from nodules s~ocified in his
d~ction authorization, provided that the over-all ~ount of ~~o~uction sl1all
exceed t.'1at specified in the author-i.zatd.on , Arry i.ncrc aac over 8 per cent
up to 20 per cent in any year or any increase L'1 the third and subsequent
r~ following two consecutive years in which increases 0ccur cl~ll be negotiated
~ the Authority, which may require th= operator to obt.J..i..'1 ~ supplemcn~J
~~cti~n au~ori=ation to cover additional 9ronuc"tion. ~pplications :or s~ch
~ , -.~O l"" ~ ~ ~· ~r~,.tac"':ion sna.Ll, ce :ake~ ''::0 1;-.:- :~·_c .~u~~~=-:. ~.- j~2..~r ...:..1'-tc= '1.1.1 ~e~dL-:.g• __ •__ ... ..,~.J _ -- _ 0./ . , ..
:_i ca t i Ons ''';;T operatcrs vho nave not 'Jet rece i.vcd ~rQd.l.:.c-:ion 2.u~~ori=ations have
1 acted unon and clue account has been "taken of o tne r li:.~~lJ applicants. The
:ori+:'J sh~l1 be guided by the prir..ciple of not e::ccccli.llG the to ta.l, produc tc.cn
.wod unde r the production l.i:n.i.tation in a..'1y year of :.1'.0 intcrim 'ge~iod.. It shall
authorize the production under any plan of ",or!:, of 2.. quanti t:" in e::cess of
GO tons of ni~~e1 per year.
- Sa -
(r) Tho Leve Ls of production of other metals such c.~ _csrp:,Je:;:. ,-_~o~al t and
manganc cc cxtr-ac ted from the nodules that aze recovered. P\4X:::;ua.l1"~ to a
prl,)J.lic·~iu-n-uuthoriza.til,)n should not be higher than those vhi.ch \/Ottlc.l have
been pro~ucec.l had the operator produced the maximum level oi ni~:el [rom tho~c
nodul.e o punsuant to this paragraph. The Authority shall c s tabLish rules and
regulations pursuant to articla 17 of annex III to implement tlill ~rovisions
of this suuparagraph.
3. The Authority shall have the power to limit the level of production or
minerals from the Aren, other than minerals from nodules, under such condi tioM
and applyine such methods as may be appropriate. Regulation~ adop to d by the
Authority pursuant to this ' provision will be subject to the procedure set forth
in article .... (entry into force of amendments to this Convention). ,
4. Follo\o;ing recommendations from the Council on the baai,o of advice from
the Economic Planning Commission, the Assembly shall establish a ~Jstcm of
compensation 'or other measures of economic adjustment as:::istance in.cl~
co-operation with specialized agoncies and o t hc r internatiol1.:l1 orIT~zations to
a::;:::;ist ~eveloping countries which suffer serious adverse cff~cts on their e:~ort
Ca.rrlll"lgS or e conomi.e s :resulting from a reduction in the price of an affectQd
mineral at ~ic-vorume of ~ral exported, to the extent that Guch ~duction is
caused "Jy activities in the Area. The Authority on rcq\.lCst shall initiate s tudic:
on the problems of those States which a..ra likely to be most :::eriously affected vi:
a vicw to minimizing their difficulties and assisting ti~m in their economic
adjuc tmcn t .
Article ill
Exercise of 'OQ\;Ci; bv t he Authori 1:'r
1. The Authori ty shall avoid discrimination in the cxcz-casc of its powers
and functions, includi.."lg the granting of opportunities for activi tic::: in tho Area.
'2 . Nevertheless, spacial consideration for dcvclopin~ States, including
particular consideration for the land-locked and googT:J.phically clL,advanta,ecd
among theo, specifically provided for in this Part sh.:l11 be pe~~ttcd.
Article 1'1-:;
Svstem of exploration 3Pd exn l oi t a t i on
1. Activi ties in the Area shall be organized, carried out and controlled 'a1
tha Authori t'J on behalf of mankind as a vhol,e L'1 accor-dance \"(ith the provisions of
this article as vc l.l, as other relevant provisions of this r~t and tho relevant
anne:.ccs, and the rules, regulations and procedures of tile Auti10rit'.: .
.2 . Activities L'1 the Area shall be carried out as ,rcscrilled in paragraph j
(a) by the Enterprise, and
(ll) in association with tile Authority by States Partieo oJ:Stateo ,Entities,
0r na-rural ·Jr .juri ci.ica l pc raons \o;hic~ cosse sa the nata.ona.Li.ry of Sta·;~s :'ar"':ies ):
azc cffcc1:ively con-crol2.L:Q. oy them or meir I14l.tionals, \o;nen sponsc'rcc, uy such Sta~
or any croup of the foregoing which meets "the rcqui.rcrlCnts provided in this Part
includinC annex III.
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3. Act.i.v i.t.i.c s in the Area shall be caczi.cd out in aCCOi:c'..:u.1CC v i th a formal
',!::i t tcn pLan of vo rk drawn up in acco rdanco \.Ii th annex III and approved by the
.ounc a.L :,.fter re vi.cv by the Legal and Technical Commission. In the case of
3.c'tivi ties in the Area carried out as authorized by the Aut~lOrit'J by the cnti tics
~?ccified in 9aragraph 2 (b), such a plan of work ~1all, in ~ccordance with
?::·~idc 3 of annex III, be in the form of a contract. ::;uch contracts may provi.de
:or joint 2.:;;r~.nccments in accordance with article 11 of annex III.
4. TI1e Authority shall exercise such control ove~ activities in tile Area as
.3 nc co saazy for the purpose of securing compliance Hi th the relevant provisions of
.a i s Pazrt and the annexes relating thereto, and the rules, reGUlations and proccduxos
[ the Au"'chori ty, and the plans of vcrk approve d in accord..ancc "Ii t:l par..~aph 3.
.t a te c Part i.c e shall assist the Authority by taking all ccacuzo e nc cc saary to ensure
ucn conrpl i.ancc in accordanco wi th article 139.
5. The Authority shall have the right to take a.t alJ;;' tioe any racacure s
rovi.dcd for under this Part to ensure compliance with its tc rna , and the
erf'ormancc of the func ta.oris of control and regulation aS3icncd to it theretmder
r undc r any contract. The Authority shall have the ri0'lt to ins?)ect all
1~t~11ations in the Area used in connexion with activitie8 in the ~a.
6.A contract tmder paragraph 3 shall provide for sc cuzzi,to] of tenure.
:cord.i.ngly, it shall not be revised, suspended or tc rmi.nated cxccp t Ln accordance
.m ~~icles 18 and 19 of annex III.
Article 15.1.
Peric(l1.c rcvtc,",
Cver;,r five years from the entry into force of this Convention, the Assembly
all tmde~ta.l::e a general and systematic review of the canner in ~/hich the
te rnat.i.cna.L refi"ime of the Area ~stablished in this Convention has operated in
acci.cc , En the light of the said review the Assembly rn.a,y adopt, ur recommend
a t other organs a.dopt, measures in accordance with the provisions and procedures
-c;lis Part and the a.rme::es relating thereto which. \/ill Le ad to the improvement of
~ ope ira tion of the reg-i.-me.
Article 1 '15
The Review Confe~~ce
1. Fifteen years from 1 January of "the year in \lhicll the earliest commercial
Jd.uction commences unda r an approved plan of work, the A~::;cmbly ::;hall convene a
:;"Cl.-ence for the revie...' of those provi::;ions of thi~ P<J.J:t arid, the re Levan t annexes
.ch ;3'OVClo"'Il the system of exploration and exploi tation of the resources of the Area.
: Conf'ezence shall consider in de tail, in the light of the expo rience acquired
~:"'''1G' that period, whether the provisions of this Part governiIlG the cys tem of
.Loxa td.on and exploitation of the resources of the Area nave ac.hieved their
is in all respects, including whe ther they have benefited manlctnd 80S a whole;
· ~.c:r , d~ing the l5-yeax ?eriod, reserved areas have been e::Vloited in an
':l:":ivc and caLanced '.•ay in comparison ·",ith .:1on-.ce::;erre<l aze aa ; '.lr.ether trie
-; _ : ;: :::::::: :.::~ '':.3': :;:: ::1.e ,,-.:..-ca ",.::.i :"1: .3 re souzce s ::a.ve ;~-=n :\..-:::'e1:·:~::n ':'.": cuca _
.::-:r as ':0 foster heal thy d.evelopment of the ·....orld e concny :J.Ilu.. ca.Lance d ~o",th of
~~tional trade; whether monopolization of activities ir. tile A-~a has been
verrted ; 'lhether the po Li.cd.e s set forth in articles 150 and ).51 have been
:::'lled; and vhe the r the system has resul ted in the equitable :::larinc of benefits
ce llerived from activities in the Area, tal~ing into ~<:lXticular considera.tion the
ere c t s and, needs of the developing States.
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2. The Conference shall ensure that the principles of the COL~on heriu.
ma nki.nd , the inter~tionD..l reGime desiGned to ensure its e qui, taole expLo i, tatio~
the benefit of <01.11 countries, e specially the deve Lcp i.ng States and an Authoritj
to conduct, organi.ze and control activities in the Area c re maintained. It sq
also ensure the maintenance of the pr i.nci.pLo c l.:!iJ. 1.10\'10 in this Part \lith reca:i
the exclusion of claims or exercise of sovereirrn~J over any part of the Area, ~
riGhts of States and their ::;eneral conduct in re·la tion to the Area, and their J
participa tion in exploration and exploitation of its resou:rces in confo:rmi ty vi..
this Convention,the prevention of monopolization of activities in the Area, ~e,
of the {Jea exclusively for peaceful purpose a , economic aspects of activi tie::. :i
the Area, scientific research, transfer of technology, protection of the mari~t
environment, and of human life, rights of coastal States, the lel3'11 sta.tu.s 01: 4
superjacent waters and air space and accOIIIIDoC:a tion betlt/een activities in the AJ:r!.:1·
dnd other activities in the marine environment.
3. The Conference shall establish its o~n rules of procedure. I
4. Five years after the commencement af the Rev Lew Conference, if a~ej
has not been reached on the system of expLora tion and exploitation of the resod
of the Area, the Conference may decide du:ring the ensuing ttrelve months, bya
tuo-thirds majority of the States Parties, to adopt and submit to the States Po.:f
for rati£ication, accession, or acceptance such amendments chanci~ or lDodi!yi~1
the system as it de tepnine s ne ce asary and appropriate. Such amendments shall :
enter into force for all States Parties n/elve months after the date of denositf
the instruments of ratification, accession, or acceptance by ~/o-thirds of· the ~
States .Pa r t i e s .
5. Amendments adopted by the Conference under the prov~s~ons of this
article shall not affect ri~hts acquired under e~~sting contracts.
- ---- - - ---_._- - _ .
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(g) Consideration and ~pprova1 of the budget of the Luthority on its su~
by the Council j
(h) Exalllnation of periodic reports from the Council and frau the Enterpri:
and of special reports requested froo the Council and from any other organs o! t
.lluthorit:yj
(i) Initiation of studies and recommendations for the purpose of prcmo~
int~rnational co-operation concexning activities in the axen and encouraging ~
progressive development of internatior~ law relating thereto and its codificati=
(j) Deciding upon the equi tabl e sharing of financial and other cccncrai,c bE:.
derived from activi ties in the Mea, consistent wi th the provisions of this
Convention and the rules, regulations and procedures of tho Authority;
(k) Consideration of problems of a general natura in connc:d.on wi th 3.ctivi~
in the Area in particular for developinG States, as ....011 as of such probl~s for
States in conne:x:i.on W'i th activi tics in' the Area as arc due to their gcocrraphical
location, includine land-locked and geographically disadvantaged countries;
(1) EstablisllIilent, upon the recommendation of the Council on the ba.sis of
advice frOI!l the Econonu,c Planning Cocoi.ssion of .a sys t em of coc.pensation as pro'r.
in article 151, paragra.ph 4;
(m) Suspension of oecbers pursuant to article 185;
(n) Discussion of any question or matter within the coapctcnco of the !.uti::
and decisiotis as to which organ shall deal with any such question or matter not
specifically entrusted to a particular organ of the Authority, consistent with ~
distribution of powers and functions among the organs of tho liuthorivr,
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SUBSECTION C. THE COUNC IL
Article 161
Com~osition. procedure and votin~
1. The Council shall consist of 36~~mbers of the Authority elected by the
iembly, the election to take place in the follcwing order:
(a) Four members from among the eight States Parties which have the largest
restrn_en.ts-in..prepa.ra.tion for and in the conduct of activities in the Area, either .
~ectly or through their nationals, including at least one State from the
;te~_(Social~_st).. Eur.opean region; \
(b) Fo~ members from among those States Parties \'Ihich, during the last five
.rs for \'Ihicns'ta-otistics are available, have either consumed more than two per cent
total world consumption or have had net imports of more than tHO per cent of total
'ld import'sorl; he- commodi ties produced from the categories of minerals to be
'ived from the Area, and in any case one State from the Eastern (Socialist)
'opean region;
( r, ) Four members from among countries which on the basis of production in areas
er their jurisd~ction-'are major net exporters of the categories of minerals to be
'ived from the Area, including at least two developing countries whose exports of
:h .ciner als have a substantial bearing upon their economies;
(d) Six members from among developing States, representing special inE..~_~stD
speciai-rnterests to b~represented shall include those of States with large
ulatiQns, States which are land-locked or b~ographically disadvantaged, 'S ta t e s
:h are major importers of the categories of minerals to be derived from the ~a,
t es \/hicnare-poteiitial producers of such minerals, and least developed States;
(e) Eighteen members elected according to the principle of ensuring an equitable
graphical .distribution of seats in the Council as a \-/OOle, provided that each
gra.phic~~gion_shall have at least one member elected under this subparagraph.
:his purpose the geographical regions shall be Africa, Asia, Zastern Europe
~ialist), latin America and \Jestern Europe and others.
2. In elect~ the members of the Council in accordance with pa.~graph 1, the
clIlbly shall ensure that:
(a) Land-locked and geographically disadvantaged States are represented to a
ree I,o/hich is reasonably proportionate to their representation in the Assembly;
(b) Coastal States, especially developing States, which do not qualify under
~graph 1 (a), (b), (c) and (d) are represented to a degree which is reasonably
90rtionate to their representation in the Assembly;
( c ), 3ach group of States P~rties to be represented 0n the Council is
re senced QY c.hose memcier s , if any, \·.'hich are nominated by the group.
--------------
-.
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3. Elections shall take place at regular sessions of the Assembly, and each
member of the Council shall be elected for a term of four years. In the first elel
of ~embers of the Council, hO\Jever, one half of the members of each category shill
chosen for a period of t"'JO years.
4. M~mbers shall be eligible for re-election; but due regard should be p~,
the desirability of rotating seats.
5. The Council shall function at the seat of the Authority, and shall meet ,
often as the 'business of the A.uthority may require, but not less than three times
a year.
6. Each member of the Council shall ~~ve one vote.
7. (a) Decisions on questions of procedure shall be taken by a majority of
members present and votOing;
(b) Decisions on questions of substance arising under the f'oLl.owi.ng provisior
shall· be taken by a tHo-thirds majority of the rnem'cers present and voting, pz-o vi.de;
that such majority includes a majority of ,t he members of the Council: article 162.
paragraph 2(r); article 162, paragraph2(g); article 162, paragraph 2(h); ,
article 162, paragraph 2(i); article 162, paragraph 2(m); article 162, paragraph
article 162, paragraph 2(u); article 189;
(c) Decisions on questions of substance ar~s~ng under the follo\'ling prova.saor
shall be taken by a three-fourths majority of the members present and voting, p.~~
that such majority includes a majori ty of the members of the Council; article 162,
paragraph li article 162, paragraph 2(a)j article 162, paragraph 2(b); article 1
paragraph 2(c); article 162, paragraph 2(d); article 162, paragraph 2(e);
article 16~, paragraph 2(k); article 162, paragraph 2(p); art~cle 162, paragraph
art~c1e 162, paragraph 2(r); art~cle 162, paragraph 2(s); art~cle 162, paragraph
in cases of non-eompliance by a. contractor or a sponsor: article 162, paragraph 2(
provided that orders issued under this subparagraph may be binding for no more thaI:
30 days unless confirmed by a decision taken in accordance t·Jith subparagraph (d);
article. 162, paragraph 2«1); article 162, paragraph 2(x); article 162, paragraph
article 163, paragraph 2; article 174, paragraph 3; article 11 of annex IVi
(d) Decisions on questions of substance arising under the following provisioc
shall be decided by consensus: article 162, paragraph 2(1); article 162,
paragraph 2(n); adoption of amendments to Part XIj
(e) cor the ;· :rro::;~ of subpaxagraph (d), the term "consensus" means the absee
of any fa mal 0 bj ec tion. \11 thin 14 days 0 f the submission a f a proposal to the COl:
the President shall ascertain whether there v~uld be an objection to the proposal ~
it ':Ier e put to the Council for adoption. If the President of the Council ascertaiJ::
that there would be an objection to a propo~al before the Council, he shall cousu~
a. Conciliation Commi ttee consis ting 0 f no t more than nine members, tJi th himsel.!.' as
Cr~~~an, for ~he purpose ot r~conciling the Jiiferences and prodUCing ~ ~ro9C3al
·;r.i c:" .an ·:2 :.c:yp~(?ci .~:I ' ~ o r..:;.;.:lZU;'. ':::e ;?:-esiGen t ...r...::l..il a:3t<loli.;;n ':l:e 3OU;.; '~omm~"~<:
'.!i:hin :h=ed cays ;:'-::;2.lo·,li::.g suea as cer-caxnmerrt , ~e Concil'::'ation Commi '::;tae sCa..:l
\'Jork expeditiously and report to the Council I'/i thin 14 days. If the Conciliation
Committee is ur~ble to recommend a proposal which can be adopted oy cons~nsus it sb
in its report, set out the grounds on I·/hi ch a proposal is being opposed;
-_._--------- -
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(r) Decisions not listed above ~Jhich the Council is authorized to take by the
~les, regulations and procedures of the Authority or othe~lise shall be taken
iurSuant to the subparagraphs of this article specified in the rules, regulations and
'rocedures or, if not specified therein, then pursuant to the subparagrRph determined
y the Council if possible in advance, by the majority required for questions under
ubparagraph (d);
(g) vJhen the issue arises as to ~Jhether a question is Vii thin subpaxa.graphs (a),
'::l), (c) or (d), the question shall be treated as being \'Iithin the subpaxa.graph
'3quir ing the higher or highest majority as the case may be, unless o the rwi.se decided
r the Council by the said majority.
8. A majority of the members of the Council shall constitute a quorum.
9. The Council shall establish a procedure vlhereby a member of the Authori ty not
presented on tee Council may send a representative to attend a meeting of the
wncil 11hen a request is made by such member, or a matter particularly affecting it
under consideration. Such a representative shall be entitled to participate in the
liberations but no t to vo te.
Article 162
Po~)ers and runc tions
1. The Council is the executive organ of the Authori~, having the power to
ablish in conformity 'tli th the provisions of this Convention and the gel.eral policie:s
ablished by the Assembly, the specific policies to be pursued by the Authority on
questions or matters I.'i thin the competence of the Authori ty.
2. In addition, the Council shall:
(a ) Supervise and co-ordinate the implementation of the prov~s~ons of this Part
Lll questions and matters within the competence of the Authority and invite the
!n t i on of the Assembly to cases of non-eompliance;
(b ) Propose to the Assembly a list of candidates for the election of the
e tar'J~eneral ;
(c) Recommend to the Assembly candidates for election as members of the
nr~g Board of the Enterprise as ~ell as the Director~neral of the Eaterprise;
(d ) Establish, as appropriate, and ~uth due regard to economy and efficiency,
ldition to the Commissions provided for in article 163, paragraph 1, such
.diary organs as may be found necessar'J for the performance of its functions in
rdance \~i th the provisions of tr..:..s Part. In the composition of such subsidiary
~s, emphasis shall be placed on the need for members qualified and competent in
'elevant technical matters dealt with by such organs provided that dUb account
be taken of the principle of equitable geographical distribution and of special
'ests;
( e ) Adopt ~~s =ules ~f procedure includi~ the ~etr~d of selec~ing i~s ~resident;
( f) Enter into agreements \-lith the United Nations or o the r international
izations on CP.f~:~ of the Authority and I~thin its competence, subject to approval
3 Assembly;
--=: ....
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(,:;) Z::amine the reports of tlle :enterprise end tran~mi t them to the Assecblj
vrith its recoamei::.dationsj
(~) B~c~eut to the Assembly ann~a1 report: and such special reports as tM
Assembly ca~ require;
(i) Lcz.ue directives to t:1e Enterprise in accordance \lith :n-ticle 17nj
(j) Approve plans of uork in accordance with article 6 of annex ITl. The d
shall act upon each plan of work within 60 days of its submission by the Le~ ~
Technical Commi.s s i.on at a session of the Council in accordance \Ji th the follo~l
procedures:
(i) If the Commission recommends the approval of a plan of 110rk, it shill
deemed to have been approved by the Council if no Council member su~
the President \Ji thin 14 days a specific \'Jri tten obj ection allegi.ng
non-compliance IJi th the requiremen ts 0 f article 6 0f annex III. In;
that there is an objection, the conciliation procedure contained in
article 161, paragraph 7(e), shall apply. If, at the end of the con'
process, the objection to the approval of the plan of \'Jork is still
maintained, the plan of work shall be deemed to have been approved ~
Council unless the Council disapproves it by consensus among i ts Iller:~
excluding the State or States, if any, making the application or spo'
the applicant;
(ii) If the Commission r-eccmmends the disapproval of a plan of wo rk or dCt:
make a recommendation, the Council may decide to approve the plan of
by a three-fourths majority of the members present and voting, provi'
that such majority includes a majority of members participating in •
session;
(k ) Exercise control over activi ties in the Area in accordance \'Iith art; ..
paragraph 4, and the rules, 'regulations and procedures of the Authority;
(1) A.doption of the recommendation of the Economic Planning Commission~'
and appropriate measures in accordance \'Jith article 150, subparagraph (g), to;:
against adverse economic effects specified therein;
(m) Make recommendations to the Assembly on the basis of advice from ~
Economic Planning Commission for a system of compensation or other measures cf
economic adjustment assistance as provided in article 151, paragraph 4;
(n ) (L) Recommend to the Assembly rules, regulations and procedures c.:. ..
equi table sharing of financial and other economic benefits derived ~
activities in the Area and the payments and contributions made p~
to article 82, taking into particular consideration the interest'!~.
of the developing States and peoples v:ho have not attained full ' . J
or other self-governing status;
....
.':,. ....
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(ii) Adopt and supply provisionally, pending approval by the Assembly, the
rules, regulations and procedures of the Authority, and any amendments
thereto, taking into account the recommendations of the Commission or
other subordinate organ concerned. These rules, regulations and procedures
shall relate to prospecting, exploration and exploitation in the Area, the
financial management and internal administration of the Authority. Such
rules, regulations and procedures shall remain in effect on a provisional
basis until approval by the Assembly or by the Council in the light of
any views expressed by the Assembly.
(0 ) Revie~ the collection of all payments to be made by or to the Authority in
.exion with operations pursuant to this Part;
(p ) ~~e thesel=~~ion among applicants for production authorization pursuant
~ticle 7 of annex III for the production authorization referred to in article 151,
-e such selection is required by those provisions;
(q ) Submit the budget of the Authority to the Assembly for its approval;
( r ) Make recommendations to the Assembly concerning policies on any question or
er ~ Ji thin the compe tence of the Authori ty;
( s ) ~Ake recommendations to the Assembly concerning suspension of the privileges
r ights of membership for gross ~~d persistent violations of the provisions of
?art upon a finding of the Sea-Bed Disputes Chamber;
( t ) Initiate on behalf of the Authority proceedings before the Sea-Bed Disputes
.oer in cases of non-compliance;
(u ) Upon a finding by the Sea-oed Disputes Chamber on proceedings resulting
subparagraph (t), notify the Ass embl y and make recommendations with respect to
.ure s to be taken unless o therwi.se decided;
(v) Issue emergency orders, which may include orders for the suspension or
.s tmerrt or operations, to prevent serious harm to the marine environment arising
of any actiVity in the Area;
(I") Disapprove areas for exploitation by contractors or the Enterprise in cases
'8 substantial evidence indicates the risk of serious harm to the marine
.ronmerrt ,
(x ) Establish a subsidiary organ for the elaboration of draft financial rules,
:lations and procedures relating to:
( i ) financial management in accordance with articles 171 to 175; and
(ii) financial arrangements in accordance "Ji th article 13 and article 17,
para~pn l(c), of annex II.
;J) EST..:l,olio:;n app::-opria te mechanisms for di r ec 'l:ing and supervising a staff of
~e c ':o rs \..00 shall inspect activities in the Area to determine vrhethez the pro vi.sacna
:r~s Part, the rules, regulations and procedures prescribed thereunder, and the
:=- and conditions of any contract ~!i th the Aut hori t".r are being complied 1·lith.
'.
THE SEA - USE AND ABUSE
STUDY: THE LAW OF THE SEA
TOPIC: ARCHIPELAGIC STATES
ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS AND COY.PLETE THE MAP ASSIGNMENT
AS DIRECTED
1. DEFINE:
WORDS.
ARCHIPELAGIC STATE. EXPLAIN THIS IN YOUR OWN
2. LOCATE THREE (3) ARCHIPELAGIC STATES ON THE MAP PROVIDED.
3. EXPLAIN THE SPECIFIC DELIMITATION~<OF THE ARCHIPELAGIC STATE
ACCORDING TO THE LAW OF THE SEA. INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:
a. MEASUREMENT OF THE BOUNDARIES FOR THE ARCHIPELAGIC STATE
b. WHAT LIMIT HAS BEEN PLACED ON SUCH A MEASURE¥£NT? WHY
WAS THAT NECESSARY?
c. EXPLAIN THE EXTENSION OF THE BOUNDARIES OF TWO ARCHIPELAGIC
STATES
d. WHAT IMPACT DOES THE ARCHIPELAGIC BOUNDARY HAVE ON
INTERNATIONAL T~DE?
4. WHAT OTHER IMPACTS OR PROBLEMS MAY RESULT FROM THESE
BOUNDARY DELIMITATIONS?
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PART IV. A.RCIllFEUGIC S'lA1'ES
Article 46
Use of terms
For the purposes of this Convention:
(a) "Archipeh{?'ic State" meons s Statl3 cono t i tu ted \iholly. by~!'1s or,lIlOl"O
archipelagos and may i ncl ude other iB~8nds;
(b) "Archipelago" means a group of islands, including parts of island.s,
intercormecting vaters and other natural features wh i ch are so closely interrel.ted
that such islands, ....a te ra and other natural featurea, form an intrinBic geogTaphical,
~conomic and political enti~, or ~hich historically have been regarded aa such.
Article 47
Archipelagic baselines
1. An archipelagic State may drew strsight ar~hipelagic baselines joining the
outermoat points of ~he outermost islands and drying reefs .of the archipelago
prOvidec.'·'that within such baselines are included the main islands and .n aru in
which'the rat-ioorthe area of the "'ster to the area of the land, including atolls,
is be~e~~e _~l?__~f.1 e and nine to one.
2. The length of such baselines shall . not exceed 100 nautical m!~e8, ~xcept
that up to three per cent of the total number of base1i:nes enclosing any archipelago
1118y exceed' that-Iellgth',up to ' a' iii~X i.iini.iD ·i cngtFio rn' ''nau t i cal -milos .
3. The drawing of such base1in~s shall not d~p8rt to any appreciable extent
from the general configuration of the archipelago.
4. Such baselines ahall not be drawn to and from low-tide elevations, unles8
ligh~ouse8 or sim;lar installations which are permanently above sea level have 'bGeQ
built on them or where a low-tide elevation is ai~ated wholly or partly at. distance
not excoeding the breadth of the territorial sea from the nLarest island.
5. The system of such baselines shall not be applied by an archipelagio SUb
in such a m-nner 88 to cut off from the high seas or the exclusive economic zone
the territorial sea of another State.
6. The archipelagic Sta te shall clearly indiC3.te. suc~ b8~eline8 on_ah.~_. 01
a 8cale or 8cales adequvte for determin~ them. The 8rchi~lagic State shall give
due.pucl·1city toauch charta and shall deposit a copy of each such chart with the
Secretary-Ceneral -of'thc United Nations.
7. If a certain part of the archipelagic water of an 8rcr~pelagic State li••
between two parts of an immediately adjacent neighbouring State, eXisting rights .nd
8:1 other'legitimate interests which the latter State h3s traditionally exercised in
such waters and all rights stipulatad under agreement between ~h08e States shall
continue and be respected.
/ ...
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8. For the purposes of computing the rati o of water to land under paragraph 1,
land areas may includ'e ua t e r'e lying within the fringinc: r eefo of islands and s toLl a ,
including that part of A steep-sided oc eani c p13teau whi ch is enclosed or nearly
enclosed by a chain of Limo s tone i~lands and drJing r ee f s lyine- on the p,-rimeter of
the plateau.
i.rt i cl,-· J..§.
Measurement of the breaE~b-of_~Fo~ t e~rit9rial op.~e Gon t i gu ou8 zone,
the exclusive econ omi c "one a nd t he con t i n(:n t a l shelf
The b::-eadth of the t e r r i to r i a l s oa , t h., con t i guous z or.e , the ex cl u s i ve economic
zone and the continental shelf shall 1:'0 measure d from th ,: ba se l i ne s d r own in
accordance vith article 47.
Ar t i C'l [' S9 )0
Juridical sta tus of archipdl:lgi c ·.HJ ters, of the <:l i r s pAce
over archipelagi c waters and of their bed and subsoil
,. 1\....· \ ...), " '.,. " ." . , , \_ ~, ', \' _
1. The eove re i gn ty of an arch i pe Lag i c Sta t e ex tenc e to the va t e r-s enclosed
by the baaellnes;<Jescribedasar-cnlPcTagi c va tel's, r e ga rd Lesa of their: depth or
distance from the coast.
2. This sovereignty ex t e nd s to the air spa ce over the archipelagi~waters,
the bed and SUbsoil-thereof, and the resources contained therein.
3. This sovereignty is exercised sub jec t t o t h i s Part.
4. The regime of archipelagi c Rea lanes passage e s t ab.l i ahed in this Part shall
not in other respects affe ct the status of the arch ipelagic waters, in cluding the
aea lanes, or the exercise by the archipelagic State of its sovereignty over such
waters and their air space, bed and sutsoil, and the resources co n t a ined therein.
Ar :.icle 50
Delimitation of internal Haters
\-lithin its archipelagi c wa ters, t he archipelagi c Sta te may draw cl o s i ng lines
for the delimitation of i n ze rna I va t e r .. , in a ccoro an co wi t h articles 9, 10 and 11.
Arti cl e 51
Exi otir.fj :~,;,e e rr. <:' n t s ! t r ad i t i c na I f , shin;< r ights
~nd cx i.:1 t i ng submarinc ca bles
1. Without pre jud i ce to Jc.: ·: l ·' ' ':i , a r-ch i pe Lag i c States shall respect existing
agreements with other StU t 0:'; LInd ~lr::;:L .... -cogn i z : t ro d i t i ona l f i s h i ng rights and other
legitimate a c t i.v i t i c o of t h. i mrnod i at o l y Ildj ac, nt r. f)i~hhourin[" States in ce r t a iri areas
falling v i thin archipelagi c ..... a t e n ;. The t Cl1DS and co nd i t i on s of the ex erci se of
8ucn.rights and activities, including the na tu ro , tne extent and the areas to which
they apply, shall, at the r e que s t of <J oy of t h<' S ta t es conce rned , be regulated by
bilateral agreements be twe e n t hem, Such right s sha l I not be transferred to or
shared with third Ste t c s o.r their na t i ona l c ,
2. Archipelagi c Sta t es sha l ). r e s pe ct exis ting subma r i ne cabl es laid by other
States and passing through th8ir water3 without making a landfall. Archipelagic
States shall permit the mai n tma nce and re pl acocicn t of such cabl e s upon receiving
due notice of the location of such cabl p.s and the intenti on to repair or repla ce them.
Source: Revised Informal Negotiating Composite Text. United
Nations Conference on the Law of the Sea. April 1980.
- - --- - --- ------ --
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BIBLIOORAPHIES
Ocean Education Project and United Methodist Law of the Sea Project Joint
Publications. Materials both general and detailed. All focused on UNCLOS.
Oceans: Our Continuing Frontier - Source Book, A Project of Courses by
Newspaper, University Extension - University of California, San Diego,
funded by the National Endowment for the Humanities, 1976. Science, arts,
Law of Sea, commerce, teaching materials, etc.
The Sp.a: A Select Bibliography on the Legal, Political, Economic and
Technological Aspects, 1975-1976. U.N. Sales Publication Number:
E/F/76. 1.6. Price: $2.50. U.N. Document Number: ST/LIB/SER.B/21.
Find your own materials. Universities around the country teach subjects
such as fish management, Law of the Sea, resource management and conserva-
tion in departments of political science, Law, public affairs, economics,
geology, oceanography, international relation, etc . The U.S. government
supports Sea Grant Co11eges* through the Department of Commerce (12 Sea
Grant Colleges, approx . 10 college institutional programs, and other
research in five more programs). Check your nearest university for
course listings and call the professor for reading lists . Among the
universities studying ocean problems are : Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy, Univ. of Rhode Island (coastal zone management), Univ . of
Hawaii, Villanova University, American University, Georgetown Univ.,
Univ. of Southern California - Los Angeles, Univ. of Miami, Univ. of
Washington, Univ. of De1eware, and Univ. of Louisana, and the Johns Hop-
kins School of Advanced International Studies in Washington, D.C .
"A Common Heritage" -- 17 minute filmstrip by the United Methodist Church
on the Law of the Sea Conference. Strong on UNCLOS information and values.
Available for sale: $7.50 . Write: Service Center, 7820 Reading Rd., Cin-
cinnati, Ohio 45237.
"Second Chance-Sea" -- 10 mi nute color animated film (music soundtrack only)
produced by Faith Hubley and Hubley Studio. Distributor: Pyramid Films.
Fast-moving history of sea emphasizing the "gold rush " to mine and harvest
the sea with resulting territorial conflicts and harm to the sea. Impres- -
sionistic.
"Seaweeds" -- 22 minute color film produced by the National Film Board of
Canada. Distributor: McGraw-Hill f ilms. Background on general types of
seaweed harvested, its industrial and popular uses and the need for continued
research.
"Who Owns the Sea" -- 49 minute color film produced and distributed by the
Canadian Broadcasting Company. Nations scramble to protect their "r ight s "
to sea resources as new technology depletes ocean resources.
"Pastures of the Sea" -- 6 minute color film produced by Audio Productions.
Introduces material on underwater food chains . Distributor: Doubleday
Multimedia 1975.
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: New England Ports
Port Development and Revitalization
Since Colonial days, the ports of New England have been a vital
link in the economy of the Northeast. The trade that flowed, and to:
an extent continues to flow, through these ports reached beyond the
various domestic locations to areas around the world.
The current volume, commodity, type, and destination of New
England trade has changed considerably through the years and specifically
since World War II. Other modes of transportation have impacted the
ports and port structures of New England. Great changes can be observed
in the kinds of manufactured products from ~ew England, the type and
capacity oi ships calling at the New England ports, and even the very
status of the US Merchant Marine and the labor segment of the port
f ac a La t Les ,
The following unit is based on information and data gathered ' by
the ~ew ~ngland River Basins Commission as part of an extensive study
of spcc~iic New England ports. The Student Activities are designed
to collaborat with this data. Additional information may be obtained
from specific Departments and Agencies that are concerned with this
port.
Thro~ghout the study of this port section, students are advised
to keep in mind two fundam~ntal themes whic~ will enhance their
contemporary study of New England ports. The first theme involves
the contributions of" each specific port to the New Egnaldn area. This
will include the- hinterland on the domestic scene and the wider inter-
national impact of ~his trade pattern,if this latter information is
available. The second major theme which is basic to the study of New
England ports is the changing aspect of the land use in the port areas.
There are many reasons for such changes includiLg the dynamic needs
and desires of . the specific urban areas, changing maritime technologies
from super ships requiring greater channel depths, and/or containeri-
zation which may require such great changea,both landward and seaward,
that a new port area may in some instanc es have to be developed.
The student is encouraged to research the historic changes of
specific port areas. This could be the basis for a contrasting, as
Port Development and Revitalization
well as a more comprehensive view of the port area. It should become
apparent that many coastal areas particularly urban areas have under-
gone significant revitalization and renewal programs in the past few
decades. Many of these projects have attempted to reconstruct the
port areas to resemble earlier times.
· . -...,
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I. INTRODUCTION
The objectiv~s of Tasks 4.2 and 4.3 are to identify the pre-
ferred role of the New England port system and to depict im-
plementable objectives for achieving this identified role.
Recommendations have been formulated from the public partici-
pation of two NERBC-sponsored workshops and from several back-
ground reports from the-Ports and Harbors Program including:
Task 1.1
Task 1. 2
Task 1. 3
Task 1.4
Task 2.2
"Analysis of Relevant Regional Economic,
Trade and Commodity Trends"
"Cargo flow Projections for New England
Ports"
"Competitive Position of the New England
Port System"
"Technological and Economic Trends Affect-
ing New England Ports"
"Estimated Throughput Capacity of Existing
Port Facilities"
Ports essentially mirror the economies they serve. This report
is both a statement which describes this basic reflection, and
a guide that presents a logical direction for New England ports
during the next S -to lS years. The overall concern is the
local and systemic improvement of commercial port efficiency
in the region.
1
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II. RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The preferred New England port system role is to provide
port serVices for New England cargo, both imported to and
exported from the region (and, concommitantly, to lower
the transportation costs for the region).
2. In order to provide the necessary port services, the fol-
lowing objectives are recommended:
• To provide appropriate facilities for New England's
general cargoes (which are increasingly containerized)
by supporting:
(a) a 'c on t a i n e r load center at Boston; and
(b) container feeder services at two well-located
ports--one to the north of Boston, and one to
the south.
• To provide appropriate facilities for New England's
bulk (scrap, salt, limestone, etc.) and neo-bulk
cargoes (lumber, steel, automobiles, etc.) by sup-
porting an approach which emphasizes flexibility of
port facilities for handling cargoes and responsive-
ness to market forces:
All of New England's ports should assess their
individual hinterlands, strengths, and opportuni-
ties.
Once most realistic opportunities are identified,
each port should concentrate on providing port
services for those cargoes it handles most effi-
ciently.
3. Overall strategies
• The overriding assumption is to provide socio-eco-
nomic benefits to the region. Therefore, a New Eng-
land port strategy should be directed to:
(a) increase cargo flows, where possiblei and
(b) where increases are not significant, commu-
nities should look to other means of economic
revitalization.
2
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III. ECONOMIC BACKGROUND OF NEW ENGLAND PORTS
This section briefly examines the historical and current
position of New England ports in the New England and national
economy. 1 Emphasis is given to eco~omic and trade trends that
have particular bearing on the viability of New England ports
and possible future roles of ·t h e port system.
A. General Economic Factors and Their Effect on New England
Ports.
Changes in New England's population and economic struc~
ture have had important effects on th€ ports system. New
England's population growth has not kept up with growth in
other parts of the country. New England's share of total
population.dropped from 5.9% in 1967 to 5.6% in 1979. 2 Fur-
thermore, various projections of population growth all indi-
cate that New England population will continue to grow at a
slower rate than the rest of the nation. Population ~hanges
wi til related consumption, employment, and other economic vari-
aLles are frequently utilized correlations in the analysis of
fluctuatiuns in waterborne commerce. Hence, the out-migration
of population has had a negativ~ impact on New'England ports
by con~ributing to a decline in total waterborne trade (see
Exhibi'c 1).
This decline in population is related to the general
economic decline experienced by New England's traditional
industries during the past 30 years. Traditional manufactur-
ing industries have been replaced with service industries and
with manufacturers of computers, electronic components, and
lA more complete analysis of the New England economy may be
found in TBS Reports of Tasks 1.1: Analysis of Relevant Re-
gional Economic, Trade, and commodity Trends, and 1.2: Cargo
Flow Projections for the New England Ports.
2Regional ' Growth in the 1980s, National Planning Association,
November 1979.
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instruments, all of which are less dependent on waterborne·
transportation than' were the traditional industries they
replaced;
B. Technological Change in the Shipping Industry_
, .
The development of c<;mtainerization and intermodalism
has decreased New ·England ports' ability to compete with
other ports' in this country and in Canada. Because the in-
vestment requirea for terminals, cranes, and control systems
is significant, containerization has been concentrated in
large ports, such as New York, which ,have "the poteri.tial ' cargo
volumes and r~sources to justify the investment. Additionally,'
container vessels are significantly capital-intensive and,
with the competitive need for consistent and frequent service
to attract high-valued cargoes, vessel operators have chosen
to call at a few load center ports to ensure rapid vessel turn-
around. Consequently, since the Port of New York offers more
efficient service and more frequent sailings, New England
c~rgoes that are relatively valuable and time-sensitive (and,
therefore, command higher freight rates) have tended to move
. ' - .. . . .. - : _.. - . . '- - ' "' - ---- .~_ . . " -
through New York. Intermodalism- and minilandbridge (trans-
porting goods across the countiy via truck or rail) have also
diverted some of. New England's cargo, to West Coast ports' (see
EXhibI"ts 2 and 3).
C. The Structure of New England's Trade.
New England ports are dependent primarily upon petroleum
and petroleum products, and secondarily upon dry bulk cargoes.
A breakdown of cargo types througp common user facilities is
depicted in Exhibits 4 and 5.
TBS has developed baseline projections for New England
trade to the year 2000. 3 These projections indicate th'at
3 These projections are not a detailed forecase, but were devel-
oped in order to test the impact of various policy alternatives.
For an explanation, see the report on Task 1.2.
4
inbound general and dry bulk tonnage will increase by approxi-
mately 55% by the year 2000, while outbound tonnage will in-
crease by 118%. As seen in Exhibit 3, New England's primary
trading partner is Northern Europe. In the next 10 to 20 years,
united States trade to the Pacific Basin (Japan, China, Indo-
nesia, Malasia,Singapore) will be. the fastest-growing sector
of u.S. trade and will benefit primarily West Coast ports.
For another client, TBS has forecasted total trade for Los
Angeles/Long Beach to increase by 249.5% between 1977 and 1990.
San Francisco Bay trade is expected to increase by 194.5% .dur-
ing the same period. These rates of growth far exceed projected'
growth rates for New England.
5
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Year
-
·1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
Exhibit 1
TOTAL* NEW ENGLAND WATERBORNE TRADE
1969-1977
(millions of "short tons)
Tonnage
84.0
90.5
90.0
92.8
94.5
88.1
84.2 .
84.5
78.2 .
*Foreign exports and imports plus domestic receipts and
shi pments.
Source: Task 1.2 Report.
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Exhi bit 2
ROUTING OF NEW ENGLAND'S GENERAL CARGO
FOREIGN TRADE
1976
(short tons in thousands)
• I
Routing Via
Ports In:
---------Exports---~----­
Short Tons % of Total
---------Imports---------
Short Tons % of Total
New England
New York
All Other U.S.
Canada
Total
26l 43..9% 842 57.2%
191 32.2 473 '32.1
50 8.4 148 10.0
92 15.5 10 0.7
594 100.0% 1,473 100.0%
Source: TSS analys i s of'Domestic and International Tr~nsportation of
U.S. Foreign Trade: 1976, BuCensus, 1979.
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Exhibit 3
COMPARISON OF FOREIGN GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF
NEW ENGLAND GENERAL CARGO HOVl~G THROUGH VARIOUS U.S. PORTS
1976
(percentage)
---Percentage Distribution of N.E. General Cargo Via:---
1 Other
New England New York U.S. Ports
-------------------------------------------Imports--------------------------------------------
Northern Europe
Eastern Asia
Canada
Centra1 A,oneri ca
·Southern Europe/Y,editerranean
Southeast Asia
Sout.h knerica
hstern Europe .
Australia/Oceania
Africa
Arabian Gulf/Indian Ocean
Total
35.3~
29.7
17.0
4.0
3.5
3.5
2.4
1.7
1.5
1.3
0.0
100.~
34.2~
17.7
2.5
8.4
12.3
9.6
8.4
0.4
2.7
1.3
2.6
100.0:
2.9::
74.0
3.1
4.3
0.6
12.4 0
2.0
0.1
0.0
0.3
0.3
100.0:
-------------------------------------------Exports---------------------------~----------------
Northern Europe
Southern Europe/Mediterranean
South A,olleri ca
Eastern Asia
Australia/Oceania
Central America
Southeast Asia
Eastern Europe
Arabian Gulf/Indian Ocean
Africa
Total
53.8':
· 21. 4
12.8
4.9
4.0
1.4
0.9
0.6
0.3
0.0
100.0:
22.0:
15.1
17.1
8.6
0.0
29.9
3.8
1.9
0.0
1.7
100.0:
0.0:
5.3
20.2
36.5
1.2
23.7
0.0
0.0
11.6
1.4
100.0:'
1rotal of ten major N.E. ports.
Source: TES analysis of "D~~estic and International Transportation of U.S. Forei9n
irade: 1976," U.S. Bureau 00f the Census, 1579.
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NEW' ENGLAND COMMON USER TERMINALS
1979 EXPORT CARGO BY CARGO TYPE1
. I
DRY BULK = 741
LIQUID BULK = 222
NEOBULK = 220
TOTAL EXPORTS
IJ526
14
13 .
12
11
10
(/) 9z
0
.1-
I- 8a::::
0
:::c
. U?
u.. 7
0
(/)
Cl 6Ll.J
a::::
Cl
z
=:l 5::c
4
3
2
1
0
EXH IB IT 4
I TBS ESTIMATE O'F D1 STRIBUT10N BY. CARGO TYPE,
EXHIBIT 5
NEW ENGLAND COMMON USER TERMINALS
1979"CARGO BY CARGO TYPE1
14
12
10
U')
z
0
I-
~ 8
0
:::I:
C/)
u,
0
U')
§2 6
<t
U')
::J
0
:::I:
l-
•
4
2
TOTAL IMPORTS
.12
GENERAL CARGO = 627
DRY BULK = 1/088
Itlll'I'li~llll[~' NEOBULK = 1,255
LIQUID BULK = 9/659
TOTAL EXPORTS
1 526
IMPORTS EXPORTS
I TBS ESTIMATE OF DISTRIBUTION BY CARGO TypE.
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IV. ROLE OF NEW ENGLAND PORTS.
A. New England Ports Should Concentrate on Cargoes Originat-
ing from or Destined for the New England Region.
There are two major options to enhance cargo flows through
New England ports. These options are the following:
• to provide port services that predominantly seek
to attract New England commerce ·; or
. • to target port services to compete for non-New
England cargoes.
In effect, a choice between these ~~o. op~ions only exists
when addressing general cargo shipments. Due to the transpor-
tation characteristics of neobulk and bulk cargoes, their hin-
terlands tend to be more localized than those of general car-
goes. New England ports will continue to handle neobulk and
bulk .c a r go e s originating from or destined for the New England
region.
New England ports do not currently handle large ·vo l ume s
of general cargo. The geographical position of New England
and its proximity to the Port of New York and, to a lesser
extent, the eastern ports of Canada, make it difficult for New
England ports to compete . for general cargo which is increasingly
more containerized. In the context of total North Atlantic
trade, New England ports accounted for 5% of liner imports and
2.2% of liner exports in 1979 (see Exhibit 6). TBS estimates
that Boston accounts for approximately 95% of the liner or gen-
eral cargo moving through New England ports. While the origin/
destination of virtually all these shippers is within New Eng-
land, New England ports handled only 43.9% of New England's
total exports and 57.2% of total imports in 1976. Additional
analysis indicates that 32% of New England's trade flowed
through the Port of New York and New Jersey (see Exhibit 7).
New England ports face great challenges if they are to recap-
ture this diverted cargo.
11
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Even greater challenges lie ahead if the region's ports
choose to direct their efforts towards capturing non-New Eng-
land cargoes. The cargoes from the highly attractive manufac-
turing centers of the Midwes.t are pursued aggressively by vir-
tually all U.S. ports. ~he North Atlantic ports of New York--
New Jersey with its frequency of service advantages, and Balti-
more with its close proximity to the Midwest--share much of
this market. · Minilandbri.dge arrangements and diversion through
Eastern Canadian ports also provide Midwest manufacturers with
ample shipping options. It seems "unlikely that New England
ports can overcome geography and transportation economics to
capture significant amounts of non-New England cargoes.
The greatest market potential for New England ports, then,
seems to lie wi thin its own hinterland. In terms of simple
cost/benefit analysis, a more efficient utilization of resources
will be realized by specifically pursuing New England cargoes.
This recommendation does not totally discount the pos~ibilities
of New England ports capturing cargoes from outside the region.
If certain cargoes, for whatever reason, could possibly move
through a New England port, they should certainly not-be~·:·dVik·rI0.oked.
The acceptance of this preferred role for both container
and bulk cargo ports can be further advanced by the introduction
of the following systematic objectives.
B. The Volume of New England General Cargo Flows support the
Establishment of a Load Center at Boston.
The preferred operating pattern of containerships favors
the deve::"opment of "load center It ports. 4 Because of the high
operating costs of liner vessels, steamship lines will not
call at a port unless there are assurances that adequate vol-
umes of cargo are available and fast vessel turnaround is
4Fo r a more detailed discussion of the influence of contain-
erization on New England ports, see the TBS report of Task 1.5:
Technological and Economic Trends Affecting New England Ports.
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possible. Since investment required for terminals, cranes,
and control systems is substantial, Boston, as the largest
centralized port, is the logical as well as the de facto "load
center" for New England (see Exhibi t .s) •
While existing container common user facilities at Mass-
port are highly utilized, planned expansions at Castle Island,
and eventually at the South Boston Nava~ Annex, should provide
sufficient container capacity for New England cargoes through
the year 2000. Creation of a second "load center" port in New
England would fragment the market, reduce the chances of at-
tracting a greater frequency of line haul sailings and minimize
the opportunities for amortization of port facility investment.
TBS estimates that in 1979, Massport handled an average of
803 loaded TEUs per week inb~und, and 552 TEUs per week out-
bound. This total volume is equivalent to the annual tran~­
atlantic capacity of three large containerships. Clearly,
dividing this already small volume between two ports would
have a severe impact.
From a regional and long-term perspective, a strong cen-
tral New England container port would benefit regional busi-
ness, conserve public expenditur~s, and enhance the position
of complementary New England ports.
C. Container Feeder Services Should Operate at a Few Well-
Located Ports.
As depicted in the previous section, even New England's
largest container port is small by industry comparison. In
fact, a substantial portion of Boston container traffic is
transshipped to New York and Halifax for shipment to and from
foreign trading partners not serviced directly by Massport
liner carriers. Other New England container feeder port opera-
tions supplement this Boston service.
13
Existing feeder services are listed below:
Name Vessel Ports Called Type of Service~
McAllister Barge Providence-Boston- Common User
New Ycrk
Sea-Land Ship Boston-New York Proprietary
Hapag-Lloyd Ship Halifax-Portsmouth- Proprietary
Boston
Focusing feeder services at a few ports, in ad~ition to
the regional container load-center, assures adequate cargo
volumes to attract ,c a r r i e r s and utilize faciilties 'e f f i c i ent l y .
While facility investment 'a t these feeder ports is less than
is needed for full container operations, the capital require-
ments and opportunity costs are still significant. The develop-
ment of more than one northern container feeder port and one
southern feeder port c an ; in the long run, diffuse the" market
and hinder the oppor~unities to efficiently serve New England
business.
The existence and improvement of the New England port
feeder system provides .an ' opportunity to I?romote a unique re-
gional approach to the movement of containers. It is an appro-
priate objective that is supported by market forces and obvi-
ously endorsed by participating port communities. However, the
potential volumes are limited, and the cargo market remains with-
in.the New England hinterland. S Each of the non-central feeder
ports needs the volume of cargo generated by Boston to survive.
In turn, the Boston feeder service is enhanced by these supple-
mental cargo volumes to the north and south. Any additional
, .
SPor a detailed discussion of the characteristics of .f e e de r
services, see Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc., Evaluation of
a Domestic Peeder Service on the Atlantic and Gulf Coast,
February 1979.
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communities that plan port developments to capture part of
this feeder business through direct competition with existing
services should proceed with caution and evaluate the regional
significance of their ventures. 6
D. Those New England Ports which Currently Handle Large
Quantities of neo-Bulk and Bulk Cargoes should Continue
to Do So.
New England ports are
neo-bulk and bulk cargoes.
more reliant than others on
characterized by their
Some port communities
neo-bulks/bulks would
handling of
which are
like to ven-
ture into more attractive general cargo operations. It is
true, that in terms of handling, on a per/ton basis, general
cargo does generate greater economic benefits than neo-bulks
or bulks. This is due to the greater amount of handling and
paper work associated with general cargo. However, a marine
terminal which handles neo-bulks and bulks also generates eco-
nomic benefits which may not be as apparent. In fact# ·certain
industries will locate in an area due to the neobulk/bulk
facilities available.
A more specific question concerning neo-bulks and bulks
is whether a port terminal should- specialize in a certain neo-
bulk or bulk cargo, rather than pursue flexibility in its
operations. Would it make sense for a certain terminal to
handle all of New England's lumber products, while another
might handle only steel products? Are there public policy ini-
tiatives which could be implemented to bring this situation
about?
The above questions can be answered negatively if one
realizes the transportation economics associated with neo-bulk
6For an understanding of the relationship between Maine ports
and the potential cargoes which could be handled at these
ports, see Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc., Feasibility of Gen-
eral Cargo Port Facilities in Maine, March 1980~
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and bulk . cargoes. Neo-bulks and bulks are characterized by
relatively localized hinterlands which makes them captive
cargoes to a 'certain port area. For example, significant
lumber imports flow through Providence, New Haven, and Bridge-
port; but these imports are destined for consignees close to
each of these ports, thus bringing to question the ability of
one port to corner the market on lumber imports.
But the situation may arise in a port where a port manager
might choose to specialize in a specific cargo, rather than re-'
main flexible in his operations. Would the port then have to
invest in speci~lized facilities? Would such specialization
result in over-dependence on a certain cargo that could put
the port in a precarious pos i tion if the cargo were to dry up?
These questions are answered more by market forces than by
. public policy initiatives.
In many cases, bulk cargoes and, to a greater extent, neo-
bulk cargoes can be handled through multipurpose facilities.
Because of this, a terminal whose facilities are committed to
neo-bulks and bulks, will ipso facto be flexible in its opera-
tions. If a port manager does decide to focus his attention
on a specific cargo whi~h would require a specialized facility,
he should only do so if there is quantifiable demand. Espe~
cially with bulk cargoes, this demand is easily identified, as
evidenced by long-term contracts between industrial users of
the cargo and the marine terminal. 7
Generally, New England common user, neo-bulk/bulk ports
lean towards flexibility in their operations due to the lack
of adequate cargo flows for a specific cargo. This flexibility
will most likely be retained. However, if the potential for
7 Th u s, the potential for inefficient use of capital for spe-
cialized bulk facilities is much less than for specialized
container facilities. The demand for a container facility
is much harder to identify due to a myriad of potential users
of the facility.
16
specialization does arise, it should not be discounted. Neo-
bulk and bulk cargo flows can be increased through New England
ports' assessing regional and foreign demand for cargoes. Fi-
nally, management should concentrate ·on the most viable cargoes.
17
EXhibit 6
FOREIGN IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
TOTAL NORTlt ATLANTIC COAST BY TYPE OF SERVICE
1967-19791,3
(thousands of short tons)
..
"I
!
,
I
I
I
I
I
I
......
OJ
New England as Percent of
North Atlantic Coast2
-------------Imports---- --------- ------~------Exports----------- -----Imports----- -----Exports-----
Year LIner Tanker Irregular liner Tanker Irre9ular Liner .Irregular Liner Irregular
1967 10,899 90,451 . 38,597 9,681 1,221 41,346
.
1960 17 ,049 104,324 ' 37,409 8,990 1,199 42,176
1969 10,321 110,293 38,856 .0, 199 . 936 47,819
1970 11,568 110,997 39,578 9,696 1,044 61,602
-----------------Not Avallable--~------------
1971 11,006 109,906 39,127 7,616 801 44,616
1972 11,123 130,924 37,269 7,370 1,240 47,346
1973 12,072 164,7~Z ' 41,438 9,274 891 51,904
,
1974 12,063 141,504 '. 49,034 10,483 1,412 61,611
1975 9,971 118,585 . 45,141 8,855 1,427 61,086
1976 11,123 130,024 37,000 8,849 2,104 57,901
1977 10,507 146,819 32,247 7,800 1,200 48,470 4.6% 8.3% 1.7% 2.U
1978 12,467 134,353 34,970 8,876 977 41,194 4.9 7.7 2.3 3.5
1979 11,822 133,617 33,760 9,735 1,530 65,860 5.0 7.4 2.2 2.4
.
1 "Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, U.S. Waterborne Exports and General Imports, (FT985), 1967-1979.
2Source "for New England data: U.S . Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, SA 305/705 Reports. 1977-1979.
31979 data preliminary, subject to revision .
. ,
EXHIBI T T
ROUTING OF NEW ENGLAND'S GENERAL CARGO.
FOREIGN TRADE - 1976
842 (SHORT TONS IN THOUSANDS)
,
IMPO RTS
473
,
148
Ilfll .10'.'.'. ..
NEW ENGLAND
57.2%
·NEW YORK
32.1%
ALL OTHER U.S.
10.0%
CANADA
0.7%
EXPORTS
261
1ql ,
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NEW ENGLAND
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Exhibit ·u
CONTAINERIZED FOREIGN TRADE
VIA THE PORT OF BOSTONI
1969-1979
(thousands of short tons)
--------------------Imports------------------- --------------------Exports-------------------
Percent Percent
Year North Atlantic Boston North Atlantic North Atlantic Bos ton North Atlantic -
1969 10,321 14.1 0.1 8,199 4.5 0.1
1970 11 ,568 105.8 1.3 9,696 96.8 1.0
1971 11,006 207.1 1.9 7,616 136.8 1.8
1972 11 ,123 325.0 2.9 7,370 170.1 2.3
1973 12,072 383.4 3.2 9,274 221.5 2.4
1974 12,063 403.2 3.3 10,483 292.9 2.8
1975 9,971 251.6 2.5 8,855 149.5 1.7
1976 11,123 378.4 3.4 8,849 214.0 2.4
1977 10,507 368.5 3.5 7,800 191.6 2.5
1978 12,467 509.3 4.1 8,876 236.7 2.7
I
1979 . . 11 ,822 448.8 3.8 9,735 287.2 . 3.. 0
Inaludes cargo handled by Massport facilities . and Sea-landis Castle Island terminal.
Source: BuCensus FT-985 Reports, 1969-1979; and Massport data.
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v. POSSIBLE FUTURE ROLES
Two future possibilities for New England ports are the domes-
tic shipment of general cargoes and/or bulk cargoes, most
notably coal.
A. Coastwise, Domestic Shipping Could Prove to be a Viable
Possibility for New England Ports.
1. C~neral cargo
Rapid escalation in fuel prices during 1979 increased po-
tential for coastwise domestic barge service to provide a
waterborne link for over-the-road trailers. In contrast to
the feeder service operated by McAllister Brothers to serve
shipping companies, these new services would be oriented
towards trucking companies.
The economies of truck or rail versus barge transport.of
general cargoes favor land transportation over short-haul
routes. Since cargoes transported by barge must be trucked
to one port, loaded on a barge, transported by water, and then
unloaded arid transferred to a truck for transport to the final
destination, barge transport tends to be more costly than
truck transport, both in terms of. time and man-hours on short-
haul routes. Given the current structure of transportation
economics, it is less expensive to truck general cargoes from
inland points in New England to New York than to ship them via
barge.
On longer hauls, for example, from New England to the South
Atlantic or to Florida, barge transport becomes more economical.
Whether or not it becomes feasible for barges to haul trailer
·t r u c k s along the coast depends on the future price of diesel
fuel. If the price of diesel continues to escalate, fuel costs
will r.1ake up a greater percentage of total transportation costs.
This percentage increase will be less apparent for barge than
for truck transport, due to the economies of scale associated
with the barging alternative. However, the potential advantages
for barge transportation which could be realized by higher fuel
21
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.' prices are mitigated by the numerous handling costs and in-
creased shipping time associated wi~h domestic barge trans-
port. For barge service to be realistically competitive with
truck transportation, the rise in diesel fuel would have to
be dramatic.
Also, any coastwise service to New England must be able
to rely on back-haul cargoes on a regular basis. Historically,
the lack of back-haul cargoes has presented a problem to a ves-
sel operator considering service to New England.
2. Coal
The worldwide resurgence of coal as an energy ' source
brings to mind the possibilities this commodLty might play in
New England ports. S Prio~ to the 1960s, New England ports
received large shipments of domestic coal (see Exhibit 9) .
For any future shipments of coal' to New England, water-
borne transportation will play a major role. Main channel
depths in New England ports are certainly adequate fo~ coal
barges, as well as for coastwise coal vessels.
Principally, the two potential users of coal in New Eng-
land are industrial plants and power plants undergoing conver-
sions. The numerous tidewater power stations located on navi-
gational channels have 'the greatest potential as future users
of coal. In fact, New England Power Company's Brayton Point
Power Station in Pall River is already receiving waterborne
shipments of coal.
There is also some potential for cornman user facilities
to handle coal. Coal could be consolidated and transshipped
at a public terminal to industrial users situated inland. For
example, coal shipments bound for a cement plant in Thomaston!
Maine were recently handled through the Atlantic Terminal in
Spar more information, see Rexford B. Sherman! The Coastwise
Movement of Coal to New England, the American Association of
Port Authorities, May 1980.
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Searsport. For a common user facility to handle large quanti-
ties of coal, it should have:
• effective inland connections to industrial users;
• adequate land for storage and consolidation; and
• single purpose terminal facilities.
The specific impacts that coal 'will have on New England
ports are not known. Nonetheless, coal ' s h i pme n t s are playing
. an increasingly important role in ports nationwide. New Eng-
land ports should not overlook any possible opportunities.
B. New England Port Communities Should Analyze Carefully
their Waterfront Revitalization Efforts and Give Priority
to those Activities that are Water Deoendent.
*
Water-dependent industries, such as marine cargo opera-
tions, shipbuilding, and commercial fishing, have traditionally
been highly visible in harbor -areas. However, in recent years,
waterfront locations have become very appealing for ho~els,
condominiums, or restaurants--uses that are water enhanced.
In many cases; the resulting situation has become one of con-
flict between water-enhanced uses which can pay a high price
for waterfront parcels, and water~dependent industries which
owe their existence to a waterfront location, but which have
a hard time competing. Although port operations (especially
public port operations) have a low rate of return on invest-
ment, they do produce valuable economic benefits.
Waterfront land which is prime for water-dependent indus-
tries should be set aside for such industries. The practical
application of this recommendation is admittedly difficult.
Its implementation would involve designating parcels of water-
front land for different uses , matching needs of those uses
with site characteristics. For 'example, a site with deep
water (over 30 ft), expansive acreage, and good transportation
links should be designated for cargo-handling operations.
Sites with ~5-20 foot depths, with adequate land and good
transportation links, are ideal for commercial fishing. Shal-
23
low draft sites with 'l e s s land are suitable for small commer-
cial fishing or recreational boating.
In order to determine the extent to which prime sites
should be reserved, further analysis of future demands for
use of the region's urban and rural waterfronts should be
undertaken.
As regards port facility expansion, especially when pub-
lic funds are involved, a sophisticated analysis of the poten-
tial inid- and long-term market for cargoes should be under-
taken. Considering the fact that many .common user facilities
in New England are operating well below their capacities (see
Exhibit 10), facility expansion should be undertaken very care-
fully. If, after careful analysis, there does not seem to be
great opportunity for increases in cargo volumes, then a port
community may consider directing monetary resources towards
other generators of economic activity; e.g., commercial fish-
ing, .s h i pb ui l din g ,. industrial development, recreationai boat-
ing, and so forth.
24
Source: American Association of Port Authorities
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Exhibit 9.. (con t c )
COI\ :iTWfSE R~C~lPTS Of Oll1J11HIOUS COI\l~ AT NEW EtlGLAND PORTS 1935-1971 (Short: Tono)
1'J)5 19"6 1950 1955
CO/IIIECT 1CUT
II~\I 1-ondon )4,229 18, I)) 1,47.2
Tha",r.:J nlver 275,025 )05,729 372,7)1 5JO,294
Connecticut River 102,012 144,261 74,298 207,141
below lIartford
nranCorti 0,21)0
lIew lIaven 1~15·,,071 1,410,221 1,069,346 1,076,651
IIrJu:oatonic nlver --- )01,271 227,706 -10),026
IIr i,I ./ep0rt 5)),219 000,201 120,275 )10,999
lin r"'.~ I k 2S,064 14,377 460 1,70
St.lmfopl 70,14 , ., 37,756 65,397 04,870
. Gr e c nv i ch 1,912 6,050 1,070
f:rlq.~rtown, HanD.
vi ncyanl lIilvf!n 4 )0 755
nr i s t o l , It. I .
W.lrrp,n nIver, n.1. 2,0<\9
wicke'nfl, n. r • 1,057
CO!! Coho COlln.
"
191i0 1965
--- ---
4l2,742 405,090
110,0) I 230,0.16
--- -
014, 161 407,909
426,826 939,766
20",375
27J,9,)3 042,429
51,674 20,325
--=--
1970
259,620
436,054
7!10,655
2,055
1975 1976 1977
----....................... • ....... ..O-.r' ......... ......,II---------~---~---_..r_---------------------
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Exhibit 10
COMMON USER TERMINALS,
FACILITIES DESCRIPTION
GLOSSARY
Apron -- That portion of a pier and wharf measured between the outer edge of
the water-facing side and the transit shed or other inshore boundary formed
by a storage facility structure.
,
Assessment -- An estimate or appraisal of the importance, size, capacity, or
value of something.
Backup Area -- That portion of a marine terminal consisting of paved open
storage area at the inshore or upland side of a pier or wharf terminal facility.
Barge Carrier -- A class of oceangoing ship that carries cargo preloaded in
barges which are off-loaded and loaded from the "mother" ship by special heavy-
lift crane or elevator installed at the stern-end of the ship, and the barges
are then towed or pushed from the ship to shoreside terminals.
Berth -- The water area at the face of a wharf or at the head and/or sides of
a pier where vessels moor or tie up for the transfer of cargo.
Bow Boat -- The lead barge in an integrated tow of several barges having a
square stern and rake at the bow-end to assist in the steering and maneuvering
of large tows.
Breakbulk Cargo -- Heterogeneous items of general cargo, packaged and moved as
single parcels or assembled together on pallet boards and wire or rope cargo
slings as a means of lifting on and off a vessel by ship's gear or by wharf
cranes.
Coastwise Traffic -- Domestic trade made up of traffic between ports on the
same coast within natural territorial limits, as distinguished from foreign
traffic, intercoastal traffic or traffic to non-contiguous territories.
Combination Carrier -- A class of ship configured to carry both liquid bulk
and dry bulk cargoes.
Container -- A large standard size protective box into which cargo may be
packed (stuffed) for shipment aboard specially configured oceangoing container-
ships and designed to be easily interchangeable between the three basic modes
of transportation--ship, truck, and rail. The transfer unit is the container
rather than the cargo contiined therein.
Containership -- A class of oceangoing vessel that is specially designed to
carry standard size containers nested in vertical container cells within the
hull of the ship as well as stacked on deck and lifted on and off by means of
specialized container cranes operating at high speed along the wharf apron.
Full containerships are fully cellular and carry only container cargo whereas
partial containerships carry a combination of containerized and breakbulk general
cargo.
Conventional General Cargo -- Synonymous with the term "breakbulk cargo."
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Cryogenic -- Relating to the production of very low temperatures as in the
case of carriage of liquefied natural gas in special tanker vessels.
Deadweight Tons (dwt) -- The cargo carrying capacity of a vessel, including
the weight in long tons of cargo, fuel, water, stores, crew and their effects
that can be safely carried by the ship.
Deep-draft Port -- A seaport that is accessible to seagoing ships, i.e., it
has water depths in harbor channels and at marine terminal facilities capable
of accommodating deep-draft oceangoing vessels .
Deepwater Oil Port -- Associated with special offshore or onshore terminal
berthing facilities for handling the unloading of the very large crude oil
carriers (VLCCs) and ultra large crude oil carriers (ULCCs) requiring a 100
feet and more of water depths.
Demand-Capacity Analysis -- In this study, the comparison of waterborne com-
merce demand forecasts with marine terminal cargo-handling capability estimates
in order to discover any shortfalls or deficits in port terminal capacity and
hence assess future facility requirements.
Demographic Relates to size, density, and distribution of population, as
in the case of a port city.
Domestic Trade -- In this study, includes only the domestic ocean movements
of coastwise, lakewise, non-contiguous, and intraterritory cargo receipts and
shipments.
Draft -- The number of feet below the surface of the water to which a vessel
is submerged or the depth in feet of a vessel measured between the waterline
and the vessel·s keel.
Dry Bulk Cargo -- Cargo which may be either loose, grained, free-flowing or
solid but is not shipped in packaged form, and is usually handled by specialized
mechanical handling equipment at specially designed dry bulk terminals such as
grain, coal, ore, and the like .
Effective Working Capacity -- In this study, refers to the average annual
practical cargo-handling capability estimated for a major cargo movement
category in a specific coastal region and expressed in long tons on a per
berth per year basis.
Foreign Trade -- In this study, the exchange of waterborne commodity movements
imports and exports -- between the United States and foreign countries and
between Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands and foreign countries.
General Cargo -- Miscellaneous commodities shipped in various types of packaging
of irregular size and weight, or of regular uniform size and weight. The ship-
ping and handling techniques can be as breakbulk, containerized, or neobulk
general cargo.
Harbor -- An area of water affording a natural or artificial haven for ships.
A harbor is a port only when used for cargo transfer or other business between
ship and shore.
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Hinterland -- The area se rved by or tributary to a port, where a port's
exports are produced and its imports are mar ket ed.
Hopper Barge -- One of the most basic and versatile of barge types, consisting
of a simple double-skinned, open-top box with the inner hull shell forming a
long hopper or cargo hal d. A vari ant of the open hopper barge is a covered hopper
barge with rolling weather-tight hat~h covers.
Inland Riverport -- Usually associated with port terminal fac ilities served
by towboats and barges moving over shallow-draft, inland river navigation channels.
Intermodal -- Used to describe the capability of marine containers to be moved,
transported, or interchanged between rail and truck and ship in any order.
Internal Movements -- Domestic traffic consisting primarily of receipts and
shi pments between two ports or 1andi ngs withi n the same regi on where i n the
entire movement takes place on inland waterways.
Intraterritory Traffic -- Refers to traffic consisting of domestic receipts
and shipments between ports in Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands, which
are considered a single unit.
Lakewise Traffic -- Pertains to domestic receipts and shipments or traffic
between U.S. ports on the Great Lakes system.
LASH -- Stands for "lighter-aboard-ship" or a type of oceangoing barge carrying
vessel with the cargo being loaded in seal ed floatable boxes or barges which
are handled on and off the "mother" ship by ship-mounted cranes and are then
pushed or towed to a shoreside terminal.
Liquefied Gases A category of waterborne cargo movement which includes
primarily liquefied natural gas (LNG) and liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), and
other manufactured gases, coal gases, and natural gas products.
Liquid Bulk Cargo -- Liquid cargo shipped in large enough quantities to make
it practical to employ tankers or tank barges rather than containers consisting
of barrels, casks, or drums to be handled separately as breakbulk.
LNG -- Refers to "liquefied natural gas", one of the major types of liquefied
gas cargoes transported in special cryogenic or LNG tanker vessels. The
natural gas is liquefied at the source by cooling to -2590F and pumped via
pipeline into LNG tankers special cargo tanks designed to maintain cryogenic
temperatures during the voyage .
Local Movements -- Domestic traffic shipments and receipts between terminal
berths in the same port or harbor area.
Long Ton -- Equivalent to a measure of 2,240 pounds avoirdupois weight per ton.
LOOP -- Stands for "Louisiana Offshore Oil Port" which is the corporate name
of some 10 major oil companies who organized to construct and operate a deep-
water oil port off the coast of the State of Louisiana capable of accommodating
very large crude oil carriers with drafts of 90 feet and over.
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LPG -- Refers to "liquefied petroleum gas", another one of the principal
types of liquefied gas cargoes transported in LPG tanker vessels.
Mandated Costs -- Refers to added development costs incurred by ports brought
about by Federal legislation in the areas of environmental protection, employee
health and safety, and cargo security regulations.
Marine Terminal -- Consists of a pier or wharf structure located in a harbor
used for transferring cargo between ship and shore, and includes one or more
ship berths together with cargo handling equipment, railroad and truck accom-
modations, covered and open storage space, and other facilities.
Marshalling Yard -- Open space adjacent to containership berthing facilities
at marine container handling terminals designed for parking and stacking
inbound and outbound containers moving between ship and terminal storage and
between the hinterland and terminal storage.
Neobulk Cargo -- Used to describe general cargo of a single type handled in
uniform size units and shipped in very large quantities, frequently as an
entire shipload. Automobiles, steel, logs, lumber, scrap, and other cargoes
are some typical examples of neobulk cargo.
Non-contiguous Trade -- Trade between the continental United States and Alaska,
Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the U.S. Virgin Islands.
OBO -- Stands for "Oil-Bulk-Ore" vessel, a type of combination oceangoing
carrier which can transport both petroleum and ore as \'/ell as other dry bulk
cargoes.
On-carrier -- Used to describe all of the various modes of surface transpor-
tation which handle the inbound and outbound movement of cargoes between a
marine terminal and the port hinterland via rail, truck, or barge.
Pier -- One of two basic types of ship berthing structures extending into a
body of water at an angle with the shoreline. Berthing for cargo transfer is
usually available on the two sides of the pier and is sufficiently wide at
the head or face of the pier as well.
Port -- A harbor area in which are located marine terminal facil ities for
transferring cargo between ships and land transportation.
Port Capacity -- In terms of tons per year, the total capability of a port
to move cargoes through terminal facilities located within the port precincts.
Por t Industry -- Any economic activity that is directly needed in the move-
ment of waterborne cargo. This not only includes the loading and discharge
of ships but also the many port activities that take place beyond the piers
and wharves on the waterfront.
Pr act i cal Handling Capacity -- The estimated practical total cargo that can
be processed or moved across a pier or wharf apron and through a marine
terminal during normal working hours in the period of one effective cargo-
worki nq year.
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Receipts -- Commodities received by a port from another domestic port outside
the region.
Replacement Cost -- In this study, equivalent to the cost in dollars to replace
port terminal facilities and equipment with new models and designs capable of
performing operations identical to those performed by the old facilities.
Ro/Ro -- Stands for "Roll-on/Roll-off" and identifies a cargo vessel constructed
to allow containerized or unitized cargo loading without ships gear or wharf
cranes, but by wheeled trailers driven on and off the vessel by tractor power
via ramps at the cargo terminal Ro/Ro berth.
SEABeE -- A type of barge carrier ship, similar to the LASH (lighter-aboard-
ship) vessel except it employs a heavy-lift elevator at the stern-end of the ship
to lift barges on and off.
Seaport -- A deep-draft port accessible to oceangoing ships and having corre-
sponding water terminal accommodations.
Shipments -- Commodities shipped by a port to another domestic port outside
the region.
Shortfall -- Describes a deficit in terminal cargo throughput capacity when
compared to the commerce demand forecast.
Short Ton -- Equivalent to a measure of 2,000 pounds avoirdupois weight per ton.
Slurry -- A thin mixture of liquid and finely divided solids that can be handled
as a fluid cargo through pipelines and transported by special tankers. Ore,
coal, and several other commodities may be handled as slurry cargo .
Specialized General Cargo Facilities -- In this study, refers to general cargo
terminals which provide berthing facilities for accommodating container, Ro/Ro,
and barge carrier ships.
Storage Capacity -- The number of tons of a particular class of cargo that
can be adequately stored at a marine terminal.
Tank Barge -- A basic type of barge for the transportation of liquid bulk
commodities. Some tank barges have independent cylindrical tanks to carry
liquid bulk cargoes whereas others utilize the entire midship shell of the
vessel's hull as a cargo tank divided by bulkheads.
TEU -- Stands for "Twenty-foot Equivalent Unit", and is used as a standard
measure of a containership's container carrying capacity in terms of an, 8x8x20 ft.
size container .
Throughput Capacity -- The estimated total tons of cargo that can be processed
and handled through a port terminal or berthing facility in the course of one
year.
Towboat -- A powerful shallow-draft vessel designed to push-tow barges between
ports and landings over inland waterway navigation channels.
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Transit Shed -- A building on a breakbulk general cargo wharf, the purpose
of which is to provide temporary accommodations and sorting space for cargo
being transferred to or from a vessel.
Warehouse -- A building in which goods may be stored over such a period of
time as necessary to make further distribution.
Wharf -- A general term for any structure at which vessels berth or tie-up.
The term is also used specifically for a berthing structure of open piling
construction, aligned parallel with the shoreline, and referred to as a
marginal wharf .
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